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SYLLABUS 

 

 

 

Introduction to Software Project Management 

Introduction: what is project, management, software projects versus other projects, activities covered, mgmt 

control, requirement specification, problems with software projects. 

 

Project Planning 

Overview of project planning: Project selection, Identify project scope and objectives, project infrastructure, 

analyze project characteristics, efforts, and activity risks, and allocate resources. 

 

Project Management 

Management activities: proposal writing, project planning and scheduling, project costing, monitoring and 

reviews etc. Project management: project plan, milestones and deliverables, Project scheduling: bar chart and 

activity network (PERT/ CPM, GANTT chart) Risk management: risk identification, risk management 

activities, analysis, planning, monitoring. 

 

Selection of Appropriate Project Approach 

Choice of process models: Waterfall, V-process, Spiral model, Prototyping, Incremental approach Software 

effort estimation: Basis for estimates, Estimating by analogy, Albrecht function point analysis, COCOMO cost 

estimation model, Procedural code-oriented approach. 

 

Project Evaluation 

Assessment: Strategic and Technical assessment, cost benefit analysis, evaluation techniques. 
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SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

COURSE OVERVIEW

The software industry moves unrelentingly towards new

methods for managing the ever-increasing complexity of

software projects. Projects to produce software are worthwhile

only if they satisfy real needs and so we will examine how we

can identify the stakeholders in a project and their objectives.

Students will gain an understanding of the ways in which

projects can be handled and the cost and the risk associated with

a project.

Key benefits :

• The Nature of Software Management

• Computer Science-Traditional

• Computer Science-Evolving

• Formalism and Mathematics

• People Skills

• Management Practices

• Purpose of and Models for Defined Process

• Assessing the Software Process

• Estimating Cost

• Developing a Project Plan

• Managing for Change

• Measuring and Tracking

• Enhancing Professionalism

• Software Requirements Definition

• Communicating and Measuring Design

• Producing the Code

• Software Testing

• Software Reliability Measurement for Managers

• Software Configuration Management

• Making Cost Tradeoffs

• Using Data

• Causal Analysis

• Managing Tools and Environments

• Issues in CASE Technology
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LESSON 1
WHAT IS PROJECT MANAGEMENT

UNIT I
INTRODUCTION TO SOFTWARE PROJECT

MANAGEMENT

This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project?
• What is Management?
As this term contain the three words “Software”, ”Project” &
“Management”. Let us understand each and every term in
detail.
I am sure every body of us in the life has done some project or
other projects. It may or may not be a software project. So let’s
us understand what is the project first. A project can be complex
task with a goal. So let’s us understand by going through some
example.

 Which of these are Projects?

Scene 1. A project team is responsible for replacing PCs over 4
years old with the latest hardware and software. When these
become 4 years old, they too will also be replaced

 On going work, not a project work

Scene 2. A team is working to produce analysis and design
documentation to SSADM standards for an application that is
required desperately

End result not useful in itself. A Sate?

Scene 3. You are asked to examine the processes of a ware-
house, and implement a more streamlined approach that is
cheaper to run and provides a better service

No software, but a project nevertheless.

Scene 4.You are expected to improve programming standards
this year

A deadline, but no definition of product.

Now, going through the above examples you might have an
idea about what is a project.

 What is a Project?

A project is a set of related tasks that are coordinated to achieve
a specific objective in a given time limit.
You can summaries the key characteristic that distinguishes the
project as fallows.
• Achieve a specific objective

• Normally unique and “novel”
• A planned activity

• Planning is required
• Work to be carried out in several phases

• Time & Resource limit
• Often other constraints too
• Limited resource

• Coordinated
• Projects typically involve many people - a team

Note: The word “project” is often used in educational institu-
tions to describe work done by one person. This is not how
typical software projects are run.
As you go through project definition, now you let’s see some
of the attributes of the project

Project Attributes
A Project, by definition, is a group of activities that need to be
carried out in order to accomplish a set of objectives in an
agreed-upon time with available resources. A project has a start
and an end and goes through various phases before its
completion. A project has three major attributes - Scope,
Resource & Schedule - which needs constant monitoring.

Scope
Scope is the soul of any project. The scope of a project may be
as complex as “Sending a man to the moon and returning him
safely to earth” or something much simpler as in “Reading the
chapter on Project Management fundamentals”.  In general, a
complex scope is broken down into more manageable chunks
of activities to facilitate easier management.

Resource
To accomplish any given task, the manager needs resources such
as people, machine(s) and material.  Each of these resources has
several attributes, which the manager needs to understand and
keep in mind while planning project activities.  For instance, a
resource could be a fixed cost resource, i.e., the cost would not
change with duration of use, while another resource may be
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sensitive and emotional and hence may need to be dealt with
kid gloves!  Resources, in general, cost money and a project
manager frequently plays with all resources available to optimize
cost.

Schedule
Schedule is a vital project management attribute in a market-
driven economy where time to market is critical to success.
Project managers frequently find themselves unable to compro-
mise on schedule while being able to play better with the other
two parameters.
Let see some examples of Projects
• Producing an edition of newspaper
• Building the channel tunnel
• A programming assignment for a second year computing

student.

Project Referred as Process
The project is referred to as a process

A temporary process, which has a clearly defined start and end
time, a set of tasks, and a budget, that is developed to solve a
well-defined goal  or objective.

Temporary Process
A project is considered a temporary process because once the
end goal is achieved, the project is completed.  For this reason,
the end point of a project or objective needs to be defined at
the very beginning of the project to ensure successful comple-
tion.  The reason some projects never end is because no one
ever defines what constitutes complete!
The basic question for defining success criteria is, “Why are you
doing this project?” Criteria for project success are quantifiable
and measurable, and are expressed in terms of business value.
Let us discuss the final solution or the objective of the project,
which lead to business value.

Well-Defined Goals
Projects require well-defined goals to determine project comple-
tion. Without well-defined goals and objectives, a project lacks
purpose. This focus is generated in terms of milestones,
deliverables, and requirements. The problem definition needs
to be carefully crafted and well thought out.  This will determine
the project objective, focus, and the approaches for resolution.
Without a clearly defined focus and a stated objective, the
project often goes off course and may solve the wrong prob-
lem, go in the wrong direction, incur cost and times overruns,
and ultimately fail

Project Constraints
All projects have constraints and these need to be defined from
the onset. Projects have resource limits in terms of people,
money, time, and equipment.  While these may be adjusted up
or down, the project manager considers them fixed resources.
These constraints form the basis for managing the project and
are discussed later in the methodology.
Now, as you know that a project is a process. And you use
term “Process” and “Project” are use interchangeable. But
there is difference between Process & Process.

 Is Project & Process, Same?

Let’s discuss the key characteristic that distinguishes project and
process.

Projects Process work 

One-off task Varies little day-to-day 

Specific 
deliverables Measured by quantity produced 

Time restrictions On-going work 

Many tasks Tasks fit within functional boundaries 

Multi-function 
teams 

Interfaces between functional 
departments well defined 

Now let us understand the term Management in the “Software
Project Management”.

 What Is Management?

Management is the process of coordinating people and other
resources to achieve the goals of the organization.
It is the practice of executing and controlling the projects
Management involves the following activities:
• Planning-deciding what is to be done.
• Organizing- making arrangement.
• Staffing-selecting the right people for the job.
• Directing-giving instruction.
• Monitoring-checking on progress.
• Controlling-taking action to remedy hold-ups.
• Innovating-coming up with new solutions.
• Representing-liaising with users etc.

Case Study A

Paul Duggan is the manager of a software development
section. On Tuesday at 10:00 am he and his fellow section head
have a meeting with their group manager about staffing
requirements for the coming year. Paul has already drafted a
document ‘bidding’ for the staff. This is based on the work
planned for his section for the next year. This document is
discussed at the meeting. At 2:00 pm Paul has meeting with his
senior staff about an important project his section is undertak-
ing. One of the software development staff has just had road
accident and will be in hospital for some time. It is decided that
the project can be kept on schedule by transferring another team
member from less urgent work to this project. A temporary
replacement is to be brought in to do this less urgent work but
this might take a week or so to arrange. Paul has to phone both
the personnel manager about getting replacement and the user
for whom the less urgent work is being done explaining why it
is likely to be delayed.
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Identify which of the eight management responsibilities listed
above Paul was responding to at different points during his day.

Slides of Lecture 1

What is a project?

• Key characteristics of a project:
– A planned activity
– Specific objectives or products
– Work to be carried out in several phases
– Limited resources
– Deadline
– Large and complex

What is management?

• Management involves the following 
activities:
– Planning
– Staffing
– Innovating
– Directing
– Monitoring 
– Liaising

 This Is Review Test For You

What is project?

What are the main attributes of projects?

What is Management?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Software?
• What is Software Project Management?
• Software Project Vs Other Projects.
In the previous lecture you had learned what is project, manage-
ment etc. Today
To begin with first let us understand

 What is Software?

Software is the program and all associated documentation and
configuration data which is needed to make these programs
operate correctly.
What does software system comprises of?
Can any body answer this question?

A software system comprise of
• A number of separate programs
• Configuration files that are used to set up these programs
• Systems documentation that describes the structure of the

system and,
• User documentation that explains how to use the system

and,
Now you have understood all the terms related to the “
Software project Management”. So I further continue with the
next discussion on. What is software project management?

 What is Project Management?

“Software project management encompasses the knowledge,
techniques, and tools necessary to manage the development of
software products.”
There are some of the important issues that have to be focus
with the software project management. Do you know what are
these issues?  Let us understand this one by one.
• Understand the characteristics of software products
• Understand what is meant by project
• Understand what management means.
So far I have discuss about project. But it is difficult to draws
the line between software project & the other project. So let us
understand how software project is different from other project.

LESSON 2
SOFTWARE, SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT, SOFTWARE PROJECTS VERSUS

OTHER PROJECTS

What do you Thing, is Software Project same as
Other Project?
 “Software projects have several properties that make them very
different to other kinds of engineering project”.
The product is intangible: - It’s hard to claim a bridge is 90%
complete if there is not 90% of the bridge there. It is easy to
claim that a software project is 90% complete, even if there are
no visible outcomes.
Complexity: - Software Products are containing more complex-
ity than other types projects.
The technology changes very quickly: - Most large software
projects employ new technology.

Notes
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What is software project 
management?

• Understand the characteristics of software 
products

• Understand what is meant by project
• Understand what is meant by management

What is Software

• Software is the program and all associated 
documentation and configuration data 
which is needed to make these programs 
operate correctly.

Slides of Lecture 2

Characteristics of software

• Simple and elegant mathematical 
representation

• Logic intensive
• Cannot have partial completion
• Design costs are more expensive

Software Projects Vs Other 
Projects

• Invisibility
• Complexity
• Flexibility
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 This is review Test for you

What is Software Projects Management? Is Software Projects are similar to Other Projects?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• Activities covered by software project management
In the previous lecture I had discuss what is project, difference
between the software projects and the other project, manage-
ment & Software Project Management. Today I am going to
teach you, which will cover the following topics:
Let us start with the topic on activities covered by software
project management?
 A Software project is concerned not only with the actual writing
of software. In fact, where a software application is bought in
‘Off-the-self’, there might be no software writing as such. This
is still fundamentally a software project because so many of the
other elements associated with this type of project are present.
Usually, there are three successive process that bring a new
system into being
• Feasibility Study
•  Planning
• Program Execution
Let us understand what is the mean by ‘Feasibility Study’?
A feasibility study may be carried out before a project com-
mences
Its purpose
• To establish an outline of what users require
• To ensure it is feasible to meet their needs
• Entirely
• In part
• To record initial impressions of how to meet the

requirements
• To give management a feel for costs and timescales of project
• To provide as much information as possible to project

manager for
• Estimating
• Purchasing and accommodation

• To help management decide whether to proceed with the
project

Planning
• Probably the most time-consuming project management

activity
• Continuous activity from initial concept through to system

delivery. Plans must be regularly revised as new information
becomes available

• Various different types of plan may be developed to support
the main software project plan that is concerned with
schedule and budget

Figure A
3. Project execution: -The project can now be executed.

Individual projects are likely to differ considerably but a
classic project life cycle is shown in Figure A.

Requirements analysis This is finding out in detail what the
users require of the system that the project is to implement.
Some work along these lines will almost certainly have been
carried out when the project was evaluated but now the original
information obtained needs to be updated and supplemented.
Several different approaches to the users’ requirements may be
explored. For example, a small system that satisfies some, but
not all, of the users’ needs at a low price may be compared to a
system with more functions but at a higher price. Specification
Detailed documentation of what the proposed system is to do.
Design A design that meets the specification has to be drawn
up. This design activity will be in two stages. One will be the
external or user design. This lays down what the system is to
look like to the users in terms of menus, screen and report
layouts and so on. The next stage produces the physical design,
which tackles the way in which the data and software procedures
are be structured internally.
Coding This might refer to writing code in a procedural
language such as C or Ada, or might refer to the use of a high-
level application builder. Even where software is not being built
from scratch, some modification to the base application might
be required to meet the needs of the new application.

LESSON 3
ACTIVITIES COVERED
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Verification and validation Whether software is developed
specially for the current application or not, careful testing will be
needed to check that the proposed system meets its require-
ments.
Implementation/installation Some system development
practitioners refer to the whole of the project after design as
‘implementation’ (that is, the implementation of the design)
while others insist that the term refers to the installation of the
system after- the software has been developed. In this case it
encompasses such things as setting up data files and system
parameters, writing user manuals and training users of the new
system.
Maintenance and support Once the system has been imple-
mented there will be a continuing need for the correction of any
errors that may have crept into the system and for extensions
and improvements to the system. Maintenance and support
activities may be seen as a series of minor software projects. In
many environments, most software development is in fact
maintenance.

 

 Case Study B

ABC International is a MNC which used to be managed by the
local government authority but has become autonomous. Its
payroll is still administered by the local authority and pay slips
and other output are produced in the local authority’s computer
center. The authority now charges the company for this service.
The company management is of the opinion that it would be
cheaper to obtain and ‘off-the-self’ payroll application and does
the payroll processing them. What would be main stages of the
project to convert to independent payroll processing by the
company? Bearing in mind that an off-the-self application is to
used, how would to be written from scratch?

Notes

Slides of Lecture 3

Major activities in developing a software 
project management

• Feasibility study
• Project planning
• Project execution

 This is review Test for you:

What activities does software project management cover?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• Discussion on Management Control.
• Stakeholders
In the previous lecture you had learn the different activities
covered in the software project management. In this lecture you
will learn how these activities are going to control using
Management Control, later in this session you will learned
about the stakeholders let’s first you learn about management
control

 Management Control

Management, in general, can be seen as the process of setting
objectives for a system and then monitoring the system to see
what its true performance is. In Figure B the ‘real world’ is
shown, as being rather formless Especially in the case of large
undertakings, there will be a lot going on about which manage-
ment should be aware. As an example, take an IT project that is
to replace locally held paper-based records with a centrally
organized database. It might be that staff in a 1arge number of
offices that are geographically dispersed need training and then
Deed to use the new IT system to set up the back-log of
manual records on the new database. It might be that the
system cannot be properly operational until the last record has
been transferred. It might also be the case that the new system
will be successful only if new transactions can be processed
within certain time cycles. The managers of the project ought to
be asking questions about such things as how effective training
has been, how many records have still to be transferred to the
new database and transfer rates. This will involve the local
managers in data collection. Bare details, such as ‘location X has
processed 2000 documents’ will not be very useful to higher
management: data processing will be needed to transform this
raw data into useful information. This might be in such forms
as ‘percentage of records processed’, ‘average documents
processed per day per person’ and ‘estimated completion date’.

Figure B
In the example above, the project leader might examine the
‘estimated completion date’ for completing data transfer for
each branch and compare this with the overall target date for
completion of this phase of the project. In effect they are
comparing actual performance with one aspect of the overall
project objectives. They might find that one or two branches are
not going to complete the transfer of details in time, and
would then need to consider what to do (this is represented in
Figure B by the box making decisions/plans). One possibility
would be to move staff temporarily from one branch to
another. If this is done, there is always the danger that while the
completion date for the one branch is pulled back to before the
overall target date, the date for the branch from which staffs are
being moved is pushed forward beyond that date. The project
manager would need to calculate carefully what the impact
would be in moving staff from particular branches. This is
modeling the consequences of a potential solution.
Several different proposals could be modelled in this way before
one was chosen for implementation.
Having implemented the decision, the situation needs to be
kept under review by collecting and processing further progress
details. For instance7 the next time that progress is reported, a
branch to which staff have been transferred might still be
behind in transferring details. This might be because the reason
why the branch has got behind in transferring details is because
the manual records are incomplete and another department, for

LESSON 4
MGMT CONTROL, STAKEHOLDER
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whom the project has a low priority, has to be involved in
providing the missing information. In this case, transferring
extra’ staff to do data input will not have accelerated data
transfer.

Objectives
To have a successful software project, the manager ‘and the
project team members must know what will constitute success.
This will make them concentrate on what is essential to project
success.
There might be more than one set of users of a system and
there might be different groups of staff who are involved its
development. There is a need for well-defined objectives that are
accepted by all these people. Where they’re more then. One user
group, then a project authority, needs to be identified. Such
project authority has overall authority over what the project is to
achieve.
This authority is often held by the project steering committee,
which has overall responsibility for setting, monitoring and
modifying objective. The project manager still has responsibility
for running the project on a day-to-day basis, but has to report
to the steering committee at regular intervals. Only the steering
committee can authorize changes to the project objectives and
resources

Measures of Effectiveness
Effective objectives are concrete and well defined. Vague
aspiration such as to improve customer relations’ are unsatisfac-
tory. Objectives should be such that it is obvious to all whether
the project has been successful or not. Ideally there should be
measures of effectiveness, which tell us how successful been.
For example, ‘to reduce customer complaints by 50%’, satisfac-
tory as an objective than ‘to improve customer relations’.

Sub- Objectives and Goals
In order to keep things manageable, objectives might need to
be broken sub-objectives. Here you say that in order to achieve
A you must achieve B, C and D first. These sub-objectives are
also known as goals, steps on the waving an objective, just as
goals scored in a football match are step towards the objective
of winning the match.

 Who are Running a Project?

Question: Who should run a project?

 Users?

 Customers?

 Managers?

  System Analyst?

  Accountants?

Running a Project: Formal Structure

The Project Board has overall responsibility for the project.
The Project Manager  is responsible for the day-to-day running
of the project.
The Project Board has representatives from the users and
suppliers/technicians (e.g. computing), but is chaired by
someone representing the organisation’s financial interests
• The financier is often referred to as the sponsor
The Project Assurance Team provides independent assurance
to the Project Board that the project is being run well. They have
an audit-like role
On each stage of the project, the Project Manager may have
someone to assist: the Stage Manager . The workers on each
stage are known as the Stage Team

 Who are Stakeholders?

These are people who have a stake or interest in the project
Because they will need to know what is happening, it is
important to identify and contact them early in a project
• Part of the project team
• The customers
• External to the project
Their motivation and objectives may not be the same; indeed
they may be at odds with each other
• Where job cuts are being considered
• Where people’s status may be changed
• Etc
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Identify The Needs of Stakeholders
Commenting on survey results that indicate US companies’
track record on IT projects is improving:
“Projects which have executive management support and user
involvement - our two top criteria for IT project success - have a
50% greater chance of success”
• Karen Boucher, vice-president of Standish Group
• Standish have conducted annual surveys of IT project

failures since 1994
• (Shilling ford J (1998) “USA discovers key to successful

projects”, Computer Yokel, 25 June 1998)

 Who is Project “Champion”?

A project sponsor normally represents the people funding a
project
A project champion is an informal role
· Has the vision to get the project going
· Pushes for a project to be accepted where there are competing

priorities
· Keeps things going when difficulties arise
The project champion is often
· A senior customer (user) who wants a particular capability; or
· Senior supplier (technician) who wants to try out the latest

“toy”

Project Manager & its Team
Remember that the project manager isn’t (normally) the line
manager of everyone on the team. The line managers may not
even be working on the project. Building and maintaining good
working relationships with the line managers will forestall
problems later.

Slides of Lecture 4

Chapter 1

Project Stakeholders
• Stakeholders are the people involved in or 

affected by project activities
• Stakeholders include

– the project sponsor and project team
– support staff
– customers
– users
– suppliers
– opponents to the project

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Management Control?

Identify the stakeholder in the Case Study B
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Requirement?
• What is Requirement Specification?
• What is Requirement Engineering?
• Problem with software Projects.
In the previous lecture you had discuss w Activities covered by
software project management, Discussion on Management
Control and stakeholders.
Let us continue with further decision.
To understand the requirement of software project you have to
analysis it.  Requirement Analysis is “Establishing what the
customer requires from a software system”.

 What is a Requirement?  

It may range from a high-level abstract statement of a service or
of a system constraint to a detailed mathematical functional
specification
• This is inevitable as requirements may serve a dual function

• May be the basis for a bid for a contract - therefore must
be open to interpretation

• May be the basis for the contract itself - therefore must be
defined in detail

• Both these statements may be called requirements

 What are “Requirements Document”?  

• The requirements document is the official statement of what
is required of the system developers

• Should include both a definition and a specification of
requirements

• It is NOT a design document. As far as possible, it should
set of WHAT the system should do rather than HOW it
should do it

“Requirements Definition/Specification”  

• Requirements definition: A statement in natural language
plus diagrams of the services the system provides and its
operational constraints. Written for customers

• Requirements specification: A structured document
setting out detailed descriptions of the system services.
Written as a contract between client and contractor

• Software specification: A detailed software description,
which can serve as a basis for a design or implementation.
Written for developers

 Who are Requirements Readers?

• Requirements Definition
• Client managers, System end-users, Client engineers,

Contractor managers, System architects
• Requirements specification

• System end-users, Client engineers, System architects,
Software developers

• Software specification
• System architects, Software developers

Requirements Engineering

Requirement engineering is the discipline of gathering, analyz-
ing, and formally specifying the user’s needs, in order to use
them as analysis components when developing a software
system. Requirements must be oriented towards the user’s real
needs, not towards the development team and the project
managers.
Almost all software development processes one way or another
stress requirement analysis and specification as one of their core
workflow. The reasons are simple. It is necessary to manage
requirements as well as possible because a small change to
requirements can profoundly affect the project’s cost and
schedule, since their definition underlies all design and imple-
mentation. Unfortunately, in most practical projects it is not
possible to freeze the requirements at the beginning of the
project and not to change them. Requirements develop over
time, and their development is a learning process, rather than a
gathering one. The intended result of this process is a struc-
tured but evolving set of agreed, well understood, and carefully
documented requirements. This implies the need for require-
ments tractability, i.e. the ability to describe and follow the life
of a requirement, in both a forward and backward direction,
ideally through the whole system’s life cycle.
The importance of constantly involving the users in the process
of requirements analysis and specifications cannot be overem-
phasized. Only the users know their domain properly, and for
that reason they should certainly participate in defining the

LESSON 5
REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATION, PROBLEMS WITH SOFTWARE PROJECTS
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system’s functions, designing them, and evaluating their
implementation and testing. The users should also participate
in creating, verifying, and updating the requirements specifica-
tion document for the project. The users should share with the
developers the responsibility for the requirements’ complete-
ness and consistency. It is the project managers’ duty to
establish and maintain good relations with the users through-
out the development process, as well as to consult them
whenever the project gets stuck due to the development team’s
lack of domain understanding. It is essential to make as explicit
as possible all the requirements that reflect the user’s work and
the tasks that the software system under development is
supposed to automate. Any situation in which users can find
themselves when doing their job is the context that must be
taken into account through requirements engineering. It is
equally important not to concentrate on a single user’s task, but
to cover communication between users when the task requires
collaboration. There is a wide spectrum of techniques for
requirements engineering. Whatever technique is applied, it is
always desirable to involve the user to increase the correctness of
the requirements specification.
Some of the techniques are:
• Structured interviews and questionnaires that the user fills in

(inquiry based requirements gathering)
• Diagram-based requirements analysis (using multiple

diagrams to sketch relevant parts of the user’s work process
and describe the requirements graphically)

• Using metaphors of the user’s work process (e.g., the office
metaphor, or the agent/agency metaphor)

• Scenario analysis (scenario is a typical sequence of activities
characterizing the user’s work process, hence it reflects what
the user will do with the system and helps define the test
procedures)

• Using special-purpose software tools for requirements
gathering (some of them can be simulation-based)

• Requirements completeness and consistency checks (some of
them can be automated, others must be performed
manually)

• Using special-purpose requirements-specification languages
in order to describe requirements more formally and hence
provide more automated requirements tracing.

• Prototype system development, in order to make the
requirements clear and to establish better mutual
understanding with the users

• Analyzing videotaped user’s work process. When managing
software development according to the Unified Process,
requirements are captured mostly through the use cases and
use-case diagrams.

You know what are the problems with software projects?

 Problems with Software Projects?

While make a project you may encounter various problem the
problem may be from the management point of view and
others.

Problem form management point of view

Problem 1: Responsibility
Team members will normally be in the organizations hierarchy
so will have a line manager. They will also be reporting to the
project manager, often this is not the line manager, so they will
have two managers
“No servant can serve two masters... he will hate the one and
love the other...” Luke 16:13
They will be given work not part of their normal work (projects
are “novel”)
Organization
• The participants in a project are agreed up front
• Their responsibilities are defined in writing
• This must be agreed by all concerned

Problem 2: Co-ordination
Team members won’t know what they should do
They won’t know when to do it
Plans
• Time
• Money (expenditure)
• Quality
• Contingency or exceptions

Problem 3: Control
Team members will be working on a project not necessarily
driven by their department, so project work might not always
be given high priority
The project manager won’t normally be the line manager of
every team member
The project manager can’t be closely involved in every task in
progress
Controls
• Feedback
• Monitoring
Progress reporting to senior management

Problems and Solutions
It may be helpful to consider project management under the
three headings mentioned:
Organization
• Allocating responsibilities
Plans
• Co-coordinating activities
Controls
• Monitoring progress and quality
Some of the other problem that is related to the software
project is as fallows: -
• Lack of quality standards and measures
• Lack of measurable milestones
• Difficult to make the progress visible
• Poor documentation
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• Frequent changes of requirements
• Over budget and late delivery of software

Slides of Lecture 5

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Requirement Engineering?

Write common problems occurred in software projects?

Main problems encountered with 
requirements and specifications

• Ambiguous
• Incomplete
• Inconsistent

Main problems encountered with 
requirements and specifications (cont’d)

• To overcome these problems via
– Formality – achieving preciseness
– Abstraction – contracting on essential parts

Common problems with software 
projects

• Lack of quality standards and measures
• Lack of measurable milestones
• Difficult to make the progress visible
• Poor communications
• Poor documentation
• Frequent changes of requirements
• Over budget and late delivery of software
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Software Project Management?
In the previous unit you had learned in detail about software
project management. Today I am starting with unit-2 Project
Planning. This unit starts with Project Selection.

 How will you Plan the Project

Introduction To Step Wise Project Planning
This lecture describes a framework of basic steps in project
planning and control. There are many different techniques that
can be used in project planning and this lecture gives an
overview of the points at which these techniques can be used
during project planning. Coming lecture wil1 illustrate how
different projects need different approaches, but this framework
should always apply to the planning process used.
The framework described is called the Step Wise method to
help to distinguish it from other methods such as PRINCE 2.
PRINCE 2 is the set of project management standards that
have been published by the Central Computing and Telecom-
munications Agency (CCTA) for use on British government IT
projects. The Standards and also widely used on non-govern-
ment projects in the United Kingdom. Step Wise should be
compatible with PRINCE 2. It should be noted, however, that
Step Wise covers only the planning stages of a project and not
monitoring and control. 
In order to illustrate the Step Wise approach and to show-how
it might have to be adapted to deal with different circumstances,
two parallel examples are used.
Let us assume that there are two former Computing and
Information System. Students who have now had several years
of software development experience.
Example 1
Shilpa has been working for the Management Services depart-
ment of a local government authority when she sees an
advertisement for the position of Information Systems
Development Officer at Sophia College. She is attracted to the
idea of being her own boss, working in a relatively small
organization and helping it to set up appropriate information
systems from scratch. She applies for the job and gets it. One of
the first tasks that confront her is the implementation of

independent payroll processing! (This scenario has already  been
used as the basis of some examples in Lecture 1.)
Pooja works for International Office Equipment (IOE), which
manufactures and supplies various items of high-technology
office equipment. An expanding area of their work is the
maintenance of IT equipment. They have now started to
undertake maintenance of equipment for which they were not
originally the suppliers. A computer-based batch processing
system deals with invoicing on it job-by-job basis. An organiza-
tion might have to call IOE out several times to deal with
different bits of equipment and there is a need to be able to
group’ the invoice details for work done into ‘group accounts’
for which monthly statements will be produced. Pooja has been
given her first project management role, the task of implement-
ing this extension to the invoicing system.
In Table A  I outline the general approach that might be taken
to planning these projects. Figure A provides an outline of the
main planning activities. Steps 1 and 2, ‘Identify project scope
and objectives’ and ‘Identify project infrastructure’, may be
tackled in parallel in some cases. Steps 5 and 6 will have to be
repeated for each activity needed to complete the project.

 Now, How will you Plan the Project?

A major principle of project planning is to plan in outline first
and then in more detail as the time to carry out an activity
approaches. Hence the lists of products and activities that are
the result of Step 4 will be reviewed when the tasks connected
with a particular phase of a project are considered in more detail.
This will be followed by a more detailed iteration of Steps 5 to
8 for the phase under consideration.
Step 0: Select project
This is called Step 0 because in a way .it is outside the main
project planning process. Projects are not initiated out of thin
air - some activity has to take p1ace before deciding that this
project rather than another, is worth undertaking. This project
evaluation may be done on an individual basis or as part of
strategic planning.
An outline of Step Wise planning activities

Step Activities within step

0 Select project
1 Identify project scope and objectives
1.1 Identify objectives and measure§ of effectiveness in

meeting them
1.2 Establish a project authority
1.3 Identify all stakeholders in the project and their interests
1.4 Modify objectives in the light of stakeholder analysis
1.5 Establish methods of communications with all parties
2 Identify project infrastructure

LESSON 6
PROJECT SELECTION

UNIT II
PROJECT PLANNING
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2.1 Establish relationship between project and strategic

planning 
2.2 Identify installation standards and procedures
2.3 Identify project team organization
3 Analyse project characteristics
3.1 Distinguish the project as either objective- or product-

driven 
3.2 Analyse other project characteristics
3.3 Identify high level project risks
3.4 Take into account user requirements concerning

implementation 
3.5 Select generallifecyc1e approach
3.6 Review overall resource estimates
4 Identify project products and activities
4.1 Identify and describe project products (or deliverables)
4.2 Document generic product flows
4.3 Recognize product instances
4.4 Produce ideal activity network
4.5 Modify ideal to take into account need for stages and

checkpoints
5 Estimate effort for each activity
5.1 Carry out bottom-up estimates
5.2 Revise plan to create controllable activities
6 Identify activity risks
6.1 Identify and quantify activity-based risks
6.2 Plan risk reduction and contingency measures where

appropriate 
6.3 Adjust plans and estimates to take account of risks
7 Allocate resources
7.1 Identify and allocate resources
7.2 Revise plans and estimates to account for resource

constraints 
8 Review/publicize plan
8.1 Review _quality aspects of project plan
8.2 Document plans and obtain agreer4ent
9 Execute plan
10 Lower levels of planning
Table A An outline of Step Wise planning structure

Figure B : An Overview of Step Wise
We will continue project planning in the coming lectures.

Slides of Lecture 1

 This is review Test for you:

List the project created by the Step Wise planning process.

Project Planning Objectives

• Framework for estimation 
– resources, cost, schedule

• Life-cycle persistence
– plan is updated periodically

• “Best Case” vs. “Worst Case”
– possible outcomes are bounded
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LESSON 7
PROJECT SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Identify Project Scope
• Identify Project Objectives.
Recollect the example that I discussed with you in the
pervious lecture. You remember I had given you an example
of student Shilpa and Pooja.
Based on the example-discussed let us understand how will
you project scope and its objectives.
Step 1: Identify project scope and objectives
The activities in this step ensure that all the parties to the
project agree on the objectives and are committed to the
success of the project. A danger to be avoided is overlooking
people who are affected by the project.
Step 1.1: Identify objectives and practical measures of the
effectiveness in meeting those objectives
We discussed earlier the need for agreed objectives for a project
and ways of measuring the success in achieving those
objectives.
The project objectives for the Sophia college payroll project
have already discussed in Previous lecture
Pooja at IOE has the objectives clearly laid down for her in the
recommendation of the feasibility study report, which have
been accepted by IOE management. The main objectives are
to allow the detail monthly statement to be sent to group
account clients and to be able to allocate the cash received to
individual that refer to expected timescales and the resources
that may be used.
Step.1.2 Establish a project authority
A Single overall project authority needs to be established so
that there is unity of purpose among all those concerned
Pooja finds that her manager and the main user management
have already set up a Project Board that will have overall
direction of the project. She is a little concerned because the
equipment maintenance staff is organized with different
sections dealing with different types of equipment. This
means that a customer might have work done by several
different sections. Not all the sections are represented on the
Project Board and Pooja is aware that there are some differ-
ences of opinion among the different sections. It is left to the
user representatives on the board to resolve those differences
and to present an agreed policy to the systems developers.
Shilpa finds that effectively she has two different clients for the
payroll system: the finance and personnel departments. To
help resolve conflicts, it it is agreed that the managers of both
departments should attend a monthly meeting with the Vice-
Principal, which Shilpa has arranged in order to steer the
project.

Step 1.3-Identify all stakeholders in the project and their
interests
Recall that this was the basis of a discussion in Lecture 1.
Essentially all the parties who have an interest in the project
need to be identified. Case you produced a list of the stake-
holders in the ABC International Payroll project.
Step 1.4: Modify objectives in the light of stakeholder analysis
In order to gain the full cooperation of all concerned, it might
be necessary to modify the project objectives. This can mean
adding new features to the system giving a benefit to some
stakeholder group as a means of assuring their commitment to
the project. This is potentially dangerous, since the system size
might be increased and the original objectives obscured. Because
of these dangers, this process must be done consciously and in
a controlled manner.
The IOE maintenance staffs are to be given the extra task of
entering data about completed jobs. They do not benefit from
this additional work. To give some benefit, the system is to be
extended to reorder spare parts automatically when required.
At ABC International, the personnel department has a lot of
work preparing payroll details for finance. It will be tactful to
agree to produce some management information reports for
personnel from the payroll details held on the computer.
Step 1.5: Establish methods of communication with all parties
For internal staff, this should be fairly straightforward, but a
project leader implementing a payroll system would need to
find a contact point with BACS (Bankers Automated Clearing
Scheme) for instance.
We will continue project planning in the coming lectures.

 This is review Test for you:

Discuss the scope of the project.
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Identify objective and goals projects?

Notes
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LESSON 8
PROJECT INFRASTRUCTURE, ANALYZE PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Identify Project infrastructure.
• Analyse Project.
Recollect the example that I discussed with you in the pervious
lecture. You remember I had given you an example of student
Shilpa and Pooja.
Based on the example-discussed let us understand how will you
project infrastructure and how to analyse the project.
Step 2: Identify project infrastructure
Projects are rarely initiated in a vacuum. There is usually some
kind of existing infrastructure into which the project can fit. The
project leader who does not already know about this structure
needs to find out its precise nature.
Step 2.1: Identify relationship between the project and strategic
planning
As well as identifying projects to be carried out, an organization
needs to decide the order in which these projects are to be
carried out. It also needs to establish the framework within
which the proposed new systems are to fit. Hardware and
software standards, for example, are needed so that various
systems can communicate with each other. These strategic
decisions must be documented in a strategic business plan or in
an information technology plan that is developed from the
business plan.
Pooja finds at IOE that there is a well-defined rolling strategic
plan that has identified her group accounts subsystem as an
important required development: Because it is an extension of
an existing system, the hardware and software platforms upon
which the application are to run are dictated.
Shilpa at Sophia College finds that there is an overall College
strategic ,Ian that describes new courses to be developed, and so
on, and mentions in as sing the need for, ‘appropriate adminis-
trative procedures’ to be in place. In a short section in a
consultant’s report from an accountancy firm concerning the
implications of financial autonomy, there is a recommendation
that independent payroll processing be undertaken. Although
the college has quite a lot of IT equipment for teaching
purposes, there is no machine set aside for payroll processing
and the intention is that the hardware to run the payroll will be
acquired at the same time as the software.
Step 2.2: Identify installation standards and procedures
Any organization that develops software should define its
development procedures. As a minimum, the normal stages in
the software life cycle to be carried out should be documented
along with the products created at each stage.
Change control and configuration management standards should be
in place to ensure that changes to requirements are implemented
in a safe and orderly way. The procedural standards may lay

down the quality checks that need to be done at each point of
the project life cycle or these may be documented in a separate
quality standards and procedures manual.
The organization, as part of its monitoring and control policy
must have in place a measurement programme that dictates that
certain statistics have to be collected at various stages of a
project.
Finally the project manager should be aware of any project
planning and control standards. These will relate to the way that the
project is controlled: for example, the way that the hours spent
by team members on individual tasks is recorded on time
sheets
Pooja at IOE finds that there is a very weighty manual of
development standards, which, among other things, specifies
that SSADM will be the analysis and design method used. She
finds that a separate document has been prepared, laying down
quality procedures. This specifies when the reviews of work will
be carried out and describes detailed procedures about how the
reviews are to be done. Pooja also finds a set of project
management guidelines modeled closely on PRINCE 2.
Shilpa finds no documents of the nature that Pooja found at
IOE except for some handouts for students that have been
produced by different lecturers at different times and that seem
to contradict each other.
As a stop-gap measure, Shilpa writes a brief document, which
states what the main stages of a ‘project’ (perhaps ‘job for the
user’ would be a better term in this context) should be. This
happens to be very similar to the list given in lecture 1. She
stresses that:
No job of work to change a system or implement a new one is
to be drawn without there being a detailed specification first.
The user must agree to, or ‘sigh off’, each specification in
writing before the work is carried out.
She draws up a simple procedure for recording all change to user
requirements. Shilpa, of course has no organizational quality
procedure, but she dictates that each person in the group
(including herself) has to get someone else to check through his
or her work at the end of the major task and that , before any
new amended software is handed over to the users, someone
other than the original producer should test it. She sets up a
simple system to record errors found in system testing and their
resolution. She also creates a log file of reported user problems
with operational systems.
Shilpa does not worry about time sheet but arranged an
informal meeting with her colleague each Monday morning to
discuss how things are going and also arrange to see the vice-
principle, who is her official boss, and the head of the finance
and personnel sections each month to review progress in
general form.
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Step 2.3: Identify project team organization
Project leaders, especially in the case of large projects, will often
have some control over the organizational structure of the
project team. More often, through the organizational structure
will by dictate them. For example, there might have been a high
level managerial decision that code developers and system
analysts will be in different group or that the development of
PC application will not be done within the same group as that
responsible for ‘legacy’ mainframe applications.
If the project leader does have some control over the project
team organization then this would best be considered at later
stage (see Step 7: Allocate resources in coming lectures)
At IOE, there are groups of system analysts set up as teams
that deal with individual user departments. Hence the users
always know whom should contact within the information
systems department if they have a problem developers,
however, work in a ‘pool’ and are allocated to specific project as
on ad hoc basis.
At Sophia College, Shilpa has seconded to her a software
developer who has been acting as a technician supporting the
computing courses in the college. She is also allowed to recruit a
trainee analyst/programmer. She is unduly worried about the
organizational structure that is needed.
Step:3: Analyze project characteristics 
The general purpose of this part of the planning operation to
ensure that the appropriate method are used for a project..
Step 3.1: Distinguish the project as either objective- or product-
driven
This has-already been discussed in-the pervious lecture. A
general point to noted is that as system development advances,
it tends to become more product driver, although the underly-
ing objectives always remains and must be respected.
Step 3.2: Analyse other project characteristics
For example, is this an information system that is being
developed or a process control system, or, does it have elements
of both? Is It, safety critical system that is, where human life
could be-threatened by a malfunction?
Step3.3 Identify high level project risk.
Consideration must be given to the risks that threaten the
successful outcome of the project. Generally speaking most
risks can be attributed to the operational or development
environment, the technical nature of, the project or the type
product being created.
At IOE Pooja identifies the danger of there being resistance to
the, new system by maintenance engineer, especially as a new
centralize group accounts officer is to set up. Pooja decides
therefore that additional efforts are needed to consult all
sections involved and that the new procedure should be
introduce in small increments to accustom staff to them
gradually.
Shilpa at Sophia College considers the application area to be very
well defined. There is a risk, however, that there might be no
application on the market that caters for the way that things are
done at the moment. Shilpa, therefore decides that an early task

in the project is to obtain information about the features of the
main payroll applications that are available.
Step 3.4: Take into account user requirements concerning
implementation
The clients will usually have their own procedural requirement.
For example, work for government department usually require
the use of SSADM
Step 3.5: Select general lifecycle approach in the light of the
above
The project life cycle to be used for the project will be influenced
by the issues raised above. For example, a prototyping approach
might be used where the user requirements are not clear.
Step 3.6: Review overall resource estimates
 Once the major risk have been identified and the broad project
approach has been decided upon, this would be a good point at
which to re-estimate the effort and other resources, required to
implement the project Where enough information is available,
an estimate based on function points might be appropriate.
We will continue project planning in the coming lectures.

 This is review Test for you:

Analyse the Payroll Project given to you.

A payroll project is given to develop, identify Project
infrastructure.
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LESSON 9
EFFORTS, AND ACTIVITY RISKS, AND ALLOCATE RESOURCES

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Identify Project effort and activity risk
• Estimate effort for each activity.
Recollect the example that I discussed with you in the pervious
lecture. You remember I had given you an example of student
Shilpa and Pooja. Based on the example-discussed let us
understand how will you identify Product effort and Activity
risk and how will you estimate effort for each activity.
Step 4: Identify project products and activities
The more detailed planning of the individual activities that will
be needed now takes place, The longer term planning is broad
and in outline, while the more immediate tasks are planned in
some detail.
Step 4.1: identify and describe project products (or deliverables)
In general, there can be no project products that do not have
activities that create them, Wherever Possible, we ought also to
ensure the reverse: that there are no activities that do not
produce a tangible product making sure. We have identified all
the things the project is to create helps us to ensure that all the
activities we need to carry out are accounted for.
These products will include II large number of technical
products including training material and operating instruction,
but also products to do with the management and the quality of
the project Planning documents would, for
Example, be management products.
The products will form a hierarchy, the main products will have
sets of component products, which in turn might have sub-
component products and, so on, these relationship can be
documented in a Product Breakdown Structure (PBS)
This part of the planning process draws heavily on the stan-
dards laid down in PRINCE2, These specify that product at the
bottom of the PBS should be documented by Product Descrip-
tions, which Contain:
• The name/identity of the Product.
• The purpose of the product.
• The derivation of the product (that is, the other products from

which it is derived)
• The composition of the product.
• The form of the Product
• The relevant standards
• The quality criteria that should apply to it.
• The other products from which it is
At IOE, Pooja finds that there is a standard PBS that she can use
as a check -list for her own project.
Shilpa at Sophia College has no installation standard PBS,
although she can, of course, refer to various books for standard

checklists. She decides that one part of the PBS should contain
the products needed to help select the appropriate hardware and
software for the payroll application (Figure B).
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Figure B A fragment of the PBS for the Sophia College Payroll
project.

Step 4.2: Document generic product flows
Some of the products will need some other product to exist
first before they can be created. For example, a program design
must be created before the program can be written and the
program specification must exist before the design can be
commenced. These relationships can be portrayed in a Product
Flow Diagram). Figure C gives an example.
At IOE Pooja has standard installation PFD. Many of’ the
products will make up Pooja’s application will be of the same
type: hence the same generic PDF will app1y to each instance. It
is pointless in these circumstances to draw up a separate PDF
for each instance of the product.
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Figure C: A fragment of PDF 

Step 4.3: Recognize Product instance
Where the same generic PFD fragment relates to more than one
instance of a particular type of product; an attempt should be
made to identify each of those instances
Pooja decides that there are likely to be four major software
modules needed in her application for which the PFD fragment
in fig2.3 would be appropriate
The products that Shilpa can identify at the present all have a
single instance.
Step4.4: Produce ideal activity network
 In order to generate one product from another there must be
one or more activities that carry out the transformation. By
identify in these activities we can create an activity network,
which shows the tasks that have to be carried out and the order
in which they have to be executed.
Example: Activity network for IOE Maintenance Accounts
Part of the initial activity network for the IOE Maintenance
Group Accounts project might look like Figure 2.4.
The activity networks are ‘ideal’ in the sense that no account has
been taken of resource constraints. For example in Figure D it is
assumed that resources are avai1able for all four software
modules to be deve1oped in parallel.

Step 4.5: Modify the ideal to take into account need far stages
and check points
The approach to sequencing activities describe above encourages
the formulation of plan that will minimize, the overall
duration, or ‘elapsed time’,for ‘the project. It assumes that an
activity will Start as soon as the proceeding ones upon which it
depends have been completed.
There might, however, be a need to modify this by dividing the
project into stages and introducing checkpoint activities. These
are activities that draw together the products of preceding
activities to check that they are compatible. These checkpoints are
sometimes referred to as milestone events. A checkpoint could
potentially delay work on some elements of the project - there
has to be trade-off between efficiency and quality.

Figure D An Activity network fragment for the IOE Mainte-
nance Group account project

Step 5: Estimate effort for each activity
Step 5.1: Carry out bottom-up estimates
Some top-down estimates of effort, cost and duration will
already have been done (see Step 3.6).
At this point, estimates of the staff effort and other resources
required. and the probable elapsed time needed for each activity
Will need to be produced. The method of arriving at each of
these estimates will vary depending on the type of activity.
The individual activity estimates of effort should be summed
to get an overall bottom-up estimate, which can be reconciled
with the previous top-down estimates.
The activities on the activity network can be annotated with their
elapsed times so that the overall duration of the project can be
calculated.
Step 5.2: Revise plan to create controllable activities
The estimates for individual activities might reveal that some are
going to take quite a long time. Long activities often make a
project difficult to control. If activity involving system testing is
to take 12 weeks, it might be difficult after six weeks to judge
accurately whether 50% of the work is completed. It would be
better to break this down into a series of smaller sub-tasks.
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At IOE, Pooja has to estimate the lines of code for each of the
software modules. She looks at programs that have been coded
for similar types application at IOE in the past to get some idea
of the size of the new modules. She then refers to some
conversion tables that the information systems development
department at IOE has produced; these tables convert the lines
of code into estimates of effort. Other tables allow her to
allocate the estimated effort to various stages of the project.
Although Shilpa is aware that some additional programs might
have to be written to deal with local requirements, the main
software is to be obtained ‘Off-the-shelf’ and so estimating
based on lines of code would clearly be inappropriate. Instead,
she looks at each individual task and allocates a time. She
realizes that in many cases these represent ‘targets’ as she is
uncertain at the moment how long these tasks will really take
(see Step 6 below).
Step 6: Identify activity risks
Step 6.1: Identify and quantify activity-based risks
Risks inherent in the overall nature of the project have already
been considered in Step 3. We now want to look at each activity
in turn and assess the risk to its successful outcome. The
seriousness of each risk and likelihood of it occurring
Have to be gauged. At individual task level some risks are
unavoidable, and the general effect if a problem materializes
is to make the task longer or more costly. A range of estimates
can be produced to take into account the possib1e occurrence of
the risk.
Step 6.2 : Plan risk reduction and contingency measures where
appropriate
It is possible to avoid or at least reduce some of the identified
risks. Contingency plan specify action that is to ge taken if a risk
is materializes. For example, a contingency plan could be to
use contract staff if a member of the project team is unavailable
at a key time because of illness.
Step 6.3: Adjust overall plans and estimates to take an account
of rjsk
We change our plans, perhaps by adding new activities, which
reduce risks. For example new programming language could
mean that we schedule training course and time for the
programmers to practise their new programming skills on some
non-essential work.
As well as the four new software modules that will have to be
written, Pooja has identified several existing modules that will
need to be amended. The ease with which the modules can be
amended will depend upon the way in which they were
originally written. There is therefore a risk that they will take
longer than expected to modify.
Pooja takes no risk reduction measures as such but notes a
pessimistic elapsed time for the amendment activity. Shilpa
identifies as a risk the possible absence of key staff when
investigating the user Requirements as this activity will take place
over the holiday period. To reduce this risk, she adds a new
activity, ‘arrange user interviews’, at the beginning of the project.
This will give her advance notice of any likely problems of this
Step 7: Allocate resources

Step 7.1- Identify and Allocate resources
Some staff might be needed for each activity is recorded. The
staffs available for the project are identified and are provisionally
allocated to task.
Step 7.2- Revise plans and estimates to take into account
resource constraint
Some staff might be needed for more than one task at the same
time and, in this case an order of priority is established. The
decisions made here can have an effect overall duration of the
project, when some tasks are delayed while waiting for staff to
become free. Ensuring someone is, available to start work on an
activity as Soon as the preceding activities have been completed
might mean that they are idle while waiting for the job to start
and are therefore used inefficiently.
Pooja has now identified four major software modules plus
two existing software modules that will need extensive
amendment. At IOE, the specification of modules is carried
out by the lead systems analyst for the project (who in this case
is Pooja) assisted by junior analyst/designers. Four analyst/
programmers are available to carry out the design, coding and
unit testing of the individual modules. After careful consider-
ation and discussion with her manager, Pooja decides to use
only, three analyst/programmers to minimize the risk of staff
waiting between tasks. It is accepted that this decision, while
reducing the cost of the project, will delay its end.
Shilpa finds that she herself will have to carry out many
important activities. She can reduce the workload on herself by
delegating some work to her two colleagues, but she realizes
that she will have to devote more time to specifying exactly what
they will have to do and to checking their work. She adjusts her
plan accordingly.

Lecture-9
This lecture I shall discuss:
• Project Review/publicize plan.
• Execute plan and lower levels of planning
Step 8: Review/publicize plan
Step 8.1: Review quality aspects of the project plan
A danger when controlling any project is that an activity can
reveal that an earlier activity was not properly completed and
needs to be reworked. This, at a stroke can transform a project
that appears to he progressing satisfactorily into one that is
badly out of control. It is important to know that when a task
is reported as completed, it really is - hence the importance of
quality reviews. Each task should have ‘exit requirements’.
These are quality checks that have to be passed before the activity
can be ‘signed off’ as completed.
Pooja finds that at IOE, the Quality Standards and Procedures
Manual lays down quality criteria for each type of task. For
example, a1l module design documentation has to be reviewed
by a group of colleagues before the coding of that module can
commence.
Step 8.2: Document plans and obtain agreement
It is important that the plans be carefully documented and that
all the parties to the project understand and agree to the
commitments required of them in the plan.
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Steps 9 and 10: Execute plan and lower levels of planning
Once the project is under way, plans will need to be drawn up in
greater detail for each activity as it becomes due. Detailed
planning of the later stages will have to be delayed because
more information will be available nearer the start of the stage.
Of course, it is necessary to make provisional plans for the
more distant tasks, because thinking about what has to be done
can help unearth potential problems, but sight should not be
lost of the fact that these plans are provisional.
While work is going on with the specification of the individual
modules, Amanda has some time to start planning the
integration tests in some detail. She finds that, infact integration
testing of two of the six new or amended modules will be
independent of the others. Testing of these two can start when
they are ready without waiting for the remainder.
When Shilpa comes to consider the activity ‘draft invitation to
tender’, she has to fimaliarize herself with the detailed institu-
tional rules and procedures that governs this process. She finds
that, to draft this document, she will need to obtain some
additional information from the users.

Conclusion
This lecture has presented a framework into which the tech-
niques described in the other parts of the lecture should slot.
Any planning approach should have the following elements:
• The establishment of project objectives.
• The analysis of the characteristics of the project
• Thee establishment of an infrastructure consisting of an

appropriate organization and set of standards, methods and
tools

• The identification of the products of the project and the
activities needed to generate those products.

• The allocation of resources to activities
• The establishment of quality controls.
• Project management is an iterative process. As the time

approaches for particular activities to be carried out they
should be replanned in more detail.

We will continue with the Unit-3 in the coming lectures.

 This is review Test for you:

Identify Project effort and activity risk in Payroll Project

Estimate effort for each activity during the Project.

Notes
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LESSON 10
MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, PROPOSAL

WRITING

UNIT III
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

 

This lecture I shall discuss:
• What are management activities?
• What is proposal writing?
Up till now you have understand the concept of the project,
Software Process & their model now you are going to learn the
Management Activities involve in the Project Management.
Let us first learn what are the management activities that are
covered whenever you want to make any project. Management is
main process in software project management.
Let us first learn what is the management activity required in
Project Management.

 Management Activities

It is impossible to write a standard job description for a
software manager. The job varies tremendously depending on
the organisation and on the software product being developed.

However, most managers take responsibility at some stage for
some or all of the following activities:
• Proposal writing
• Project planning and scheduling
• Project costing
• Project monitoring and reviews
• Personnel selection and evaluation
• Report writing and presentations
Let you learn all the above activities in brief that are
required in the project management.
1. The first stage in a software project may involve writing a

proposal to carry out that project. The proposal describes the
objectives of the project and how it will be carried out. It
usually includes cost and schedule estimates. It may justify
why the project contract should be awarded to a particular
organisation or team.

2. Proposal writing is a critical task as the existence of many
software organisations depends on having enough proposals
accepted and contracts awarded. There can be no set
guidelines for this task; proposal writing is a skill, which is
acquired by experience.

3. Project planning is concerned with identifying the activities,
milestones and deliverables produced by a project. A plan
must then be drawn up to guide the development towards
the project goals. Cost estimation is a related activity that is
concerned with estimating the resources required to
accomplish the project plan.

4. Project monitoring is a continuing project activity. The
manager must keep track of the progress of the project and
compare actual and planned progress and costs. Although
most organisations have formal mechanisms for
monitoring, a skilled manager can often form a clear picture
of what is going on by informal discussion with project
staff.

5. Informal monitoring can often predict potential project
problems as they may reveal difficulties as they occur. For
example, daily discussions with project staff might reveal a
particular problem in finding some
a. The project budget may not cover the use of highly paid

staff. Less experienced, less well-paid staff may have to be
used.

b. Staff with the appropriate experience may not be available
either within an organisation or externally. It may be
impossible to recruit new staff to the project. Within the
organisation, the best people may already be allocated to
other projects
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c. The organisation may wish to develop the skills of its
employees. Inexperienced staff may be assigned to a
project to learn and to gain experience.

The software manager has to work within these constraints
when selecting project staff. However, problems are likely
unless at least one project member has some experience of
the type of system being developed. Without this
experience, many simple mistakes are likely to be made.

6. The project manager is usually responsible for reporting on
the project to both the client and contractor organisations.
Project managers must write concise, coherent documents
which abstract critical information from detailed project
reports. They must be able to present this information
during progress reviews.

Have you know about proposal writing. If know I tell you.

 Proposal Writing

Components of a Proposal are

 
Executive 
Summary:  

umbrella statement of 
your case and summary 
of the entire proposal  1 page 

Statement 
of Need: 

why this project 
is necessary 2 pages 

 Project 
Description:  

nuts and bolts of  
how the project will  
be implemented and evaluated 3 pages 

 Budget:  
financial description 
of the project plus 
explanatory notes 1 page 

 Organization 
Information:  

history and governing 
structure of the nonprofit;  
its primary activities,  
audiences, and services 1 page 

 Conclusion:  
summary of 
the proposal's 
main points 2 paragraphs 

Now you learn each step in detail.

The Executive Summary
This first page of the proposal is the most important section
of the entire document. Here you will provide the reader with a

snapshot of what is to follow. Specifically, it summarizes all of
the key information and is a sales document designed to
convince the reader that this project should be considered for
support. Be certain to include:
Problem — a brief statement of the problem or need your
agency has recognized and is prepared to address (one or two
paragraphs); 
Solution — a short description of the project, including what
will take place and how many people will benefit from the
program, how and where it will operate, for how long, and who
will staff it (one or two paragraphs); Funding requirements—
an explanation of the amount of grant money required for the
project and what your plans are for funding it in the future (one
paragraph); and Organization and its expertise— a brief
statement of the name, history, purpose, and activities of your
agency, emphasizing its capacity to carry out this proposal (one
paragraph). 

The Statement of Need
If the funder reads beyond the executive summary, you have
successfully piqued his or her interest. Your next task is to build
on this initial interest in your project by enabling the funder to
understand the problem that the project will remedy.
The statement of need will enable the reader to learn more
about the issues. It presents the facts and evidence that support
the need for the project and establishes that your nonprofit
understands the problems and therefore can reasonably address
them. The information used to support the case can come from
authorities in the field, as well as from your agency’s own
experience.
You want the need section to be succinct, yet persuasive. Like a
good debater, you must assemble all the arguments. Then
present them in a logical sequence that will readily convince the
reader of their importance. As you marshall your arguments,
consider the following six points.
First, decide which facts or statistics best support the project. Be
sure the data you present are accurate. There are few things more
embarrassing than to have the funder tell you that your
information is out of date or incorrect. Information that is too
generic or broad will not help you develop a winning argument
for your project. Information that does not relate to your
organization or the project you are presenting will cause the
funder to question the entire proposal. There also should be a
balance between the information presented and the scale of the
program.
Second, give the reader hope. The picture you paint should not
be so grim that the solution appears hopeless. The funder will
wonder whether an investment in a solution will be worth-
while. Here’s an example of a solid statement of need: “Breast
cancer kills. But statistics prove that regular check-ups catch most
breast cancer in the early stages, reducing the likelihood of
death. Hence, a program to encourage preventive check-ups will
reduce the risk of death due to breast cancer.” Avoid overstate-
ment and overly emotional appeals.
Third, decide if you want to put your project forward as a
model. This could expand the base of potential funders, but
serving as a model works only for certain types of projects.
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Don’t try to make this argument if it doesn’t really fit. Funders
may well expect your agency to follow through with a replication
plan if you present your project as a model.
If the decision about a model is affirmative, you should
document how the problem you are addressing occurs in other
communities. Be sure to explain how your solution could be a
solution for others as well.
Fourth, determine whether it is reasonable to portray the need
as acute. You are asking the funder to pay more attention to
your proposal because either the problem you address is worse
than others or the solution you propose makes more sense
than others. Here is an example of a balanced but weighty
statement: “Drug abuse is a national problem. Each day,
children all over the country die from drug overdose. In the
South Bronx the problem is worse. More children die here than
any place else. It is an epidemic. Hence, our drug prevention
program is needed more in the South Bronx than in any other
part of the city.”
Fifth, decide whether you can demonstrate that your program
addresses the need differently or better than other projects that
preceded it. It is often difficult to describe the need for your
project without being critical of the competition. But you must
be careful not to do so. Being critical of other nonprofits will
not be well received by the funder. It may cause the funder to
look more carefully at your own project to see why you felt you
had to build your case by demeaning others. The funder may
have invested in these other projects or may begin to consider
them, now that you have brought them to their attention.
If possible, you should make it clear that you are cognizant of,
and on good terms with, others doing work in your field. Keep
in mind that today’s funders are very interested in collaboration.
They may even ask why you are not collaborating with those
you view as key competitors. So at the least you need to describe
how your work complements, but does not duplicate, the work
of others.
Sixth, avoid circular reasoning. In circular reasoning, you present
the absence of your solution as the actual problem. Then your
solution is offered as the way to solve the problem. For
example, the circular reasoning for building a community
swimming pool might go like this: “The problem is that we
have no pool in our community. Building a pool will solve the
problem.” A more persuasive case would cite what a pool has
meant to a neighboring community, permitting it to offer
recreation, exercise, and physical therapy programs. The
statement might refer to a survey that underscores the target
audience’s planned usage of the facility and conclude with the
connection between the proposed usage and potential benefits
to enhance life in the community.
The statement of need does not have to be long and involved.
Short, concise information captures the reader’s attention.

The Project Description
This section of your proposal should have five subsections:
objectives, methods, staffing/administration, evaluation, and
sustainability. Together, objectives and methods dictate staffing
and administrative requirements. They then become the focus
of the evaluation to assess the results of the project. The

project’s sustainability flows directly from its success, hence its
ability to attract other support. Taken together, the five subsec-
tions present an interlocking picture of the total project. 
Objectives
Objectives are the measurable outcomes of the program. They
define your methods. Your objectives must be tangible, specific,
concrete, measurable, and achievable in a specified time period.
Grantseekers often confuse objectives with goals, which are
conceptual and more abstract. For the purpose of illustration,
here is the goal of a project with a subsidiary objective: 
Goal: Our after-school program will help children read better.
Objective: Our after-school remedial education program will
assist 50 children in improving their reading scores by one grade
level as demonstrated on standardized reading tests adminis-
tered after participating in the program for six months. 
The goal in this case is abstract: improving reading, while the
objective is much more specific. It is achievable in the short term
(six months) and measurable (improving 50 children’s reading
scores by one grade level). With competiton for dollars so great,
well-articulated objectives are increasingly critical to a proposal’s
success. Using a different example, there are at least four types
of objectives:
1. Behavioral — A human action is anticipated. Example: Fifty

of the 70 children participating will learn to swim. 
2. Performance — A specific time frame within which a

behavior will occur, at an expected proficiency level, is
expected. Example: Fifty of the 70 children will learn to
swim within six months and will pass a basic swimming
proficiency test administered by a Red Cross-certified
lifeguard.

3. Process — The manner in which something occurs is an end
in itself. Example: We will document the teaching methods
utilized, identifying those with the greatest success.

4. Product — A tangible item results. Example: A manual will
be created to be used in teaching swimming to this age and
proficiency group in the future. 

In any given proposal, you will find yourself setting forth one
or more of these types of objectives, depending on the nature
of your project. Be certain to present the objectives very clearly.
Make sure that they do not become lost in verbiage and that
they stand out on the page. You might, for example, use
numbers, bullets, or indentations to denote the objectives in
the text. Above all, be realistic in setting objectives. Don’t
promise what you can’t deliver. Remember, the funder will
want to be told in the final report that the project actually
accomplished these objectives. 
Methods
By means of the objectives, you have explained to the funder
what will be achieved by the project. The methods section
describes the specific activities that will take place to achieve the
objectives. It might be helpful to divide our discussion of
methods into the following: how, when, and why.
How: This is the detailed description of what will occur from the
time the project begins until it is completed. Your methods
should match the previously stated objectives. When: The
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methods section should present the order and timing for the
tasks. It might make sense to provide a timetable so that the
reader does not have to map out the sequencing on his or her
own....The timetable tells the reader “when” and provides
another summary of the project that supports the rest of the
methods section. Why: You may need to defend your chosen
methods, especially if they are new or unorthodox. Why will
the planned work lead to the outcomes you anticipate? You can
answer this question in a number of ways, including using
expert testimony and examples of other projects that work. 
The methods section enables the reader to visualize the
implementation of the project. It should convince the reader
that your agency knows what it is doing, thereby establishing its
credibility. 
Staffing/Administration
In describing the methods, you will have mentioned staffing
for the project. You now need to devote a few sentences to
discussing the number of staff, their qualifications, and specific
assignments. Details about individual staff members involved
in the project can be included either as part of this section or in
the appendix, depending on the length and importance of this
information. ”Staffing” may refer to volunteers or to consult-
ants, as well as to paid staff. Most proposal writers do not
develop staffing sections for projects that are primarily volunteer
run. Describing tasks that volunteers will undertake, however,
can be most helpful to the proposal reader. Such information
underscores the value added by the volunteers as well as the
cost-effectiveness of the project. For a project with paid staff, be
certain to describe which staff will work full time and which will
work part time on the project. Identify staff already employed
by your nonprofit and those to be recruited specifically for the
project. How will you free up the time of an already fully
deployed individual? Salary and project costs are affected by the
qualifications of the staff. Delineate the practical experience you
require for key staff, as well as level of expertise and educational
background. If an individual has already been selected to direct
the program, summarize his or her credentials and include a
brief biographical sketch in the appendix. A strong project
director can help influence a grant decision. Describe for the
reader your plans for administering the project. This is especially
important in a large operation, if more than one agency is
collaborating on the project, or if you are using a fiscal agent. It
needs to be crystal clear who is responsible for financial manage-
ment, project outcomes, and reporting. 
Evaluation
An evaluation plan should not be considered only after the
project is over; it should be built into the project. Including an
evaluation plan in your proposal indicates that you take your
objectives seriously and want to know how well you have
achieved them. Evaluation is also a sound management tool.
Like strategic planning, it helps a nonprofit refine and improve
its program. An evaluation can often be the best means for
others to learn from your experience in conducting the project.
There are two types of formal evaluation. One measures the
product; the other analyzes the process. Either or both might
be appropriate to your project. The approach you choose will
depend on the nature of the project and its objectives. For

either type, you will need to describe the manner in which
evaluation information will be collected and how the data will
be analyzed. You should present your plan for how the
evaluation and its results will be reported and the audience to
which it will be directed. For example, it might be used
internally or be shared with the funder, or it might deserve a
wider audience. A funder might even have an opinion about the
scope of this dissemination. 
Sustainability
A clear message from grantmakers today is that grantseekers will
be expected to demonstrate in very concrete ways the long-term
financial viability of the project to be funded and of the
nonprofit organization itself. It stands to reason that most
grantmakers will not want to take on a permanent funding
commitment to a particular agency. Rather, funders will want
you to prove either that your project is finite (with start-up and
ending dates); or that it is capacity-building (that it will contrib-
ute to the future self-sufficiency of your agency and/or enable it
to expand services that might be revenue generating); or that it
will make your organization attractive to other funders in the
future. With the new trend toward adopting some of the
investment principles of venture capital groups to the practice
of philanthropy, evidence of fiscal sustainability becomes a
highly sought-after characteristic of the successful grant
proposal. It behooves you to be very specific about current and
projected funding streams, both earned income and fundraised,
and about the base of financial support for your nonprofit.
Here is an area where it is important to have backup figures and
prognostications at the ready, in case a prospective funder asks
for these, even though you are unlikely to include this informa-
tion in the actual grant proposal. Some grantmakers, of course,
will want to know who else will be receiving a copy of this same
proposal. You should not be shy about sharing this informa-
tion with the funder. 

The Budget
The budget for your proposal may be as simple as a one-page
statement of projected expenses. Or your proposal may require
a more complex presentation, perhaps including a page on
projected support and revenue and notes explaining various
items of expense or of revenue. Expense BudgetAs you
prepare to assemble the budget, go back through the proposal
narrative and make a list of all personnel and nonpersonnel
items related to the operation of the project. Be sure that you
list not only new costs that will be incurred if the project is
funded but also any ongoing expenses for items that will be
allocated to the project. Then get the relevant costs from the
person in your agency who is responsible for keeping the
books. You may need to estimate the proportions of your
agency’s ongoing expenses that should be charged to the project
and any new costs, such as salaries for project personnel not yet
hired. Put the costs you have identified next to each item on
your list. Your list of budget items and the calculations you
have done to arrive at a dollar figure for each item should be
summarized on worksheets. You should keep these to remind
yourself how the numbers were developed. These worksheets
can be useful as you continue to develop the proposal and
discuss it with funders; they are also a valuable tool for moni-
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toring the project once it is under way and for reporting after
completion of the grant. A portion of a worksheet for a year-
long project might look like this:

With your worksheets in hand, you are ready to prepare the
expense budget. For most projects, costs should be grouped
into subcategories, selected to reflect the critical areas of expense.
All significant costs should be broken out within the subcatego-
ries, but small ones can be combined on one line. You might
divide your expense budget into personnel and nonpersonnel
costs; your personnel subcategories might include salaries,
benefits, and consultants. Subcategories under nonpersonnel
costs might include travel, equipment, and printing, for
example, with a dollar figure attached to each line. 
Support and Revenue and Statement
For the typical project, no support and revenue statement is
necessary. The expense budget represents the amount of grant
support required. But if grant support has already been
awarded to the project, or if you expect project activities to
generate income, a support and revenue statement is the place
to provide this information. In itemizing grant support, make
note of any earmarked grants; this will suggest how new grants
may be allocated. The total grant support already committed
should then be deducted from the “Total Expenses” line on
the expense budget to give you the “Amount to Be Raised” or
the “Balance Requested.” Any earned income anticipated should
be estimated on the support and revenue statement. For
instance, if you expect 50 people to attend your performance on
each of the four nights, it is given at $10 a ticket, and if you
hope that 20 of them will buy the $5 souvenir book each night,
you would show two lines of income, “Ticket Sales” at $2,000
and “Souvenir Book Sales” at $400. As with the expense
budget, you should keep backup worksheets for the support
and revenue statement to remind yourself of the assumptions
you have made.
Budget Narrative
A narrative portion of the budget is used to explain any
unusual line items in the budget and is not always needed. If
costs are straightforward and the numbers tell the story clearly,
explanations are redundant.If you decide a budget narrative is
needed, you can structure it in one of two ways. You can create
“Notes to the Budget,” with footnote-style numbers on the

line items in the budget keyed to numbered explanations. If an
extensive or more general explanation is required, you can
structure the budget narrative as straight text. Remember

though, the basic narrative about the
project and your organization belong
elsewhere in the proposal, not in the
budget narrative. 

Organizational Information
Normally a resume of your nonprofit
organization should come at the end of
your proposal. Your natural inclination
may be to put this information up front
in the document. But it is usually better
to sell the need for your project and then
your agency’s ability to carry it out. It is
not necessary to overwhelm the reader
with facts about your organization. This

information can be conveyed easily by attaching a brochure or
other prepared statement. In two pages or less, tell the reader
when your nonprofit came into existence; state its mission,
being certain to demonstrate how the subject of the proposal
fits within or extends that mission; and describe the
organization’s structure, programs, and special expertise.
Discuss the size of the board, how board members are
recruited, and their level of participation. Give the reader a feel
for the makeup of the board. (You should include the full
board list in an appendix.) If your agency is composed of
volunteers or has an active volunteer group, describe the
function that the volunteers fill. Provide details on the staff,
including the numbers of full and part-time staff, and their
levels of expertise. Describe the kinds of activities in which your
staff engage. Explain briefly the assistance you provide.
Describe the audience you serve, any special or unusual needs
they face, and why they rely on your agency. Cite the number of
people who are reached through your programs. Tying all of the
information about your nonprofit together, cite your agency’s
expertise, especially as it relates to the subject of your proposal. 
Letter Proposal
Sometimes the scale of the project might suggest a small-scale
letter format proposal, or the type of request might not require
all of the proposal components or the components in the
sequence recommended here. The guidelines and policies of
individual funders will be your ultimate guide. Many funders
today state that they prefer a brief letter proposal; others require
that you complete an application form. In any case, you will
want to refer to the basic proposal components as provided
here to be sure that you have not omitted an element that will
support your case. As noted, the scale of the project will often
determine whether it requires a letter or the longer proposal
format. For example, a request to purchase a $1,000 fax machine
for your agency simply does not lend itself to a lengthy
narrative. A small contribution to your agency’s annual operat-
ing budget, particularly if it is a renewal of past support, might
also warrant a letter rather than a full-scale proposal. What are
the elements of a letter request? For the most part, they should

Item Description Cost  
Executive 
director Supervision 10% of salary = $10,000 

25% benefits = $ 2,500  
Project 
director Hired in month one 11 months at $35,000 = $32,083 

25% benefits = $ 8,025  

Tutors 
12 working 10 
hours per week 

for three months 
12 x 10 x 13 x $ 4.50 = $ 7,020 

 
Office 
space 

Requires 25% of 
current space 25% x $20,000 = $ 5,000 

 

Overhead 20% of project 
cost 20% x $64,628 = $12,926 
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follow the format of a full proposal, except with regard to
length. The letter should be no more than three pages. You will
need to call upon your writing skills because it can be very hard
to get all of the necessary details into a concise, well-articulated
letter. As to the flow of information, follow these steps while
keeping in mind that you are writing a letter to someone. It
should not be as formal in style as a longer proposal would be.
It may be necessary to change the sequence of the text to achieve
the correct tone and the right flow of information. 
Here are the components of a good letter proposal: 
• Ask for the gift: The letter should begin with a reference to

your prior contact with the funder, if any. State why you are
writing and how much funding is required from the
particular foundation. 

• Describe the need: In a very abbreviated manner, tell the funder
why there is a need for this project, piece of equipment, etc. 

• Explain what you will do: Just as you would in a fuller
proposal, provide enough detail to pique the funder’s
interest. Describe precisely what will take place as a result of
the grant. 

• Provide agency data: Help the funder know a bit more about
your organization by including your mission statement,
brief description of programs offered, number of people
served, and staff, volunteer, and board data, if appropriate. 

• Include appropriate budget data: Even a letter request may have a
budget that is a half page long. Decide if this information
should be incorporated into the letter or in a separate
attachment. Whichever course you choose, be sure to indicate
the total cost of the project. Discuss future funding only if
the absence of this information will raise questions. ·

• Close: As with the longer proposal, a letter proposal needs a
strong concluding statement. 

• Attach any additional information required: The funder may need
much of the same information to back up a small request as
a large one: a board list, a copy of your IRS determination
letter, financial documentation, and brief resumes of key
staff. 

It may take as much thought and data gathering to write a good
letter request as it does to prepare a full proposal (and some-
times even more). Don’t assume that because it is only a letter,
it isn’t a time-consuming and challenging task. Every document
you put in front of a funder says something about your agency.
Each step you take with a funder should build a relationship for
the future.

Conclusion

Every proposal should have a concluding paragraph or two.
This is a good place to call attention to the future, after the grant
is completed. If appropriate, you should outline some of the
follow-up activities that might be undertaken to begin to
prepare your funders for your next request. Alternatively, you
should state how the project might carry on without further
grant support.

Slides of Lecture 11

• Software engineering is an economic activity 
and therefore is subject to economic, 
non-technical constraints

• Well-managed projects sometimes fail. Badly 
managed projects inevitably fail

• The objective of the course is to introduce 
management activities rather than teach you to
be managers. You can only learn to manage by 
managing

Why is management important?

• Proposal writing
• Project costing
• Project planning and scheduling
• Project monitoring and reviews
• Personnel selection and evaluation
• Report writing and presentations

Management activities
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 This is review Test for you:

Describe various Management Activities?

Notes

Proposal Writing Steps

• Executive Summary
• Statement of Need
• Project Description 
• Budget
• Organization Information
• Conclusion
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Planning
• What is Schedule?
In the Previous lecture you had learned about the management
activities and proposal writing. Today you are going to learn
about the project planning and scheduling. Let us first under-
stand the project planning.
Before you start a Project, what to has to be done and in what
order should be clear. Thus you need to understand the concept
project planning.

 What is Project Planning?

Project planning defines the project activities and end products
that will be performed and describes how the activities will be
accomplished. The purpose of project planning is to define each
major task, estimate the time and resources required, and
provide a framework for management review and control. The
project planning activities and goals include defining:
• The specific work to be performed and goals that define and

bind the project.
• Estimates to be documented for planning, tracking, and

controlling the project.
• Commitments that are planned, documented, and agreed to

by affected groups.
• Project alternatives, assumptions, and constraints.
The planning process includes steps to estimate the size of the
project, estimate the technical scope of the effort, estimate the
resources required to complete the project, produce a schedule,
identify and assess risks, and negotiate commitments.

Steps in the Planning Process

The planning process consists of the following basic tasks:
• Define the technical approach used to solve the problem.
• Define and sequence the tasks to be performed and identify

all deliverables associated with the project.
• Define the dependency relations between tasks.
• Estimate the resources required to perform each task.
• Schedule all tasks to be performed.
• Define a budget for performing the tasks.
• Define the organization used to execute the project.
• Identify the known risks in executing the project.
• Define the process used for ensuring quality.
• Define the process used for specifying and controlling

requirements.
These tasks are described in subsequent sections and each
process is defined within the Project Plan Template. The project

plan represents the basic tool for successfully executing a project.
The following figure depicts the evolutionary nature of the
project plan.

Planning in the Concept Phase
In the project’s concept phase, a need that would result in a
product is identified. While only very general information may
be known about the project at this time, it is important to
capture this information for the planning phase. In this stage,
the focus of planning is on the project definition and on
getting the project underway. A strategy for deriving a solution
to the stated goals is important at this point.  The problem
being addressed by the project is clearly stated; the project goals
and objectives are identified; and success criteria for the project
are documented.  Also, the assumptions, constraints, and risks
that apply to the project are defined. Without a description of
this concept information, the completed project plan is difficult
to thoroughly understand. Results of the technology assess-
ment also are documented as a precursor to the technical
approach that is later defined.

Planning in the Planning Stage
The project plan is completed in the Project Planning and Risk
Identification stage of a project.  For large projects, this stage
may be run as a mini-project, with a team of people dedicated
to performing the effort.  For very small projects, the plan may
be developed by a group of people as a part-time job.  Since
various skill sets are required to complete a successful project
plan, it is a difficult task for one person to develop the entire
plan.
During this project stage, details of the plan are determined and
an approach is defined. The full project plan is then developed.
The plan may include the following elements:  a brief project
summary, a work breakdown structure, a project organization
chart, a schedule, an approach, a list of identified risks, an
estimated budget and cost, a list of deliverables, a description
of planned quality activities, a description of the configuration
management process to be used, and a summary of project
requirements.
Even during the planning stage, the development of the project
plan is an iterative process. Each element of the plan is regularly
revisited for changes and refinements, based upon further
analysis and decisions made in developing other plan elements.
This refinement also develops “buy-in” from the project team
and stakeholders.
It is critical to get buy off on the project plan from the involved
parties prior to actually starting the project. Approval of the
plan commits the resources needed to perform the work.

Planning in the Project Start-up Stage
To transition a project from the initial conceptualization and
planning to execution requires some type of “start-up”
activities.  The project start-up stage is typically a short period

LESSON 11
PROJECT PLANNING AND SCHEDULING
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that transitions a project from the planning to the execution
stage. In the start-up stage, the team is assembled and a kickoff
meeting is held to familiarize the team with the elements of the
plan and the requirements of the system. Specific work packages
detail and specify the activities being performed by the teams, as
well as the cost and schedule associated with those activities.
Sometimes, particularly in systems that include procurement,
there may be a need to update the project plan during this stage
to reflect negotiations or refinements in scope that occurred
prior to the actual start of the project. In these cases, the plan is
reviewed and updated prior to presentation to the team.
Also, in some projects, auxiliary plans (such as the configuration
management or quality assurance plans) are detailed in the start-
up phase. These plans are developed from strategies defined in
the project planning stage.

Planning in the Project Execution Stage
Planning in the project execution stage consists of replanning
when it is determined that the project is not on track with the
current plan. This might occur for a variety of reasons. It is very
important to know that project plans will change and that
replanning is a natural part of the planning process. Replanning
does not necessarily mean that a project is in trouble. Frequent
and extensive replanning may, however, indicate that there are
some serious issues with the project plan. It is better to replan
than to simply throw away the original plan and operate
without a plan.
Activities associated with the project execution stage are
described in detail in the Project Execution section of the
methodology.

Planning in the Project Close-out Stage
A close-out process is performed once the project objectives
have been met. Closing a project should be fairly routine. The
first step is  acceptance of the system by the users. It is impor-
tant that the user decides when the project is completed. The
determination is based upon the success criteria defined in the
very early concept and planning stages of the project. This
acceptance may be very informal or it may be very formal and
depends upon the criteria defined in the plan.
As now you have well understand what is the planning and is
how they are used in diffferent stages of the project life cycle.
As you know planning is importance in the project similar the
Scheduling is also necessary in the project to make it run
effeciently.

 What is Project Scheduling

How long will each activity take and how long will the
entire project take?
• Split project into tasks and estimate time and resources

required to complete each task
• Organize tasks concurrently to make optimal use of

workforce
• Minimize task dependencies to avoid delays caused by one

task waiting for another to complete
• Dependent on project managers intuition and experience

How is project scheduling done?
Scheduling is the process of assigning specific resources to tasks
in relation to a specific calendar time. Key steps include collecting
duration estimates for each task, inspecting the organization’s
calendar for holidays and other closings, checking the calendar
of team members, and developing time lines that show the
start and end dates of each task.

Slides of Lecture 12

Project planning
• Probably the most time-consuming  project 

management activity
• Continuous activity from initial concept 

through 
to system delivery. Plans must be regularly 
revised as new information becomes 
available

Project planning process
Establish the project constraints   
Make initial assessments of the project parameters   
Define project milestones and deliverables
while  project has not been completed or cancelled loop

Draw up project schedule
Initiate activities according to schedule

  Wait ( for a while )
  Review project progress
  Revise estimates of project parameters
  Update the project schedule
  Re-negotiate project constraints and deliverables
  if  ( problems arise ) then
    Initiate technical review and possible revision
  end if
end loop   
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 This is review Test for you:

Why planning is necessary?

Write step used in Project planning?

What is difference between Planning & Scheduling?

Project scheduling
• Split project into tasks and estimate time and 

resources required to complete each task
• Organize tasks concurrently to make optimal 

use of workforce
• Minimize task dependencies to avoid delays 

caused by one task waiting for another to 
complete

• Dependent on project managers intuition and 
experience
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Tracking?
• What is Monitoring?
In the previous lecture you had learned about planning and
scheduling that are part of management activities. You know
planning is pointless unless the execution of plan is monitored.

Introduction to Project Tracking, Monitoring and
Reviewing

Once a project has advanced to the phase of performance, the
consistent and constant flow of information on the true status
of the project is essential. During performance, the project
teams and, specifically, the project manager’s focus now shift
from - discovery to tracking and reviewing what was said would
be done. This information is generally provided in the form of:
• Written status reports.
• Updates to the schedule — plan versus actual.
• Financial Analysis, including the comparison of actual costs

versus planned costs and variance measurements.
• Exception Report.
Most of the methods for acquiring information pertaining to
the project come from the project team and from the processes
used to keep the plan current. This section deals specifically with
the elements of tracking and monitoring. The purpose is to
track all four of the major project variables — performance,
cost, time, and scope. Reviewing, which goes hand-in-hand
with tracking and monitoring, other critical management
processes during performance are change, issue, and risk
management.

The Project Plan as the Road Map
To begin the tracking process, a starting place is needed. The
project plan serves as this place. Even an imperfect project plan
is useful because it can serve as a place to start. The recommen-
dations contained in this document serve as the minimum set
of planned elements that are to be tracked and monitored over
the lifetime of the project. This list should be augmented and
tailored for each specific project.
It should be noted that part of the planning was to acknowl-
edge which elements were to be tracked and how often they
were to be tracked. Thus, the planning process dovetails with
the tracking process to provide a practical, workable method to
evaluate where a project stands at a given point in time with
regard to the initial baselined plan.
The concept of a “perfect” plan and final fixed strategies is an
illusion and not what determines project success. Plans are
living documents that change as the environment of the project
changes. In the new world of information technology, success is
dependent on strategies, project resources, and people.  Focus
should be on monitoring and directing these dynamic elements

and not on hard-and-fast precepts.  The project manager must
be able to produce a product based on the project plan.

Why Tracking and Monitoring?
The management functions of tracking and monitoring are
indispensable to the effective and efficient control of the project.
In this methodology, tracking is defined as the fact-finding
processes, and monitoring is the analysis of these facts. Both
are needed for the management of the project.
Information generated during the tracking and monitoring
process forms the basis for reaching a judgment about the
project status and whether corrective action is required. It also
allows the project team to answer these specific questions:
General
• Where is the project on schedule, cost, technical performance,

objectives, and goals?
• What is the status of activities that were to be completed?
• How does this status impact future project activities?
• What is going right on the project?
• What is going wrong?
• What opportunities are emerging?
• Are the project stakeholders comfortable with the results of

the project?

What is Project Monitoring?
Project monitoring process is an interactive part of tracking and
is firmly tied to project planning. Project monitoring takes the
outputs of tracking and uses them to determine planned versus
actual.
Project Monitoring mean “How to go from where we are to where we
want to go”
Monitoring we compare the current status with the target status
whether we are going right or not. Monitoring need a plan,
schedule data. It is a continuous process that performs the
control exercise over the project. It also help in ensure the
project to meet it target.
Monitoring typically involves measuring the actual values of
project planning parameters, comparing actual values to the
estimates in the plan, and identifying significant deviations.
Recording actual values of the project planning parameters
includes recording associated contextual information to help
understand the measures. An analysis of the impact that
significant deviations have on determining what corrective
actions to take is handled in the second specific goal and its
specific practices in this process area

LESSON 12
PROJECT MONITORING AND TRACKING
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Project Monitoring

Planned Versus Actual Costs
The basic consideration underlying all the elements of monitor-
ing is “planned versus actual.” When the project manager
completes this comparison, he/she then evaluates whether the
existing plan can continue to be used, whether the project plan
can get back on plan, or whether the project (in whole or in part)
has deviated significantly from the plan. Cases where actual
progress and projected progress differ significantly suggest the
need for replanning, which would include updated project
budgets. To determine what is “significant” deviation from the
plan, a number of standards can be used.
In Project Monitoring following task have been done
• Recording project data
• Work achieved
• Elapsed time
• Resource expended
• Cost of resource
• Other factors such as staff turnover, sickness, training,

breakdown etc.
• Comparison of budget Vs actual
• Cost
• Schedule
• Resource
• Project Reporting
• Product factors
• Environment factors
• People factors
• Process factors
• Resource factors

Slides of Lecture 13

Importance of tracking and 
monitoring

• Make sure the project
– Can be delivered on time and within budget
– Is of good quality
– Meets client’s needs

Monitoring

• Comparing the current status with the 
targets

• Need a plan, a schedule, collected data
• To exercise control over the project
• To ensure the targets are met
• To devise contingency plans
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 This is review Test for you:

Define Following
• Project monitoring
• Project tracking

Tracking

• Finding out what is happening
• Need a plan and schedule
• To collect data

A suggested framework

Publish 
initial 
plan

Monitor 
the 

progress

Review 
the 

project

project 
completed?

No

Yes

A suggestion framework (cont’d)

Monitor the progress

gather 
project 
info.

compare 
progress 
vs targets

satisfied?

No

Yes

Take 
remedial 
action

Publish 
revised 

plan
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Reviews?
In the previous lecture you had learned about Project planning,
scheduling, tracking and monitoring that are part of manage-
ment activities. You know planning is pointless unless the
execution of plan is monitored and reviews.  Thus in this
lecture you will learn the Project Review.
Do you know why are reviews done? First you have to learn
“What is reviews”

What is Reviews?

“Review is the mechanism for early detection of errors”
Project Reviews: “considers the project ability to meet its
requirement”
When review the project you get the result in
• Better initial product quality
• Correct baseline for subsequent phases
• Blindness to own errors
• Improved management control
• Openness about everybody
Do you know the key for successful review?
For successful reviews
• Identify reviews
• Plan reviews
• Select reviews techniques
• Identify review teams
• Decide how much to review?
• Perform the review
• Close the review

What is Review Process?
Just as tracking and monitoring are critical to controlling a
project, so too is reviewing.  One of the major causes of a
project getting off track is the lack of attention to:
• Formal and consistent project reviews
• Setting up and using informal assessment methods
The focus of project reviews is to ensure that information is
being shared and communicated. Where tracking and monitor-
ing focused on the process of measuring actual project
performance to the baseline, reviewing focuses on sharing that
data and other related information with the project team and
stakeholders throughout the project.
As in all other areas of project management, the review process
needs to be tailored to the specific project. There is no right
formula for defining the type and frequency of project reviews.
However, there are some minimum activities that should be
performed, such as:

• Status meetings should be held and attended by project team
members responsible for key project organization and
deliverables. These types of meetings are usually held weekly
or biweekly.

• Executive Reviews - as needed, usually monthly or quarterly.
• Team meetings - at least quarterly and/or at phase

completion.
• Independent Reviews - as needed; depends on the size of

the project and the risk. It has set minimum requirements
for project oversight depending on the size of the project.
However, each state organization is encouraged to develop
its own schedules and standards for quality reviews. Details
on the actual independent reviews are provided in the
Independent Project Oversight document.

• Technical Reviews - are driven by the life cycle being used and
the particular stage of the project. For example, during
system design, the reviews are concerned with the stage of
the design and detailed design reviews, possible design
walkthroughs, and peer reviews.

Slides of Lecture 14

LESSON 13
PROJECT PREVIEW AND CASE STUDY

Reviews 

• “Review is the mechanism for early detection of errors” 
They result in.

• Better initial product quality
• Correct baseline for subsequent phases
• Blindness to own errors
• Improved management control
• Openness about everybody 
• Project Reviews: considers the project ability to meet its 

requirement
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 This is review Test for you:

• Define Project Reviews

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Management?
• Stages in Project Development.
In the previous lecture you had learned about of management
activities. Here you are going to learn about the project manage-
ment.

 Introduction to Project Management

Project management is the art of matching a project’s goals,
tasks, and resources to accomplish a goal as needed.  We say “as
needed” because one has limited time, money, and resources
(human and machinery) with which to accomplish a goal.   One
can think of a project as a process.  Figure C shows this process
as a simplified block diagram.

Figure C

 Stages of a Project and how to Complete

    them

Stage 1: Defining the Goals of the Project:
Garbage in equals garbage out.  If you do not start a project
with the correct goal(s), it is not likely you will accomplish the
goal(s).  This must be a team activity to ensure that everyone is
given the opportunity to contribute and “buy-in” to what is
going to happen.  At the end of this stage, every team member
should have an understanding of what must be accomplished.
This part of the project should end with a document that lists
the goals with a short statement providing some detail.  The
statement should include a definition of success.  This is a
statement that provides a description of the vital few require-
ments that define the goal as accomplished.  Vital few imply the
minimum required to do a good job.  Defining success is
necessary to make sure there is no ambiguity as to whether the
goal has been accomplished or not.  It also prevents teams from
performing unnecessary iteration and improvement on a goal,
which has been sufficiently accomplished.

Stage 2: Define Project Tasks/Activities
Each goal or sub-set of goals should be matched to the tasks
required to accomplish them.  This is best done by listing the
goals on the left side of a sheet of paper, then writing the tasks
to their right.  The group should agree that the specify task will

accomplish the goals as per required in the definitions for
success the team laid out in the previous stage.

Stage 3: Determine and Verify Resource Requirements
Resources are those things, which are needed to accomplish the
project goals.   Resources may include, but are not limited to:
• People
• Time
• Money
• Space
• Computers
• Software
• Others...
The most important component of determining resource
requirements is to be realistic.   One of the most common
mistakes project managers make is to underestimate the
amount and type of resources required.  This leads to projects
that run over budget and fall behind schedule. DO NOT
attempt to do any of the following:
• Squeeze a project into a shorter time frame to please your

boss
• Cut corners to minimize resource requirements
• Plan on a best-case basis, i.e. “If everything goes correctly, we

will finish on time.”
Determine what you need to get the job done correctly, on time,
and on budget.  It is not a bad idea to build in a safety margin
here.  This is often referred to as “padding”.  For instance, one
might multiply the estimated time to complete a task/project
by say 20% to allow for additional time to deal with unexpected
occurrences.  The amount of padding usually depends on the
certainty one has as to how effectively the resources can be used. 
One should keep padding to a minimum.
Once the requirements have been set, it is important to verify
that the team will have access to them.  If not, then it is not
likely the project will be accomplished as required.  In some
instances it may be necessary to acquire resources as the project
progresses.  This is risky business and should be avoided if
possible. This is risky business.  Speaking of risk...

Stage 4: Identify Risks and Develop Mitigation (Backup)
Plans
Projects always involve a finite amount of uncertainty (risk) that
may lead to problems and surprises during the project.  Dealing
with surprises requires more time, energy, and money than
originally planned.   Risk management can help reduce the
likelihood and affects of risks.  Risk management is important
as it helps the team accomplish the project with as little trouble
as possible. 
As a professional scientist, engineer, or project manager, you
will be required to help get the job done.  Excuses (whether real

LESSON 14
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
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or imaginary) generally don’t buy any sympathy.  For instance, in
the event of a surprise problem which causes project delays, it is
all to easy to deflect responsibility with victim phrases such as,
“I did my part, but the other guy did not.” or  “We had an
unexpected problem which caused us to fall behind.”  Manag-
ers, professors, CEOs typically do not look favorably on people
who invoke victim phrases.  As a result, people who fall back on
these types of phrases, even if they are true, typically do not go
far in this world.  You must learn how to deal with surprises
and adversity, not be pushed around by them.
By becoming a member of a team, each member dedicates
themselves to the success of the TEAM.  If you are waiting on
a team member to accomplish a task and they are behind, it is
your responsibility to help them in any way you can.  If you
cannot help them, you must make sure they get the help to
accomplish their task.  The victim phrase does not absolve you
of any responsibility; rather it makes you look like you are not a
team player.
Risk management can be a complex process, for our purposes,
we will use a simple management for dealing with the risk.  
Identify and list the practical risks for your tasks in a column to
the right of the tasks.  For each risk, develop a back up plan that
when implemented will keep you on schedule.  You may want
to pay special attention to risks that are so great, that they could
“kill” the whole project.  A member of the group should be
responsible for monitoring this risk throughout the project.

Stage 5: Develop a Schedule
A Gant chart is a schedule, which plots the tasks, people
responsible for these tasks, and a timeline.  Gant charts are
useful as they allow the team to look at the architecture (struc-
ture) of the project and easily identify responsibilities.  The
Gant chart can serve as a document that people use in their
planning as a visualization tool to see how tasks depend on
each other.  The basic format of a Gant chart consists of a
listing of tasks on the left hand side, followed by the start date,
number of days to complete, and a finish date.  Each task
should be assigned one or more owners.  To the right of the
text listing is a graphical representation of the task duration in
the context of the project time line.  A sample Gant chart is
shown in Figure D.

Figure D: Sample Gant Chart
After the chart is made, look for conflicts of resources.  For
instance, make sure that team members are not assigned too
many tasks during a given time period.   For instance, in the
schedule above, Lisa appears to be busier than her teammates
on July 02nd and 03rd.  Also make sure that different tasks,
which require the same machines or rooms, are not scheduled
for use at the same time.  Make the changes and obtain

agreement from the group that this is the schedule that is to be
followed.  It might be wise to review the risks during this time
and adjust parts of the schedule if it would help.

Stage 6: Execute the Schedule
Just do it!  Every team member should know what they have to
do and should have the right resources to get the job done.. 
They should know what the risks are and have back up plans in
case of trouble.  During this stage, the project manager is
responsible for coordinating, though group members should
communicate among themselves as required.   If a group
member feels he is going to go overtime/budget, it is their
responsibility to bring it up to the group as soon as possible. 
This way, resources can temporarily be shifted to help keep the
team member on schedule.
Each group member should document his or her activities. 
This is important as human memory is shaky at best and it is
likely that each team member will be required to recall details of
their activity.  There is nothing more frustrating to a manager
than to hear an employee say, “I can’t remember what I did.” 
If one can’t remember, how can the team trust that what they
did was correct?  Documentation is the responsibility of the
team members and will often be a saving grace for them.
It is likely that surprises and conflicts may occur during the
course of the project.   It is important to remember that it is the
team’s responsibility to make the project happen.  If there are
problems, the team should help figure them out.   If there are
conflicts, the team should act together to resolve them.  This
can be facilitated by regular meetings (daily, weekly, monthly,
whatever is practical) of the team.  At the meetings the team
should review the schedule and the status (complete or not
complete) of the project goals.  Once the goals are accom-
plished, the project is complete.

Stage 7: Finish the Project and Assessing Performance
After the goals have been achieved, it is good practice to evaluate
the performance of the project team.  In the last group meeting
the team should discuss ways in which the experience could
have been improved.  This is where a good deal of learning and
experience is gained.  It will help prevent similar problems in
future projects.
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Slides of Lecture 15

History of Project Management*
• Modern project management began with the 

Manhattan Project, which the U.S. military led to 
develop the atomic bomb

• In 1917 Henry Gantt developed the Gantt chart as a 
tool for scheduling work in job shops

• In 1958, the Navy developed PERT charts
• In the 1970s, the military began using project 

management software, as did the construction 
industry

• By the 1990s, virtually every industry was using 
some form of project management

* August 1999 PM Network has good articles on history of PM

What is Project Management? 
Project management is “the application of 
knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to 
project activities in order to meet or exceed 
stakeholder needs and expectations from a 
project” (PMI*, Project Management Body 
of Knowledge (PMBOK Guide), 1996, p. 6)

Advantages of Project Management*
• Bosses, customers, and other stakeholders do not like 

surprises
• Good project management (PM) provides assurance 

and reduces risk
• PM provides the tools and environment to plan, 

monitor, track, and manage schedules, resources, 
costs, and quality 

• PM provides a history or metrics base for future 
planning as well as good documentation

• Project members learn and grow by working in a 
cross-functional team environment

*Source:  Knutson, Joan, PM Network, December 1997, p. 13

Techniques and Tools of PM

• Work Breakdown Structure (WBS/PBS)   Hierarchical
• Network Diagram                                      Sequential

– Activity on Node (AON)
– Activity on Arrow (AOA) 
– Analysis Methods: CPM and PERT

• Gantt Chart                                               Bar Chart

• Project Management Software
– Spreadsheet Applications (Lotus 1-2-3, etc.)
– Drawing Programs (Visio, etc.)
– Integrated Project Management Applications 

(Microsoft Project, etc.)
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This is review Test for you:
What is Project Management?

Define the Stages that are use to develop any project?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Plan?
• Work Breakdown Structure
In the previous lecture you had learned about of Project
Management and various stage that are used to develop any
Project. Here you are going to learn about the project Plan.

 Why Should you Plan?

No one plans to fail, they just fail to plan.
Plan the flight, fly the plan.
• Develop Goals
• Identify the end state
• Anticipate problems
• Create alternative courses of action
• Define strategy
• Set policies and procedures

 What is a Project Plan?

A project plan is a formal, approved document that is
used to manage and control a project.

The project plan forms the basis for all management efforts
associated with the project.  It is a document that is also
expected to change over time.
The project plan documents the pertinent information associ-
ated with the project; it is not a verbose textual document. A
template for a project plan is provided in this documentation.
The information associated with the plan evolves as the project
moves through its various stages and is to be updated as new
information unfolds about the project.
The project plan represents the basic tool for successfully
executing a project.
The plan does not require verbose textual content filled with
boilerplate material. Information associated with detailed
procedures for executing such processes, as technical develop-
ment, configuration management, and quality assurance should
be documented in the state organization’s procedures. For
example, the configuration management information contained
in the plan might reference a procedures document that defines
the specific activities and responsibility for each configuration
item.  The project plan only summarizes who is responsible for
the configuration management activities, what is under
configuration control, and where the repository will reside.
The project plan documents the project planning process and
consists of the following basic tasks:
• Defining the sequence of tasks to be performed.
• Identifying all deliverables associated with the project.

• Defining the dependency relationship between tasks.
• Estimating the resources required performing each task.
• Scheduling all tasks to be performed.
• Defining the budget for performing the tasks.
• Defining the organization executing the project.
• Identifying the known project risks.
• Defining the process ensuring quality of the project product.
• Defining the process for configuration management.
• Defining the process specifying and controlling requirements
Please refer the Appendix A for detailed format of Project
Plan.

 Work Breakdown Structure

Now you are going to learn new topic that is WBS (Work
Breakdown Structure)
How do we know how long each task will take? And how do
we devise a complete list of tasks in the first place?
For this we have to identify the Task. There are two approaches
to identifying tasks
Most project control techniques are based on breaking down the
goal of the project into several intermediate goals. Each
intermediate goal can in turn be broken down further. The
process can be repeated until each goal is small enough to be
well understood. We can then plan for each goal individually its
resources requirements, assignments of responsibility, schedul-
ing, etc.
A semiformal way of breaking down the goal is called the work
breakdown structure (WBS). In this technique, one builds a tree
whose root is labeled by the major activity of the project such as
build a compiler. Each node of the tree can be broken down
into smaller components that are designated the children of the
node. This work breakdown can be repeated until each led node
in the tree is small enough to allow the manager to estimate its
size, difficulty, and resource requirements
The goal of a work breakdown structure is to identify all the
activities that a project must undertake. The tasks can be broken
down into as fine as level of details as is desired or necessary.
For example, we might have shown the substructure of a node
labeled design as consisting of the three different activities of
designing the scanner, parser and code generator. The structure
can be used, as a basis for estimating the amount of resources
necessary for the project as a whole by estimating the resources
required for each leaf mode.
The work breakdown structure is a simple tool that gives the
manager a framework for breaking down large tasks into more
manageable pieces. Once these manageable pieces have been
identified, they can be used as units of work assignment. The

LESSON 15
PROJECT PLAN, WBS
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structure can be refined and extended easily by labeling the
nodes with appropriate information, such as the planned length
of the activity, the name of the person responsible for the
activity, and the starting and ending date of the activity. In this
way, the structure can summarize the project plans.
The work breakdown structure can also be an input into the
scheduling process, as we will see in the following figure. In
breaking down the work, we are trying to decide which task
need to be done. In scheduling, we decide the order in which to
do these tasks. Each work item in the work breakdown
structure is associated with an activity to perform that item. A
schedule tries to order the activities to ensure their timely
completion.

You Can Take an Example of
Let’s use the BEST Management Books’ WBS we looked at
earlier. Assume that the WBS was only planned down to the
chapters level (see graph below, left), but after the first month
of work, the stakeholder wants reporting at the subchapter level
(see graph below, right). Without restructuring the WBS and
changing the other supporting systems, like cost tracking and
reporting, it is impossible for the project manager to meet the
stakeholder’s request.

Now let’s reverse the situation. Assume WBS was planned
down to the subchapter level (see graph below, left), but after
the first month of work, the stakeholder wants reporting at the
chapter level (see graph below, right). Is there any restructuring
needed to the WBS? The answer is “No”. Since you planned the
work at a level below what is now the stakeholder’s require-
ment, you can “roll-up” and meet the stakeholders request.
Do you still see a problem with the project WBS? Let’s take a
look.

Actually, there is not a problem with the WBS structure, but a
problem with the idea of time and cost. The project manager
spent time and resources to define the WBS down to a level
that he determined was appropriate. The only benefit could be
that the project manager wishes to manage the project at the
lower level and will roll-up reporting for the stakeholder. In
review, always get stakeholders to agree with the level of project
planning and reporting.

In developing a WBS, one must realize that there are multiple
ways to develop a WBS for any given project. Some ways might
be better than others, but the two most important items to
remember are that the WBS must contain all approved scope
and the Project Manager must develop the WBS to reflect the
way he/she intends to manage the project.
Other items to consider when developing a WBS are:
• Reporting requirements
• Size of project
• Resource executing the work (contractors vs. in-house)
• Complexity of the project
On the following two pages are examples of alternative WBS
structures for the BEST Management Books project.
This WBS structure is designed to control scope by chapters,
unlike the original WBS which was developed to control scope
by writing and editing.

This WBS structure is taking into consideration that a contractor
will execute the writing and editing. It still requires the contrac-
tor to control scope by writing and editing by chapter.
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Slides of Lecture 16

What is Project Plan?

• A project plan is a formal, approved 
document that is used to manage and 
control a project.

Project Plan (Format 1)
• Introduction
• Project organization
• Risk analysis
• Hardware and software resource requirements
• Work breakdown

– Milestones - end of process activity
– Deliverables - project results delivered to customer 

• Project schedule
• Monitoring and reporting mechanisms

Project Plan (Format 2)
1. Project Summary

1.1  Project Overview  (contacts, customer objectives, developer
objectives)

1.2  Commitments made to customer (milestones)
1.3  Assumptions

2.   Project Planning
2.1  Project Process
2.1.1 Standard Process Followed
2.1.2 Tailoring Notes—Deviations
2.1.3 Requirements Change Management

2.2 Effort Estimation (basis, module details, build effort, schedule)
2.3 Development Environment
2.4 Tools
2.5 Training Plan (Technical, Domain, Process)
2.6 Quality Plan (goals, reviews, strategy)
2.7 Milestones
2.8 Risk Management

3. Project Tracking
3.1  Task Tracking
3.2  Issues Tracking
3.3 Customer Feedback
3.4 Status Reporting
3.5 Escalation Procedures
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Project Plan (Format 2)

4. Team—Who, What, and How
4.1  Project Organization
4.2  Project Team Members
4.3  Roles and Responsibilities
4.4  Work Breakdown

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

“An organized, hierarchical representation of work to be performed in the 
project, broken down in sufficient detail to support planning, assignment of 
roles and responsibilities, and control.”

• Different development methods include:
– Start at top level (title) and work down with increasing detail
– Participants brainstorm lists of activities and then group into categories 

(“sticky-note” method)
• Actual form can vary:

– Block or tree structure (organizational chart)
– Outline format

• Avoid too many levels and clutter (not a “to-do” list)
• Lowest level is “work packages,” short-duration tasks

Example of Work Breakdown Structure

  This is review Test for you:

Explain Project Plan?

Explain Work Breakdown structure with different
example?
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LESSON 16
MILESTONES AND DELIVERABLES

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Define Millstones
• Define Deliverables
In the previous lecture you had
learned about of management
activities. Here you are going to learn
about the project management.

 Define Milestones

Milestones are the end-point of a process activity
EXAMPLES:
• Delivery of requirements spec;
• Delivery of alpha tested code.
The completion of key actions is important in all projects.
Milestones denote these completions. These events have no
duration. For example, deliverables often are represented as
milestones, while the effort to produce the deliverable is referred
to as a task.
While milestones are unique to each project, some example
project milestones are shown below:
• Requirements Approval
• Phase Review Approval
• Prototype Approval
• Design Reviews Complete
• Code Reviews Complete
• Unit Test Complete
• Integration Test Complete
• Acceptance Test Complete
• System Acceptance by User
• Customer Shipment
• Documentation Delivery
Milestones can occur at the end of each work package in the
WBS and serve as a measurable item upon which to base
success of a task. Major project milestones should be summa-
rized and included in the summary project plan.
For contracted work, milestones are often used as a point in the
project where interim payments might be made. If this
approach is used, mutual agreement is necessary on the content
of each milestone and the cost associated with that milestone.

 Defining Deliverables

Deliverables are project results delivered to customers
Examples:
• A report (e.g., requirements spec);

• Code (e.g., alpha tested product).
Deliverables are indicators (but only indicators) of progress.
Deliverables associated with each task are shown in the WBS
and are reflected in the Deliverables portion of the Project Plan.
A sample of a Deliverables template is shown below. All
deliverables are listed as they are identified. As the schedule is
completed, the due date is filled in, and responsibility for the
deliverable is assigned as it is known (typically when the
organization chart is defined). The date delivered is a field that is
filled in as deliveries are made.
Over the course of the project, a comparison of the due date
and the date delivered provides a metric for how well deliverable
dates are met by the project team.

Product 
Name 

Due 
Date 

Date 
Delivered 

Author/ 
POC 

Requirement 
Specification 

4/1/96 4/1/96 G. Brown 

Design Specification 8/1/96  G. Brown 

Test Plan 8/1/96  A. Jones 

Implementation Plan 11/1/96  B. White 

Source Code 12/1/96  L. Brass 

Test Report 1/30/97  A. Jones 

While the deliverables list is a compilation of information
identified in the WBS and the project schedule, it is useful to
maintain a separate list since deliverable completion can be a key
metric of project progress.  Separate tracking of deliverables can
help keep a project on track.  It also serves as a useful communi-
cation tool with both stakeholders and the project team.

  This is review Test for you:Define Milestone &

Deliverables with examples?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Project Scheduling?
• Discuss basic methods for developing Project Schedule.
In previous lecture you had learned the Project Plan and the
Work Breakdown structure (WBS) that is necessary tool for the
project management. In this lecture you are going to learn the
Project Scheduling concepts.

 What is Project Scheduling?

The project schedule provides a graphical representation of
predicted tasks, milestones, dependencies, resource require-
ments, task duration, and deadlines. The project’s master
schedule interrelates all tasks on a common time scale. The
project schedule should be detailed enough to show each WBS
task to be performed, the name of the person responsible for
completing the task, the start and end date of each task, and the
expected duration of the task.
Like the development of each of the project plan components,
developing a schedule is an iterative process. Milestones may
suggest additional tasks, tasks may require additional resources,
and task completion may be measured by additional mile-
stones.  For large, complex projects, detailed sub-schedules may
be required to show an adequate level of detail for each task.
During the life of the project, actual progress is frequently
compared with the original schedule. This allows for evaluation
of development activities. The accuracy of the planning process
can also be assessed.
Basic efforts associated with developing a project schedule
include the following
• Define the type of schedule
• Define precise and measurable milestones
• Estimate task duration
• Define priorities
• Define the critical path
• Document assumptions
• Identify risks
• Review results

Define the Type of Schedule
The type of schedule associated with a project relates to the
complexity of the implementation. For large, complex projects
with a multitude of interrelated tasks, a PERT chart (or activity
network) may be used. PERT charts depict interdependencies
and associations and allow planning to include these relation-
ships. A key feature of the PERT method is the ability both to
determine and to show the critical path of the project.

Define Precise and Measurable Milestones
The completion of key actions is important in all projects.
These completions are denoted by milestones. These events
have no duration. For example, deliverables often are repre-
sented as milestones, while the effort to produce the deliverable
is referred to as a task.
While milestones are unique to each project, some example
project milestones are shown below:
• Requirements Approval
• Phase Review Approval
• Prototype Approval
• Design Reviews Complete
• Code Reviews Complete
• Unit Test Complete
• Integration Test Complete
• Acceptance Test Complete
• System Acceptance by User
• Customer Shipment
• Documentation Delivery
Milestones can occur at the end of each work package in the
WBS and serve as a measurable item upon which to base
success of a task. Major project milestones should be summa-
rized and included in the summary project plan.
For contracted work, milestones are often used as a point in the
project where interim payments might be made. If this
approach is used, mutual agreement is necessary on the content
of each milestone and the cost associated with that milestone.

Estimate Task Duration
Estimating task duration is one of the most challenging aspects
of project planning. It is also a key to later cost estimation. This
is a refined process that occurs throughout the planning
process, as it is directly affected  by results of the staffing and
costing activities.
Accurate task duration estimates are defined in order to stabilize
customer relations and maintain team morale.  With defined
task durations, the team knows what to expect and what is
expected of them. A task duration is rarely overestimated, but is
frequently underestimated. Inaccurate estimates can result in an
increase in the “frenzy level” of a project. The frenzy escalates as
sponsors scramble for more money, and/or the technical staff
scramble to complete a project in an unrealistic timeframe.
Often, the end result is cutting corners, excessive overtime, and
a dissatisfied customer.
The estimation process is complex because activity duration is
affected by numerous variables that must be dealt with
concurrently in the planning phase. Some of these variables
include staff availability, the skill level of the person assigned to

LESSON 17
PROJECT SCHEDULING
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the task, unexpected events, efficiency of work time, and
mistakes and misunderstandings during the development of
the project.
When estimating the duration of a task, reality is a major factor.
The knowledgeable scheduler takes into account absenteeism,
meetings, discussions, and interaction among the staff. No one
is 100% productive every hour of the workday. If a scheduled
task assumes 100% productivity, the schedule rapidly falls apart.
A successful schedule builds these types of factors into the
duration estimate.
There are several techniques that support task duration estima-
tion. The most common technique is based on the historical
experience of a similar scope of work performed by the
estimator. Collected and archived historical project data are used
successfully by many organizations to achieve quality perfor-
mance on project deliveries.
Historical records greatly support both the duration and the
cost estimations that are so important in this phase. Data based
on staff skills are far more valuable than generalized “industry”
estimates. If historical data does not exist, seek the advice of
experts and others who have completed similar tasks.
When historical data or experts are not available, use a
technique of getting estimates from multiple sources,
comparing results and estimating the duration based on the
multiple inputs. The nature of this method is predicated
on finding good sources for providing the estimates.

Define Priorities
Clearly defining the task priorities helps to resolve any schedul-
ing and/or resource conflicts. Understanding the priorities and
relationships of the tasks assists in resolving difficult schedul-
ing conflicts.

Define the Critical Path
The critical path is the longest path through a project. It
determines the earliest possible completion of the work. The
critical path is carefully managed because if critical path tasks slip,
the entire project is delayed. In order to manage the project, the
project manager determines the critical path and remains aware
of its importance throughout the implementation of the plan.
The successful scheduler considers availability of both labor and
non-labor resources.  Equipment availability on a long lead item
often drives the critical path of a schedule. If installation
equipment is required, for example, and the equipment cannot
be delivered for six months, the installation phase is held up for
that period of time.

Document Assumption
Documentation of the assumptions made in developing the
project schedule are critical to the later success of the project.
Without clear documentation of these assumptions, later
changes to the schedule are very difficult and risky.
If, for example, a schedule was shortened because it was
assumed that a highly skilled person would be performing the
work, that assumption should be documented. Then, if a less
skilled person is actually assigned to perform the task, the
project manager can recognize the risk and make necessary
changes and decisions. Without documentation of the

assumption, the schedule could be later placed in serious risk
without the project manager realizing it.

Identify Risks
Risks are inherently involved with scheduling limited resources.
Good scheduling makes allowances for risks in one or more of
the following ways:
• Where significant schedule risks are identified, add an

additional WBS task for risk management/risk reduction,
where financial reserves can be set aside to deal with
potentially delayed schedules.

• Add additional time to those tasks where risks are inherent.
There is no rule of thumb for this multiplier; it depends on
the degree of risk and overall importance of the schedule to
the project.

• Add a percentage time multiplier to the schedule for
particular individuals, particularly if new technology is being
used or if the person providing the estimate is extremely
optimistic. Technical staff often underestimates the time
required to do any particular task.

Review the Results
The development of a schedule requires input from more than
one person. No one possesses all the knowledge or under-
standing of all the factors that affect schedules in every aspect of
a project. Schedule review also prompts buy-in to the schedule.
Buy-in on the schedule by the people who will actually perform
the work is critical to success.  Participation in scheduling gives
staff a stake in the outcome of the project. On the other hand,
imposed schedules offer the opportunity for sabotage.
Once an initial cut at the schedule is ready, a team should
perform a review. The work descriptions and the schedule
should be reviewed by the people named to do the work (and
who did not participate in the initial estimates).  Interview the
people and determine if the work descriptions are complete and
accurate.
Determine if there is a common understanding of what has to
be done. Get their independent estimates as to how long it will
take to do the job.  Where there are significant differences
between the current schedule and new estimates, determine the
reasons and either redefine the work packages or review and
iterate the schedule estimates.

Scheduling Tools
There are numerous tools that support the development of
project schedules. Many of these tools prepare either a GANTT
or PERT chart. They require experience in setting up the projects
and in defining task relationships and dependencies.
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Slides of Lecture 18

Project scheduling
• Split project into tasks and estimate time and 

resources required to complete each task
• Organize tasks concurrently to make optimal 

use of workforce
• Minimize task dependencies to avoid delays 

caused by one task waiting for another to complete
• Dependent on project managers intuition and 

experience

Scheduling problems
• Estimating the difficulty of problems and hence 

the cost of developing a solution is hard
• Productivity is not proportional to the number of 

people working on a task
• Adding people to a late project makes it later 

because of communication overheads
• The unexpected always happens. Always allow 

contingency in planning

Bar charts and activity networks
• Graphical notations used to illustrate the project 

schedule
• Show project breakdown into tasks. Tasks should 

not be too small. They should take about a week 
or two

• Activity charts show task dependencies and the 
the critical path

• Bar charts show schedule against calendar time

 This is review Test for you :

What is Project Scheduling?

What are different tools used for schedule?
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LESSON 18
PERT/ CPM

This lecture I shall discuss:
• PERT
• CPM
In previous lecture you had learned what is the “Project
Scheduling” and its tools. In this lecture you will learn about
the PERT / CPM charts.

 Program Evaluation and Review Technique

    (Pert)
Program evaluation and review technique (PERT) charts depict
task, duration, and dependency information. Each chart starts
with an initiation node from which the first task, or tasks,
originates. If multiple tasks begin at the same time, they are all
started from the node or branch, or fork out from the starting
point. Each task is represented by a line, which states its name
or other identifier, its duration, the number of people assigned
to it, and in some cases the initials of the personnel assigned.
The other end of the task line is terminated by another node,
which identifies the start of another task, or the beginning of
any slack time, that is, waiting time between tasks.
Each task is connected to its successor tasks in this manner
forming a network of nodes and connecting lines. The chart is
complete when all final tasks come together at the completion
node. When slack time exists between the end of one task and
the start of another, the usual method is to draw a broken or
dotted line between the end of the first task and the start of the
next dependent task.
A PERT chart may have multiple parallel or interconnecting
networks of tasks. If the scheduled project has milestones,
checkpoints, or review points (all of which are highly recom-
mended in any project schedule), the PERT chart will note that
all tasks up to that point terminate at the review node. It
should be noted at this point that the project review, approvals,
user reviews, and so forth all take time. This time should never
be underestimated when drawing up the project plan. It is not
unusual for a review to take 1 or 2 weeks. Obtaining manage-
ment and user approvals may take even longer.
When drawing up the plan, be sure to include tasks for
documentation writing, documentation editing, project report
writing and editing, and report reproduction. These tasks are
usually time-consuming, so don’t underestimate how long it
will take to complete them.
PERT charts are usually drawn on ruled paper with the
horizontal axis indicating time period divisions in days, weeks,
months, and so on. Although it is possible to draw a PERT
chart for an entire project, the usual practice is to break the plans
into smaller, more meaningful parts. This is very helpful if the
chart has to be redrawn for any reason, such as skipped or
incorrectly estimated tasks.

Many PERT charts terminate at the major review points, such as
at the end of the analysis. Many organizations include funding
reviews in the projects life cycle. Where this is the case, each chart
terminates in the funding review node.
Funding reviews can affect a project in that they may either
increase funding, in which case more people have to make
available, or they may decrease funding, in which case fewer
people may be available. Obviously more or less people will
affect the length of time it takes to complete the project.

 Critical Path Method (CPM)

Critical Path Method (CPM) charts are similar to PERT charts
and are sometimes known as PERT/CPM. In a CPM chart, the
critical path is indicated. A critical path consists that set of
dependent tasks (each dependent on the preceding one), which
together take the longest time to complete. Although it is not
normally done, a CPM chart can define multiple, equally critical
paths. Tasks, which fall on the critical path, should be noted in
some way, so that they may be given special attention. One way
is to draw critical path tasks with a double line instead of a
single line.
Tasks, which fall on the critical path, should receive special
attention by both the project manager and the personnel
assigned to them. The critical path for any given method may
shift as the project progresses; this can happen when tasks are
completed either behind or ahead of schedule, causing other
tasks which may still be on schedule to fall on the new critical
path.

PERT Practice
Below is a PERT chart drawn to show the development of a

system.

Yes - it was not drawn very well, but it’s late and I’m tired. Here
are the questions to ponder before we discuss the answers. 
The CIRCLES mark the beginnings and ends of TASKS to be
done in the project. Also called NODES.
The ARROWS are the tasks themselves. They are identified by
letters A to I. In a real PERT chart, the actual names of tasks
would be used instead of letters. The lengths of the arrows
does not relate to their length in time.
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The NUMBERS after the task names are the DURATIONS of
the task. The time interval may be anything from picoseconds
to years. Let’s assume these timings are in days.
Important point to remember: the ARROWS are tasks, not the
circles (nodes).
When a node has two or more tasks branching from it, it
means those tasks can be done concurrently (at the same time.)
When a node has incoming arrows, it means the incoming task
must be completed before progress may continue to any arrows
heading away from the node. e.g. Task A must be completed
before tasks B or G may begin.
You need to be able to examine and interpret charts like this
PERT. Let’s examine it in English.
Task A is the first task and takes 2 days. When it is done, tasks
B and G can begin. If we follow the task G line, it takes 2 days
to reach task H which takes 5 days. Task H leads to the final
task, I. Total time for following this path is 2 + 2 + 5 + 3 = 12
days. The path would be described as A,B,G,H,I.
When task G began, so did task B (with another team of
workers). When task B finished, after 3 days, there is another
opportunity to run some tasks concurrently. So after B, tasks C
and D began at the same time.
If we follow task C, it takes 1 day to reach task E, which leads to
the final task I. Total time for this path was 2 + 3 + 1 + 4 + 3 =
13 days.
If we followed task D, which takes 3 days, it leads to task F
(also 3 days) before reaching the final task, I. Total time for this
path is 2 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 14 days.
Note that tasks E, F and H must all be finished before task I
can begin.
You will have noticed that there are several paths through from
task A to task I. Each of these paths takes a different amount
of time.
What is the shortest possible time for the project to take
(without leaving any tasks out)?
14 days (the longest possible path). Yeah, it sounds odd that
the shortest time is the longest path, but consider another
example. You are getting ready for school. At the kitchen table,
you have to have breakfast while you finish your maths
homework. You have to finish both before you can leave.
Breakfast takes 10 minutes. Maths takes 20 minutes. What’s the
shortest time you would need to leave? Twenty minutes,
because both tasks must be finished. Just because one task
finishes before the other, you can’t leave yet. So in the chart
above, the shortest project time would be 14 days.
That is the CRITICAL PATH of the project: the sequence of
tasks from beginning to end that takes the longest time. No
task on the critical path can take longer without affecting the end
date of the project. In other words, none of the tasks on the
critical path have any SLACK.
Tasks on the critical path are called CRITICAL TASKS. No
critical task can have any slack (by definition).
EXAM QUESTION 1: Which tasks are on the critical path of
the PERT chart above?

ANSWER: A,B,D,F,I
EXAM QUESTION 2: What is the slack time for tasks C, D
and G?
a. Slack time for task C: let’s isolate that bit of the PERT chart.

To work out the slack time for a task, backtrack from the task to
the node where the task split off from other concurrent tasks.
In our case, it is the node directly before task C. Also look
forward to the node where task C and the other concurrent
tasks (D,F) join up again with C.
In the picture below, the beginning node is marked red and the
ending node is marked green...

The top pair of tasks (C,E) is being done at the same time as
the bottom pair of tasks (D,F). Together, C and E take 1 + 4 =
5 days. Together, D and F take 3 + 3 = 6 days, so tasks C,E will
finish 1 day before D, F finish. Therefore, either task C or E
could take one extra day to finish without disturbing the task
that comes after the green node.
That is the SLACK time for task C (it equally applies to task E:
but remember the slack time is shared between them. They can’t
both take another day without causing delays.)
So, the slack time available to task C is ONE DAY.
b. Good. Let’s try the next question: what is the slack time for

task D? This is easy, when you remember that task D is on
the critical path. By definition, critical tasks HAVE NO
SLACK: they cannot run overtime without affecting the
ending date of the project. So, the easy answer for this is
THERE IS NO SLACK for task D.

c. Finally, what is the slack time for task G? Let’s isolate the
relevant bits of the chart again... 
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Once again, I have gone back from task G to the (red) node
where it branches off from a concurrent task. We look ahead to
where task G’s path rejoins its concurrent brothers (the green
node).
Tasks G,H take a total of 7 days. Meanwhile, tasks B,C,E take 3
+ 1 + 4 = 8 days and tasks B,D,F take 3 + 3 + 3 = 9 days. So,
task G could run an extra 2 days before it caused delays, since it
had to wait for tasks B,D,F to finish anyway.
So the answer would be, The slack time for task G is 2 days.
EXAM QUESTION 3: the person working on task C tells the
project manager he can’t start work until one day after the
scheduled starting date. What impact would this have on the
completion date of the project? Why?
Let’s look at the whole PERT chart again...

Task C starting one day late is not significant to the ending date
of the project. It would cause task E to start a day late (because
task E is dependent on task C finishing first), but remember
earlier we found that task C had ONE DAY OF SLACK.
Therefore, if task C started a day late, it would merely use up its
day of slack and no disruption would be felt by the time task E
finished and the other concurrent tasks joined up to begin task
I. So the answer is: task C finishing one day late would have no
impact on the completion date of the project because it has one
day of slack it could use.
EXAM QUESTION 4: Task A will be delayed by 2 days
because some equipment has arrived late. If the project manager
still wants to finish the prokect within the original time frame,
he will need to shorten the time for one or more of the tasks.
What steps can he take to reduce the number of days allocated
to a task?
This is not really a PERT question at all: it is a common sense
question. How can you finish a job more quickly? You could
put more people to work on it, you could work more hours in
a day or you could increase the efficiency of work (e.g. automat-
ing a manual task). Always remember common sense is your
most valuable tool in an exam!

EXAM QUESTION 5: The project manager decides to reduce
the time needed for tasks D and F by one day each. How
effective will this reduction be in achieving his aim of maintain-
ing the original finish time for the project?
Keep in mind that tasks D and F were chosen because they were
on the critical path, and the only way to affect the finishing date
is to affect critical tasks. Let’s modify the PERT chart to show
the new timeline if the manager shortened the time needed for
tasks D and F.

Have a think: what has changed?
YES! Reducing tasks A,B,D,F,I by a total of 2 days (to 12 days)
means it is no longer the critical path! It is no longer the longest
route from start to finish. In other words, it has been demoted.
What is the new critical path?
Right: Path A,B,C,E,I is now the longest at 13 days so it
becomes the new critical path.
So - the project manager has reduced the old critical path from
14 to 12 days, but the new critical path still takes 13 days. So, the
project will now finish ONE day earlier than originally.
Reducing both tasks D and F by one day each was unnecessary
because after a 1 day reduction, the tasks were no longer critical.
To reduce the overall project time further, the manager would
have had to shift his attention to the new critical path, and try to
reduce the times of the new critical tasks.
So, an answer could be:  Reducing tasks D and F each by one day
would only shorten the project by one day since after a 2 day reduction,
tasks D and F are no longer on the critical path. To further shorten the
project time, the project manager would have to shorten tasks on the new
critical path A,B,C,E,I.

There are a couple of difference flavours of PERT charts:
Activity on Arrow and Activity on Node  

   
 

Task  

Predecessors Tasks   
(Dependencies)  

   
 

Time (Weeks)  
A  -  3  
B  -  5  
C  -  7  
D  A  8  
E  B  5  
F  C  5  
G  E  4  
H  F  5  
I  D  6  
J  G - H  4  
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PERT Diagram using Activity On Arrow (AOA) convention

• The critical path is through activities C, F, H, J (can you prove
it?)

• The expected project duration is 21 weeks (7+5+5+4)
PERT Diagram using Activity On Node (AON) convention

Slides of Lecture 19

PERT

• Sometime it is not possible to be precise instead it 
is only possible to estimate a window or interval 
in which an activity will fall

• Program Evaluation and Review Technique 
(PERT) allows such an approach

• Can be used to calculate critical path and to 
identify bottlenecks

• This method is of greatest value when many 
activities are being performed concurrently

PERT chart (1)

• basic idea
– dependencies between tasks are known
– shortest path to complete the project is known

• basic concepts
– task
– action
– dependency
– task network

PERT chart (2)

• based on a set of rules
– arrows show the order of tasks and actions
– task cannot begin, if one of its’ predecessors is 

not finished
– action is completed, when all previous 

dependencies are completed
– no loops allowed
– if drawn on time-axis, the length of 

arrow/segment represents duration
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 This is review Test for you:

Q1. Table 1 shows the number of activities, their durations
and dependencies from a project plan.  Use CPM to
identify the critical path and the critical activities.
Table 1. Task durations and dependencies

Task Id. Duration (weeks) Dependencies 
T01 3  
T02 4  
T03 5  
T04 5 T01 
T05 6 T01 
T06 3 T02 
T07 3 T03 
T08 2 T04 
T09 2 T06 
T10 3 T06 
T11 1 T07 
T12 2 T05, T08 
T13 4 T10, T11 
T14 8 T09, T12 
T15 2 T09, T12 
T16 3 T13, T15 

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• GANTT charts
In the previous you had learned PERT chart, today you are
going to learn Gantt chart. So let’s start the session

 Gantt Charts

Henry Gantt, early 1900, developed it. It is for small projects, a
GANTT chart (or bar graph) is adequate. These schedules are
two-dimensional representations that show the tasks and the
timeframe for completion. Since task interrelationships are not
easily shown on a Gantt chart, it is considered a weak planning
tool for complex information technology projects. However,
the Gantt chart is common in reporting status and in defining
the schedule for small, simple projects with few interrelation-
ships.  A sample GANTT follows.

A Gantt chart is a matrix which lists on the vertical axis all the
tasks to be performed. Each row contains a single task identifi-
cation which usually consists of a number and name. The
horizontal axis is headed by columns indicating estimated task
duration, skill level needed to perform the task, and the name

of the person assigned to the task, followed by one column for
each period in the project’s duration. Each period may be
expressed in hours, days, weeks, months, and other time units.
In some cases it may be necessary to label the period columns as
period 1, period 2, and so on.
The graphics portion of the Gantt chart consists of a horizon-
tal bar for each task connecting the period start and period
ending columns. A set of markers is usually used to indicate
estimated and actual start and end. Each bar on a separate line,
and the name of each person assigned to the task is on a
separate line. In many cases when this type of project plan is
used, a blank row is left between tasks. When the project is
under way, this row is used to indicate progress, indicated by a
second bar which starts in the period column when the task is
actually started and continues until the task is actually com-
pleted. Comparison between estimated start and end and actual

start and end should indicate project status on a task-by-task
basis.
Variants of this method include a lower chart, which shows
personnel allocations on a person-by-person basis. For this
section the vertical axis contains the number of people assigned

LESSON 19
GANTT CHART

ID Task Name Project Stage August September October November

1 REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
(Analysis Stage)

2 Prepare for Analysis

3 Define System Requirements (Business Mode)

4 Analyze the Current System

5 Reassess Application Architecture
Requirements

6 Develop and Evaluate Alternative Solutions

7 Outline Transition, Security, and Training Plan

8 Plan the Next Stage

9 Prepare Material for Business Management
Review

10 Conduct the Business Management Review

11 RD Approved by IS Dir, DMA Dir, Cust
Sponsor, and Process Team

12 Approval to Proceed to Next Stage

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

RD

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

9/11

9/11

Critical
Critical Process
Task
Task Process
Baseline
Baseline Milestone
Milestone
Summary

Summary Progress
Rolled Up Critical
Rolled Up Critical Progress
Rolled Up Task
Rolled Up Task Progress
Rolled Up Baseline
Rolled Up Baseline Milestone
Rolled Up Milestone
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to the project, and the columns indicating task duration are left
blank, as is the column indicating person assigned. The graphics
consists of the same bar notation as in the upper chart indicates
that the person is working on a task. The value of this lower
chart is evident when it shows slack time for the project
personnel, that is, times when they are not actually working on
any project.
Gantt Practice

“Hopeful Secondary College School Council decided at its last meeting
that a new computer laboratory was required. The project commenced on
Monday 16 October. The plan for the process and its progress are shown
in the diagram above. The school council has decided to manage to
refurbishment of the room and is required to have the room completed by
Friday 22 December. Due to class requirements, the commencement of
alterations to the classroom cannot commence before Monday 11
December.”
First: this Gantt chart was produced using Microsoft Project.
This is a common tool for producing Gantt charts, but it is
only one-way of doing so: other charts may look a bit different.
Look at the time scale at the top of the chart. Notice anything
odd? Yes, folks. The minor date scale (under the line beginning
“16 Oct ’00") shows every fourth day. Makes it much harder to
read. Heaven knows why the examiners did it (I can guess: it
was the only way they could get it to fit onto the printed page.)
Anyway, just remember to always check the time scale before
interpreting a chart.
The major scale is in units of fortnights (the first step is 16 Oct,
the next is the 30th - 14 days apart.) The dotty lines going down
the chart mark beginnings of major time units. e.g. task 8
begins on the dotty line that marks the beginning of major unit
beginning December 11 so you can easily tell it starts on Dec 11.
There are 13 tasks, listed downwards in the left column.
The blue bars graphically show the length of each task (which is
also visible numerically in column 2)
The arrows from the end of one task to the beginning of
another mean the second task must wait for the first task to end
before the second can begin. This is called a “dependency”. The
earlier task is called the “predecessor”.

Most tasks follow each other in a “lock-step” manner until you
reach tasks 10 and 11 which overlap: overlapping bars mean the
tasks can be carried out concurrently (at the same time.)
Both tasks 10 and 11 are dependent on task 9. Task 11 starts on
the same day as task 10 and lasts one workday longer.
Notice however that task 10’s bar is a fair bit shorter than task
11’s even though they are only one workday different: this is

because task 11 spans a weekend, so its bar is actually 5 days
long even though no work is done on the weekend.
The diamonds show milestones. Milestones are significant points
of progress in the project. They have zero length: no work is
actually needed for a milestone. They mark major points of
project development.
The black lines in the bars of the first 3 tasks indicate how
much of the task has been completed so far. You can see tasks 1
and 2 are finished and task 3 is half-finished. This lets a project
manager keep track of where the project is actually up to.
Quick question 1: When does the project start?
Answer: 16 October (see where task 1’s bar begins on the dotty
line that starts off “16 Oct”)
Quick question 2: When does the project end?
Answer: 21 December (the milestone is dated so you can easily
tell) [actually, I believe the milestone is wrong)
Quick question 3: The exam questions below are worth a total
of 5 marks: how long should you spend on them?
Answer: For 2003 and beyond, the exam is worth 90 marks and
you have 120 minutes, therefore 1.333 minutes per mark.
Here’s the chart again so you don’t have to scroll so far...
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Exam Question 1: What is the first milestone in this project?
This is an easy one: it’s the first diamond you can
find, which is task 7, “Sign contract” on 30/11/00
Exam Question 2: How much ‘slack’ time is there after
commencement of the alterations, including weekends?
First let’s find when the alterations commence: this is task 8,
“Prepare site” on 11/12/00.
Now let’s mentally expand the time scale (you could mark the
days off with a pen). Note that while task 11’s bar spans the
weekend and is 5 days long in total, only 3 of the days are work
days.

Let’s find the critical path, starting at task 8: what is the longest
possible path of tasks until the end? Tasks 8,9,11,12 add up to
1+2+3+1=7 days.
The alternate path (since tasks 10 and 11 overlap) is Tasks
8,9,10,12 adding up to 1+2+2+1=6 days.
So, there is a 1 day difference between the paths BUT the
question adds “including weekends.” So, if task 10 really got in
trouble, and they needed all the time they could muster without
affecting the finish date, they could work the weekend as well,
giving them 3 slack days maximum.
Another way to approach it is to just looking at where the 2
tasks diverge (14 Dec) until the point they converge to a single
path again at task 12 on 19 Dec. The shorter path [task 10] is 2
days and the longer path [task 11] is 3 days - a one-day differ-

ence. Add on the weekend as potential working time, as the
question says, and the slack is 3 days.
(If you look at the original printed exam, it is VERY hard to
read any detail from it and teachers have given the examiners
detention for this. If there is a Gantt chart in the next exam, it
must be easier to read than the one in 2000: it couldn’t be
worse!)
Exam Question 3: The supplier of the cable has just informed
you that the cable delivered to you is faulty and the replacement
cable will not arrive until the end of Monday 18 December.
What impact will this have on the end date?

THIS DISCUSSION IS SUBJECT TO REVIEW ONCE I
WORK OUT WHERE THE BIG APPARENT PROBLEM
IS!
The examiners’ answer to this question was a mess. They ended
up accepting 3 different answers, because many students
interpreted “end date” differently.
Answer is as fallows “‘[The end date would be delayed by ] 1 day -
cabling will now start on Tuesday 19th not Monday 18th but project is
still able to be completed on time’ or ‘nothing’ or ‘end date will be
delayed by one day’ or ‘end date will still be met’.”
Now call me a rebel, but I think this answer is a pile of fetid
dingo’s kidneys. How can it make sense?
Here’s the end of the Gantt chart in more detail:
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Let’s take it step by step...

TASK STARTS Length (days) ENDS 
8 - prepare site  11 Dec 1 11 Dec 
9 - install benches 12 Dec 2 13 Dec 
10 - powerpoints 14 Dec 2 15 Dec 
11 - cabling 14 Dec also 3 18 Dec (incl. weekend) 
12 - test cabling 19 Dec 1 19 Dec 
13 - room ready 
milestone 

20 Dec 0   

 
1. According to my calculations, the Gantt chart’s final

milestone is wrong. It is marked 21 Dec, but it should be on
the 20th.

2. Since the cabling should have started on the 14th of
December (not the 18th as the examiners’ answer claims), a
delivery delay causing installation to start on December 19th
would make the end of the Gantt chart look like this:

Therefore, the finishing date of the project would have changed
from end end of Tuesday 19 Dec to the end of Friday 22 Dec -
a total of THREE days’ delay to the ‘end date’, if you interpret
‘end date’ as the original planned finishing day: December 19.
If you interpreted ‘end date’ as the date the room had to be
finished by (Dec 22 in the case study), there is no change to the
‘end date’.
This fuzzy definition of ‘end date’ was the reason the examin-
ers ended up with a bag of acceptable answers to the question.
Anyway, the examiners accepted 3 different answers (not
including mine above.) I still think mine is valid, if interpreting
‘end date’ as ‘original expected finishing date’ (Dec 19).
Exam Question 4: What options would a project manager
have if the cable was arriving on 21 December and the due date
still had to be met?

 This answer has nothing to do with the Gantt chart : it is a
common question to test common sense. It is really asking,
“How could a task be hurried up?” Expect this type of
question and remember that it is not related to the Gantt chart
you are given for the other questions.
The sorts of things you can do are:
• work 24 hours a day;
• bring in more workers;
• reduce the time taken on other tasks (such as cable testing);
• improve work efficiency (e.g. use an electric screwdriver to

tighten screws rather than using a manual screwdriver or
replace inexperienced workers with skilled and experienced
staff who would work faster.)

Methods that ‘cut corners’ and affect the quality of the work are
not recommended! Suggestion 3 above (cutting down on
testing time) is perilously close to ‘cutting corners.’
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Slides Of Lecture 20

GANTT chart (1)
• Henry Gantt, early 1900
• tasks on left side
• segments of line on right 

– starting time
– duration
– finishing time

• does not represent
– dependencies between the tasks
– what’s critical, what’s not

GANTT chart (2)

• good
– main schedules
– conclusive situation reports
– once the tasks overlap
– if there are no logical dependencies

• bad
– detailed schedules (no dependencies)
– lots of tasks (unclear presentation)

  This is review Test for you:

Which is better of scheduling Gantt or PERT? Explain
why.

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Risk?
Before I start with Risk management, let me tell me about Risk
When you estimate it can be either too high or too low because
they forecast the future and there are uncertainties about what
can happen.  Since “uncertainty” could result in outcomes that
are better or worse than the estimate, we all can agree on the
following definitions:
  UNCERTAINTY   = THREATS + OPPORTUNITIES

Where:
1. Threats are events, which could adversely affect results.
2. Opportunities are events which could improve results; and
3. Uncertainty includes the complete range of positive and

negative impacts;
When I spoke to many Project Managers, Cost Engineers, and
other Total Cost Management professionals.
There are three common “conventions” for defining risk.
i. Risk is the same as uncertainty,

RISK = Threats  +  Opportunities;
ii. Risk relates to unwanted, undesirable out comes,

Uncertainty = Risks + Opportunities
iii. Risk is the net impact of uncertainty,

Risk = Threats - Opportunities

 What is Risk?

Risk is defined as “The possibility of suffering harm or loss;
danger.” Even if we’re not familiar with the formal definition,
most of us have an innate sense of risk. We are aware of the
potential dangers that permeate even simple daily activities,
from getting injured when crossing the street to having a heart
attack because our cholesterol level is too high. Although we
prefer not to dwell on the myriad of hazards that surround us,
these risks shape many of our behaviors. Experience (or a
parent) has taught us to look both ways before stepping off the
curb and most of us at least think twice before ordering a steak.
Indeed, we manage personal risks every day.
Risk Management
Risk Management is the art and science of identifying, analyz-
ing, and responding to risk factors throughout the life of a
project.

What is Project Risk?
A risk is any factor that may potentially interfere with successful
completion of the project. A risk is not a problem — a
problem has already occurred; a risk is the recognition that a
problem might occur. By recognizing potential problems, the

project manager can attempt to avoid a problem through
proper actions.
Factors that cause a project to be delayed or to run over-budget

Risk Management Process
The procedure that the team will use to manage project risks is
defined in the planning stage, documented in the project plan,
and then executed throughout the life of the project. Risk
management deals with the following risk phases:
• Risk identification
• Risk analysis and quantification
• Risk mitigation planning
• Risk response
The Risk Management Plan documents the procedures used to
manage risk throughout the project. In addition to document-
ing the results of the risk identification and analysis phases, it
must cover who is responsible for managing various areas of
risk, how risks will be tracked throughout the life cycle, how
contingency plans will be implemented, and how project
reserves will be allocated to handle risk.
Project risks are identified and carefully managed throughout
the life of the project. It is particularly important in the
planning stage to document risks and identify reserves that have
been applied to the risks.
There are various areas that can affect a project, including:
• The technology used on the project
• The environment in which the project is executed
• Relationships between team members
• How well the project fits the culture of the enterprise
• How great a change will result from the project
Risk identification consists of determining risks that are likely to
affect the project and documenting the characteristics of those
risks. No attempt should be made to identify all possible risks
that might affect the project, but anything likely to occur should
be included in the analysis.
Risk management is the process of assuring that all problems
are discovered early enough so that there is time to recover from
the problem without missing schedules or overspending the
budget. Control mechanisms are put in place in order for the
feedback to occur at the proper time.

LESSON 20
WHAT IS RISK? WHAT IS RISK MANAGEMENT?
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Components of Risk Management

Always feasible-for example, if working with new hardware is a
requirement from the customer. In such situations, the risks to
the project must be handled properly.
For each risk that will be handled, you must devise and then
execute risk management plans. Because risk perception changes
with time, you must also monitor both the risk and the
execution of the plans to minimize its consequences. In a
project, risk perceptions may evolve naturally, or the risk
management plans put into action may reduce the risk. In either
case, it is important to continually gauge the status of risks and
their management plans.
Risk management can be integrated in the development process
itself, as is done in the spiral model of software development.
If you treat risk management as separate process, you must
understand its relationship with project execution. As shown in
the figure, risk assessment and monitoring take information
from project execution, along with other factors, to identify
risks. The risk management activities, on the other hand, affect
the project’s process for minimizing the consequences of the
risk.

Slides Of Lecture 21

Project Risks

• Factors that cause a project to be delayed or 
to run over-budget

Nature of Project Risks

• Planning assumptions
• Estimation errors
• Eventualities
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Risk management

• Risk management is concerned with identifying 
risks and drawing up plans to minimise their effect 
on a project.

• A risk is a probability that some adverse 
circumstance will occur. 
– Project risks affect schedule or resources
– Product risks affect the quality or performance of the 

software being developed
– Business risks affect the organisation developing or 

procuring the software

The risk management process

• Risk identification
– Identify project, product and business risks

• Risk analysis
– Assess the likelihood and consequences of these risks

• Risk planning
– Draw up plans to avoid or minimise the effects of the 

risk
• Risk monitoring

– Monitor the risks throughout the project

The risk management process

Risk  avoidance
a nd  c ontingency

plans

Risk  pl anning

Pr ior it is ed ri sk
l is t

Risk  analys is

Lis t o f po ten ti al
risks

Risk
ide ntifi cation

Ri sk
assess me nt

Ri sk
monitori ng

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Risk Management Process?

What is Risk?
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Risk Assessment?
• What is Risk Identification
In the previous lecture you had learned “What is risk”, “risk
management”. Today you are going to learn Risk Assessment.

 What is Risk Assessment?

Risk assessment consists of the two traditional components:
risk identification and risk prioritization. The risk identification
activity focuses on enumerating possible risks to the project.
The basic activity is to try to envision all situations that might
make things in the project go wrong. The risk prioritization
activity considers all aspects of all risks and then prioritizes
them (for the purposes of risk management). Although the
two are distinct activities, they are often carried out simulta-
neously. That is, a project manager may identify and analyze the
risks together.

 Risk Assessment 

Risk Identification Risk Prioritization 

The purpose of the risk assessment task is to identify the risks,
analyze them, and then prioritize them. In prioritizing risks,
you identify the risks that should be managed. In other words,
prioritization determines where the extra effort of risk manage-
ment should be spent to get the maximum benefit. For this
effort, two factors are important. First is the chance .of a risk
occurring; a more likely risk is a natural candidate for risk
management. Second is the effect of the risk; a risk whose
impact is very high is also a likely candidate.
One way to prioritize risks, therefore, is to estimate the
probability of its occurrence and its consequences when it does
occur. The product of these values, the expected value of the
loss for the risk, can be used for prioritization. This expected
value is called risk exposure. If Prob (R) is the probability of a
risk R occurring and if Loss(R) is the total loss incurred if the
risk materializes, then risk exposure, RE, for the risk is given by
the following equation

RE (R) = Prob (R) x Loss(R)

Once the risks have been prioritized, you must decide what to
do about them. Which ones will be managed is a management
decision. Perhaps only the top few need to be handled in a
project.
One approach is to take preventive or avoidance actions so that
the perceived risk ceases to be a risk. For example, if new
hardware is a risk, it could be avoided by implementing the
project with proven hardware. Such actions, however, are not

 What is Risk Identification?

For a project, any condition, situation, or event that can occur
and would jeopardize the success of the project constitutes a
risk. Identifying risks is therefore an exercise in envisioning what
can go wrong. Methods that can aid risk identification include
checklists of possible risks, surveys; meetings and brainstorm-
ing, and reviews of plans, processes, and work products.
Checklists of frequently occurring risks are probably the most
common tool for risk identification. SEI has also pro vided
taxonomy of risks to aid in risk identification.
Identify the hazards that might affect the duration or resource
costs of the project

Responsibility for Risk Identification
Risk identification is the responsibility of all members of the
project team. The project manager is responsible for tracking
risks and for developing contingency plans that address the risks
identified by the team. Sometimes a risk identification “brain-
storming” session can help in the initial identification process.
Such meetings help team members understand various
perspectives and can help the team better understand the “big
picture.”
Risk identification begins in the early planning phase of the
project. A Risk Management Worksheet (shown at the end of
this section) is started during the planning phase. Then, as
scheduling, budgeting, and resource planning occur, the
worksheet is updated to reflect further risks identified in the
planning stage.

  When does Risk Identification Occur?

Risk identification is a recurring event; it is not performed once
and then set aside. The risk identification process begins in the
project initiation stage, where initial risk areas are identified.
During the planning stage, risks and mitigation measures are
identified and documented.  During the resource allocation,
scheduling, and budgeting phases, associated reserve planning
is also documented.
Risk identification, management, and resolution continue after
project initiation throughout the life of the project. New risks
are developed as the project matures and external and internal
situations change.
When probability of a risk increases, or when a risk becomes a
reality and the project manager must deal with a real problem,
replanning occurs. At this point, the project manager and
project team develop strategies that assess the impact of the
problem. This replanning results in budget, schedule, or
resource changes for completion of the project.

LESSON 21
RISK IDENTIFICATION, RISK PRIORITIZATION
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  What is Risk Prioritization?

The identified risks for a project merely give the possible events
that can hinder it from meeting its goals. The consequences of
various risks, however, may differ. Before you proceed with
managing risks, you must prioritize them so that management
energies can be focused on the highest risks. Prioritization
requires analyzing the possible effects of the risk event in case it
actually occurs. That is, if the risk materializes, what will be the
loss to the project? The loss could include a direct loss, a loss
due to lost business opportunity or future business, a loss due
to diminished employee morale, and so on. Based on the
possible consequences and the probability of the risk event
occurring, you can compute the risk exposure, which you can
then use for prioritizing risks.
This approach requires a quantitative assessment of the risk
probability and the risk consequences. Usually, little historical
data are available to help you make a quantitative estimate of
these parameters. Because risks are probabilistic event they occur
infrequently, and that makes it difficult to gather data about
them. Further more, any such data must be interpreted properly
because the act of managing the risks affects them. This fact
implies that risk prioritization will be based mo on experience
than on hard data from the past. In this situation, categorizing
both the probabilities and the consequences can serve to
separate high-priority risk items from lower-priority items.
To rank the effects of a risk on a project, you must select a unit
of impact. To simplify risk management project managers rate
the risk impact on a scale of 1 to 10. Within this scale, the risk
effects can be rated as low, medium, high, very high.
The main objective of risk management is to identify the top
few risk items” then focus on them. For this purpose, using
classification works well. Clearly, a I that has a high probability
of occurring and that has high consequences is a risk w high risk
exposure and therefore one with a high priority for risk
management.
When you work with classifications, a problem in prioritization
can arise if the risk probability and risk effects ratings are either
(high, medium) or (medium high). In this case, it is not clear
which risk should be ranked higher. An easy approach to handle
this situation is to mitigate both the risks. If needed, you can
differentiate between these types of risks by using actual
numbers.
This approach for prioritizing risks helps focus attention on
high risks, but does not help you in making a cost-benefit
analysis of risk mitigation options, That is, by stating the
consequences in terms of a scale rather than in terms money
value, this method does not allow you to calculate the expected
loss in financial terms. Hence, you cannot analyze whether a
certain risk mitigation strategy, costing a certain amount, is
worth employing. Such an analysis is general not needed,
however, because the focus of risk management is usually on
managing risks at the lowest cost and not on whether risk
management itself is beneficial. On the other hand, if you must
make a decision about whether a risk should t managed or
whether it is financially smarter to leave it unmanaged, you
must understand the financial impact of the risk.

Slides of Lecture 22

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Risk Assessment Process?

Define following
Risk Identification
Risk Prioritization?

Risk identification

• Technology risks
• People risks
• Organisational risks
• Requirements risks
• Estimation risks
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LESSON 22
RISK CONTROL, RISK ANALYSIS, PLANNING, MONITORING

This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is Risk Control?
• What is Risk Management Planning?
• What is Risk Monitoring & Control?
In the previous lecture you had learned “What is risk Assess-
ment techniques”. Today you are going to learn Risk Control,
Risk Planning and Risk Monitoring. Let first start with Risk
Control

 What is Risk Control?

Once a project manager has identified and prioritized the risks,
the question be comes what to do about them. Knowing the
risks is of value only if you can prepare a plan so that their
consequences are minimal-that is the basic goal of risk manage-
ment. You minimize the effects of risk in the second step of
risk management: risk control. Essentially, this step involves
planning the risk mitigation followed by executing the plan and
monitoring the risks.
As you see that the risk control is used to control the activities
in the project management, but the risk control used the
planning and monitoring. So now you will learn Risk Manage-
ment Planning

Risk Management Planning
Once risks are identified and prioritized, it becomes clear which
risks a project manager should handle. To manage the risks,
proper planning is essential. The main task is to identify the
actions needed to minimize the risk consequences, generally
called risk mitigation steps. As with risk identification, you refer
to a list of commonly used risk mitigation steps for various
risks and select a suitable risk mitigation step.
As you see that the risk control is used to control the activities
in the project management, but the risk control used the
planning and monitoring. So now you will learn Risk Monitor-
ing and Tracking.

Risk Monitoring and Tracking
Risk prioritization and consequent planning are based on the
risk perception at the time the risk analysis is performed. The
first risk analysis takes place during project planning, and the
initial risk management plan reflects the view of the situation at
that time. Because risks are probabilistic events, frequently
depending on external factors, the threat due to risks may
change with time as factors change. Clearly, then, the risk
perception may also change with time. Furthermore, the risk
mitigation steps undertaken may affect the risk perception.
This dynamism implies that risks in a project should not be
treated as static and must be reevaluated periodically. Hence, in
addition to monitoring the progress of the planned risk
mitigation steps, you must periodically revisit the risk percep-

tion for the entire project. The results of this review are
reported in each milestone analysis report you report the status
of the risk mitigation steps along with the current risk percep-
tion and strategy. To prepare this report, you make a fresh risk
analysis to determine whether the priorities have changed.

Slides of Lecture 23

Risk Planning

• Making contingency plans
• Where appropriate, adding these plans into 

the project’s overall task structure
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Risk Control

• Minimizing and reacting to problems 
arising from risks throughout the project

Risk Monitoring

• It is an ongoing activity throughout the 
whole project to monitor
– the likelihood of a hazard; and
– the impact of the problem caused.

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Risk Control Process?

List the common Risk factors?
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LESSON 23
DIFFERENT PROCESS MODEL, WATER-

FALL MODEL

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Categories of Software Process.
• What is Software process model?
• To suggest ways of breaking large projects down using

stages
• To identify suitable uses for project phases
• Water fall models
Up till now you have understand the concept of the project.
Before we start developing the project we have to understand
the project life cycle model. There are different types of software
life cycle models.
The word “Process” is something used to emphasize the idea
of a system in a action. To achieve the outcome, the system will
have to execute one or more activities this is the process. These
activities can be arranged in different ways and we can call it
“Process Model” Or “Life cycle models”.
Software process comprises three categories of activities
1. Management
2. Technical
3. Software process improvement

Management Activities
The following are required management-related activities:
• Software project planning
• Software team preparation
• Software project monitoring and control
• Software project close-out

Technical Activities
The following are required technical activities, each of which
produces one or more specific software products. They may

overlap, may be applied iteratively, may be applied differently to
different elements of software, and are not necessarily per-
formed in the order listed.
• Software CI requirements definition and analysis
• Software CI design
• Software CI implementation and testing
• Software CI qualification testing
• Preparation for software delivery
The following are required support activities that are performed
in conjunction with each of the above technical activities:
• Software product validation and verification (V&V)
• Milestone reviews
• Software configuration management (SCM)
• Software quality assurance (SQA)

Software Process Improvement Activities
Every software project presents an opportunity to study and
improve the software process. One mechanism used in the
software process improvement program is to study the
application of new technologies. Process studies are conducted
any time an unproven life-cycle or activity-related method is
selected by the software manager.

 What is Software Process Model?

A software development process is a structured set of activities
required to develop a software system.
The various software process models
• Waterfall model
• V-process Model
• Spiral Model
• Prototyping Model
• Incremental Model
Before we start learning with waterfall model let us first go
through various terminology that are use in any life cycle model.

UNIT IV
SELECTION OF APPROPATE  PROJECT

APPROACH
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Life Cycle used following terms

Term Definition 

Software life 
cycle 

“The period of time that begins when a 
software product is conceived and ends 
when the software is no longer available 
for use”. A life cycle is typically divided 
into life-cycle phases. 

Life-cycle model A framework on which to map activities, 
methods, standards, procedures, tools, 
products, and services (for example, 
waterfall, spiral). 

Life-cycle phase A division of the software effort into non-
overlapping time periods. Life-cycle phases 
are important reference points for the 
software manager. Multiple activities may 
be performed in a life-cycle phase; an 
activity may span multiple phases. 

Activity A unit of work that has well-defined entry 
and exit criteria. Activities can usually be 
broken into discrete steps. 

Method A technique or approach, possibly 
supported by procedures and standards, 
that establishes a way of performing 
activities and arriving at a desired result.  

 

Project Lifecycles

Stages, Phases
Projects are rarely tackled as a single, monolithic job.
What will you do to break up long projects?
Do they need to be long?
Thought for the day
Rome wasn’t built in a day...
But if they’d set a deadline for noon...?

  How Long Cans a Long Project Last?

If you want to shorten a project, what can you do?
Can you split a project into several smaller projects?

 The Whole Lifecycle

Question: When does decommissioning occur?

 What is a Project Stage?

From that previous diagram, let’s concentrate on those stages
involved in developing software.
“Stage” is equivalent to “Milestone” but is not quite the same
as “Phase”
A typical “waterfall” model

Sometimes, like salmon, we must travel “up” the waterfall
Why have stages?
Break a large problem down into smaller, more manageable
problems

 What is Project Phasing?

Phasing may be used:
• to break up a long project into smaller, more manageable

ones
• mini projects
• especially where it is not feasible to create several small

projects because there are no sub-aims
or

• to deliver some working parts of an application while other
parts are still under development (or will be done later)
• “phased implementation”
or
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• to run pilot system before committing system to wide-scale

use
• unlike prototyping, the pilot system is a finished,

working system in a useable state
• experimentation is more likely to be concerned with

related clerical procedures
Breaking up large projects

End-to-end

Deliver some parts while still working on others

Overlap

Run pilot system before more widespread use

Gap

 Project Phasing: Examples

Australian Bureau of Statistics - phased implementation
Phase 1. Input and some processing
Phase 2. Output, more processing, limited database capabilities
Phase 3. Full database querying facilities
UK Job Centres - pilot system
Allows Job Centre staff to access on-line information about
vacancies Requires new ways of working Pilot system to check
manual procedures will work
Now you had just learned the basic concept project life cycle or
process model now we are going to learn the waterfall model.

Waterfall Model

I tell the basic concept about the waterfall model, which is as
fallows: -
Waterfall Development Life-Cycle Model

Summary 
description and 
discussion 

The waterfall (single-build) life-cycle 
model is essentially a once-through-do-
each-step-once approach. Simplistically, 
determine user needs, define 
requirements, design the system, 
implement the system, test, fix, and 
deliver the system. 

Advantages • Well-studied, well-understood, 
and well-defined 

• Easy to model and understand 

• Easy to plan and monitor 
• Many management tools exist to 

support this life-cycle model 

Disadvantages • Most if not all requirements 
must be known up front 

• Does not readily accommodate 
requirements changes 

• Product is not available for 
initial use until the project is 
nearly done 

Most appropriate 

when ...  

• Project is similar to one done 
successfully before 

• Requirements are quite stable 
and well-understood 

• The design and technology are 
proven and mature 

• Total project duration is 
relatively short (less than a year) 

• Customer does not need any 
interim releases 

Following is the figure of Water Fall model
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All is not rosy
It can be difficult to state when a stage is complete, that is we
may have to correct to previous work
Causes of failure once a project has started:
• 74% Unclear objectives and requirements
• 60% Lack of business commitment
• 58% Business requirements changing
• 45% Poor communication

• Taylor A (2000) IT projects: sink or swim, Computer
Bulletin January 2000, BCS

• “No-one knows what they want until you give them what
they ask for” (Gerry Weinberg)

Slides of Lecture 4

Definitions

• Software Process
– the set of activities, methods, and practices that 

are used in the production and evolution of 
software

• Software Process Model
– one specific embodiment of a software process 

architecture

(Humphrey 1990)

Considerations for Project 
Approach

• Control systems
• Information systems
• General applications
• Specialized techniques
• Hardware environment
• Safety-critical systems
• Imprecise requirements

Technical Plan

• Contents
– Constraints
– Approach
– Implementation
– Implications
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Technical Plan - Constraints

• Character of the system to be developed
• Risks and uncertainties of the project
• User requirements concerning 

implementation

Technical Plan - Approach

• Selected methodology or process model
• Development methods
• Required software tools
• Target hardware/software environment

Technical Plan - Implementation

• Development environment
• Maintenance environment
• Training

Technical Plan - Implications

• Project products and activities
– effect on schedule duration and overall project 

effort

• Financial
– report used to produce costings
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Software Process Models

• Waterfall Model
• V-process Model
• Spiral Model
• Prototyping Model
• Incremental Model

Waterfall Model

Requirement
Analysis

System
Design

Coding

Testing

Maintenance

Waterfall Model – Good and Bad

Document and deliverable 
driven

Enforced discipline

Too much documentationEasiest to instrument

Does not model the real 
world

Easiest to understand
Cons:Pros:

 This is review Test for you:

What is the difference between a stage and a phase?

Why do we use stages?
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Why do we use phases?

Notes
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LESSON 24
V-PROCESS

This lecture I shall discuss:
• What is V-process model?
In previous lecture we had learned the software process model
& waterfall model. Today we will learn V-Process model.
It is having all the phases similar to waterfall model. It is testing
model for waterfall model. V-process model is also known
Verification Process model
The main characteristic of V-Process model is as fallows: -
• Additional validation process introduced
• Relate testing to analysis and design
• Loop back in case of discrepancy

 

Correction 

Requirements 
Analysis 

System Design 

Program Design 

Coding 

Unit and 
Integration Testing 

System Testing 

Maintenance 

User Acceptance TestingCorrection 

Correction 

The V-process model can be seen as expanding the testing
activity in the waterfall model. Each Step has a matching
validation process that can, where defects are found, cause a
loop back to the corresponding development stages and a
reworking of the succeeding steps. Ideally, this feeding back
should only occur where a discrepancy has been founded
between what was specified and what was actually implemented.
E.g. A System Designer have written calculated have to be
carried out in certain ways, but the person who done the coding
will performed it differently. Thus when the system goes on
‘System Testing Phase’ then it gets again check against the
designed document.

Slides of Lecture 7

V Model

Requirements 
Analysis

System Design

Program Design

Coding

Unit and
Integration Testing

System Testing

Maintenance

User Acceptance 
Testing

V Model (cont’d)

• Additional validation process introduced
• Relate testing to analysis and design 
• Loop back in case of discrepancy
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 This is review Test for you:

Explain V-Process Model.

Is V-Process Model better than Waterfall Model? Explain.

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• What Spiral Model?
In previous lecture you had learned “V-Process Model”
Now I continue with spiral model. Spiral Model argued that it
is another way of looking basic waterfall model. A greater level
of people is concerned at each stage of process and great detail
of probability of success for a project should be justified. This
can be portrayed as a loop or as a spiral where a system to be
implement is considered in more and more detail in each sweep
and evaluation process is undertaken before next iteration.

Phases of the spiral model   
• Objective setting

• Specific objectives for the project phase are identified
• Risk assessment and reduction

• Key risks are identified, analyzed and information is
sought to reduce these risks

• Development and validation
• An appropriate model is chosen for the next phase of

development.
• Planning

• The project is reviewed and plans drawn up for the next
round of the spiral

Next round

Next round

Next round

LESSON 25
SPIRAL MODEL
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The spiral model is a meta-process model:
• Large systems are usually made up of several sub-systems
• The same process model need not be used for all subsystems
• By filling in the arms of spiral, we get different models

• e.g., Waterfall model for well-understood developments
Template for a spiral round  
• Objectives: goal of the analysis
• Constraints: factors that limit possibilities
• Alternatives: ways to achieve objectives
• Risks: dangers with the alternatives
• Risk resolution: strategies to reduce the risks
• Results: outcome of risk reduction
• Plans: how to approach next phase
Commitment: management decisions on continuation

Spiral GOOD or BAD

Pros: Cons: 
Emphasizes risk reduction Internal development of 

large systems 
Supports reuse High overhead costs 
Maintenance and 
development mesh 

Requires a mature 
organization 

Easy look at product with 
prototypes 

Risk and prototyping 
tools a must 

Risk focused testing  
 

Slides of Lecture 7

Spiral Model (adapted from Boehm 1987)

Plan next phases

Determine objectives, 
alternatives and 
constraints

Evaluate alternatives; 
identify and resolve 

risks

Develop and verify 
next-level product

Requirements 
plan

Development  
plan

Integration and 
Test  plan

Concept of 
operation

Risk 
analysis

Risk 
analysis

Risk 
analysis

Prototype

Prototype
Prototype

Software 
requirements

Requirements 
validation

System 
product 
design

Design 
validation

Acceptance 
test

Integration 
and Test

Unit 
testing

Coding

Detailed 
design

Cumulative cost

Progress through steps

Spiral Model (cont’d)

• Evolutionary approach
• Iterative development combined with risk 

management 
• Risk analysis results in “go, no-go” decision

Spiral Model (cont’d)

• Four major activities
– Planning
– Risk analysis
– Engineering
– Customer evaluation
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 This is review Test for you

Explain Spiral Model.

Differentiate between Spiral & Waterfall models?

Notes
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LESSON 26
PROTOTYPE

This lecture I shall discuss:
• What Prototyping Model?
In the previous lecture we had learned ”Spiral Model”. Now we
are going to learn about “Software Prototype”. Let’s understand
the term “Prototype “. Prototype is a working model of one or
more aspect of the projected system. It is constructed and
tested quickly and inexpensive in order to test your assump-
tions.
Prototypes can be classified
• Throw-away
• Evolutionary
• Incremental
Throw-away prototyping: - This is used only to test out some
idea and its than discard when the development of operation
system is commenced. This could be developed using different
software & hardware environment.
Evolutionary: - It is developed and modified until it is finally
in the stage where it can become the operational system. In this
case the standard that are used to developed have to be carefully
considered.

Evolutionary
Incremental prototypes: - It could be argued that this is,
strictly speaking, not prototyping. The operational system is
developed and implemented in small stage so that the feed-back
from the earlier stages can influence the development of the
later stages.
Some of the reasons that have been put forward for
prototyping as following.
Learning by doing When we have just done something for
the first time usually look back and see where we have made
mistakes.
Improved communication Users are often reluctant to read
the documents produced by structured methods. Even if they
do read this documentation, they do not get a feel for how the
system is likely to practice.
Improved user involvement The users may be more actively
involved in decisions about the new system.

Clarification of Partially-known Requirements
Where there is existing system to mimic, users can often get a
better idea of what might be the in a potential system by trying
out prototypes.
Demonstration of the consistency and completeness of a
specification Any mechanism that attempts to implement
specification on a computer is likely to uncover ambiguities and
omissions.
Reduced need for documentation Because a working
prototype can be examined, there is less need for detailed
documentation. Some may argue, however, that this is a very
dangerous suggestion.
Reduced maintenance costs (that is, changes after the
system goes live) If the user is unable to suggest modifica-
tions at the prototyping stage the chances are that they will ask
for the changes as modifications to the operational system. This
reduction of maintenance costs is the main plank in the
financial case for creating prototypes.
Feature constraint If an application building tool is used, then
the prototype will tend to have features that are easily imple-
mented by that tool. A paper-based design might suggest
features that are expensive to implement.
Production of expected results The problem with creating a
test run is generally not the creation of the test data but the
accurate calculation pf the expected results. A prototype can be
of assistance.
We learn the why is prototype used, Now we learn the drawback
Software prototyping
Users sometimes misunderstand the role of the prototype
For example, they might expect the prototype to be as robust as
an operational system when incorrect data is entered or they
might expect the prototype to have as fast a response as the
operational system, although this was not the intention.
Lack of project standards possible Evolutionary prototyping
could just be an excuse for a sloppy ‘hack-it out and see what
happens’ approach.
Lack of control It is sometimes difficult to control the
prototyping cycle, as the driving force could be the users’
propensity to try out new things.
Additional expense Building and exercising a prototype will
incur additional expenses. The additional expense might be less
than expected, however, because many analysis and design tasks
would have to be undertaken anyway. Some research suggests
that typically there is a 10% extra cost to produce a prototype.
Machine efficiency A system built through proto typing,
while sensitive to the 1!IIerS’ needs, might not be as efficient in
machine terms as one developed using more conventional
methods.
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Close proximity of developers Prototyping often means that
code developers have to be sited close to the users. One trend
has been for organizations in developed countries to
getpr6gram coding done cheaply in Third World countries such
as India. Prototyping generally will not allow this.

Slides of Lecture 8

Prototyping Model

• Goals
– meet users’ requirements in early stage
– reduce risk and uncertainty

Classification of Prototype

• Throw-away
– After users agree the requirements of the system, the 

prototype will be discarded.

• Evolutionary
– Modifications are based on the existing prototype.

• Incremental
– Functions will be arranged and built accordingly.

Prototyping Model

Build prototype User
satisfaction

YES

NO

User feedback

Benefits of Prototyping

• Learning by doing
• Improved communication
• Improved user involvement
• Clarification of partially-known 

requirements
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Prototyping Sequences

• Requirements gathering
• Quick design
• Prototype construction
• Customer evaluation
• Refinement
• Loop back to quick design for fine tuning
• Product engineering

Benefits of Prototyping

• Demonstration of the consistency and 
completeness of a specification

• Reduced need for documentation
• Reduced maintenance costs
• Feature constraint
• Production of expected results

Drawbacks of Prototyping

• Users sometimes misunderstand the role of 
the prototype

• Lack of project standards possible
• Lack of control
• Additional expense
• Machine efficiency
• Close proximity of developers

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Prototype Model .

What is the main difference between prototyping model
and phased development model?
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LESSON 27
INCREMENTAL APPROACH

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Incremental Model
In the previous lecture you had learned various model such as
Waterfall, spiral, v-process and prototype. Toady you are going
to learn the incremental model

 Requirements Arrange requirements 
in increments 

Validate  

Design and develop 

Integrate 

YES 

NO 

System 
OK? 

In incremental model system is break into small components.
Let now discuss this model in detail using above table.
Summary Description and Discussion
The incremental (multi-build) life-cycle model determines user
needs and defines a subset of the system requirements, then
performs the rest of the development in a sequence of builds.
The first build incorporates part of the planned capabilities, the
next build adds more capabilities, and so on, until the system is
complete
Advantages

• Reduces risks of schedule slips, requirements changes, and
acceptance problems

• Increases manageability
• Interim builds of the product facilitate feeding back changes

in subsequent builds
• Interim builds may be delivered before the final version is

done; this allows end users to identify needed changes
• Breaks up development for long lead time projects
• Allows users to validate the product as it is developed
• Allows software team to defer development of less well

understood requirements to later releases after issues have
been resolved

• Allows for early operational training on interim versions of
the product

• Allows for validation of operational procedures early
• Includes well-defined checkpoints with customer and users

via reviews

Disadvantages
• Like the waterfall life-cycle model, most if not all

requirements must be known up front
• Sensitive to how specific builds are selected
• Places products (particularly requirements) under

configuration control early in the life cycle, thereby requiring
formal change control procedures that may increase overhead,
particularly if requirements are unstable

Most appropriate when ...
• Project is similar to one done successfully before
• Most of the requirements are stable and well-understood;

but some TBDs may exist
• The design and technology are proven and mature
• Total project duration is greater than one year or customer

needs interim release(s)
As you have learn various model, I tell how you can choose
among the various models
Choosing a Life Cycle Model
• A life cycle model is chosen is based on the following

consideration
• Project type
• Development Strategy
• Methods & tools available
• Development environment

• A life cycle model is chosen to cater the following needs
• Preparing development plan
• Precise output definition
• Setting estimates
• Monitor & control project
• Ensure project integrity

• If necessary, more than one life cycle model used to define a
single project.
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Slides of Lecture 9

Incremental Model

• Break system into small components
• Implement and deliver small components in 

sequence
• Every delivered component provides extra 

functionality to user

Incremental Model (cont’d)

Requirements 
Analysis

Arrange 
requirements 
in increments

Validate 
increment

Design and 
develop 

increment

Integrate 
increment

YES

NO

System
OK?

Requirements Waterfall Prototype Spiral

Are the requirements easily 
defined and/or well known? Yes No No

Can the requirements be defined 
early in the cycle? Yes No No

Will the requirements change 
often in the cycle? No Yes Yes

Is there a need to demonstrate 
the requirements to achieve 
definition?

No Yes Yes

Is a proof of concept required to 
demonstrate capability?

No Yes Yes

Selecting a Life Cycle Model - Project Characteristic Category 
Matrix Requirements

Project Team Waterfall Prototype Spiral

Are the majority of team members new 
to the problem domain for the project? No Yes Yes

Yes No Yes

Yes No Yes

Are the team members subject to 
reassignment during the life cycle? No Yes Yes

Is there training available for the project 
team if required? No No No

Selecting a Life Cycle Model - Project Characteristic 
Category Matrix Project Team

Are the majority of team members new 
to the technology domain for the 
project?

Are the majority of team members new 
to the tools used on the project?
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User Community Waterfall Prototype Spiral

Will the availability of the user 
representatives be restricted, or limited 
during the life cycle?

Yes No Yes

Are the user representatives new to 
system definition? No Yes Yes

Are the user representatives experts in 
the problem domain? No Yes No

Do the users want to be involved in all 
phases of the life cycle?

No Yes No

Selecting a Life Cycle Model - Project 
Characteristic Category Matrix User 

Community

Project Type & Risk Waterfall Prototype Spiral

Does the project identify a new product 
direction for the organization? No Yes Yes

Is the project a system integration 
project? No Yes Yes

Is the project an enhancement to an 
existing system? No No No

Is the funding for the project expected to 
be stable throughout the life cycle? Yes Yes No

Is the product expected to have a long 
life in the organization?

Yes No Yes

Selecting a Life Cycle Model - Project Characteristic 
Category Matrix Project Type and Risk

 This is review Test for you:

For each of the four software process models (Prototyping,
Spiral and Waterfall),
a. Briefly describe each model.
b. What are the benefits and the drawbacks of each model?
c. How does the model handle a significant change in

requirements late in the development?  How about no
requirements at all?

d. Describe the characteristics of the projects that are most
suitable to each of the models?

Explain Incremental Model
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LESSON 28
BASIS FOR ESTIMATES

This lecture we shall discuss:
• Basic of estimates
Why should you estimate the project?
Project is estimated to define the budget and to ‘refine’ the
product to realize the budget. This used usually the responsibil-
ity of the manager.
One successful project is that the system is delivered ‘on time
and within budget and with the required quality’, which implies
that targets are set and the project leader tries to meet those
targets. This assumes that the targets are reasonable- the
productivity from the team, but still not meeting a deadline
because of incorrect initial estimates is not recognized. Realistic
estimates are therefore crucial to the project leader.
What sort of problems might a project leader such as Pooja,
who is in charge of the IOE Maintenance group Account
project, encounter when trying to do estimates? Estimating the
efforts required to implement software is notoriously difficult.
Some of the difficulties of estimating are inherent in the very
nature of the software, especially its complexity and invisibility.
In addition the intensely human activities that make up system
development cannot be treated in a purely mechanistic way.
Other difficulties include:
• Novel application of the software: With traditional

engineering project it is often the case that the system to be
created is similar to one constructed previously but for a
different customer or in different location. The estimation of
such project can be therefore be based on the previous
experienced. With software, in most major project the
product will in some way be unique and will therefore be
clouded with doubts and uncertainties.

• Changing technologies. Different programmer may develop
project in different programming environment e.g. Cobol,
Oracle

• Lack of homogeneity of project experience: As you see,
effective estimating should be based o the information
about how past projects have performed. Many of the
organization do not have past data available to staff.

Let me summarize the all the point

Problems Related to Size Estimation

• Nature of software
• Novel application of software
• Fast changing technology
• Lack of homogeneity of project experience
• Subjective nature of estimation
• Political implication with the organization: Different group

in an organization have different objectives.

not

Reasons for Effort Estimation

• Basis for project evaluation
• Basis for activity planning and resourcing
• Basis for interfacing with activities external to the project
• Team motivation
To find out the estimate of the project there are various
techniques and models, which are used and will be discuss later
on in the lecture.
Where are estimates done?
Estimates are carried out at various stages of a software project.
At each stages, the reason for the estimate and method used
will vary.
Strategic planning: The cost of computerizing potential
application as well as the benefits of doing so might need to be
estimated to help decide what priority to give to each project.
Such estimates might also influence the numbers of various
types of development staff t be recruited by the organization.
Feasibility Study: This ascertains that the benefits of the
potential system will justify the cost.
System Specification: Most system development methodolo-
gies usefully distinguish between the definitions of the user’s
requirements is to be fulfilled.  The efforts needed to imple-
ment different design proposals will need to be estimated.
Estimates at the design stage will also confirm that the feasibil-
ity study is still valid, taking into account all that has been learnt
during detailed requirement analysis.
Evaluation of supplier’s proposals: Staff in the software
houses that are considering a bid would need to be scrutinize
the system specification  and produce estimates on which to
base proposals.
Project Planning: As the planning and implementation of the
project progress to the greater levels of detail, more detail
estimates of smaller work components will be made. As well as
confirming the earlier and more board-brush estimates

Project Costing or Cost Estimation
When we know least about the nature of the project, have
made few decisions about the product to be developed, and
therefore have the least information on which to base an
estimate of the products consequent size, and hence cost. If we
wait until we have at least specified the requirements and made
some design decisions, then our ability to reason about product
size, and consequently effort and cost are improved. However,
in doing so we have already committed large amounts of
resources and effort to requirement analysis, specification and
design.
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Problems with over-and under-estimates
Over-estimates might cause the project to take longer than it
would be. I can be explain this by two laws:
Parkinson’s Law: ‘Work expands to fill the time available’, which
implies that given an easy target the staff will work less hard.
Brook’s Law: The effort required to implement a project will
go up disproportionately with the number of staff assigned to
the project. As the project team grows in size so will the effort
that has t go into management, coordination and communica-
tion? This has give rise, in extreme cases, to the notion of
Brooks’ Law: ‘putting more people on a late job makes it late’.
If there is over-estimate of the effort required then this might
lead ore staff being allocated than are needed and managerial
overhead will be increased. This is more likely to be significance
with large projects.
Some have suggested that while the under-estimation project
might not be completed on time or to a cost.
The danger with the under-estimates is the effect on quality.
Staff particularly those with less experience, might respond to
pressing deadlines by producing work which is sub-standard.
This might be seen as a manifestation of Weinberg’s zeroth law
of reliability: ‘if a system does not have to be reliable, it can
meet any other objective.
There are various causes of poor and inaccurate estima-
tion, which are listed below.
• Imprecise and drifting requirements
• New software projects are nearly always different form the

last.
• Software practitioners don’t collect enough information

about past projects.
• Estimates are forced to match the resources available.
• Good effort estimation is needed before the projects starts,

but we only have partial information about the activities
required and the resources needed.

• After the project is completed exact information about
activities and effort required is available, but then it is not
interesting

It is difficult to make accurate estimation but  can be eliminated
by
• Better to have previous data and analyze the actual values

against their estimates so that you know how accurate you
are

• Even better to have previous data of the whole organization
so that you know how accurate the estimation method, if
any, used within the organization is

• Use your estimation as a guide to manage your project
• From time to time, you need to revise your estimation based

on the current status of the project
The basis of software estimating
The need of historical data:
Nearly all the estimating method need information about how
project have been implemented in the past. However, care needs
to be taken in the judging the applicability of data to the

estimator’s own circumstances because of the possible differ-
ence in environmental factors such as the programming
language used, the software tool available, the standards
enforced and the experience of staff.
Measure of work
It is normally not possible to calculate the directly the actual cost
to time required to implement a project. The time taken to write
a program may vary according to the competence or experience
of the programmer. Implementation times might also vary
because the environmental factors such as software tools
available.
Complexity
Two programs with same KLOC will not necessarily take the
same time to write, even if done by the same developer in the
same environment. One program might be more complex.
Because of this, SOLC estimates have to be modified to take
complexity in to account. Attempts have been made to find
objective measures of complexity, but often it will depend on
the subjective judgment of the estimator.
Wherever you are estimating a project remember estima-
tion techniques
• Expert judgement

• Ask the knowledgeable experts
• Estimation by analogy

• Use the data of a similar and completed project
• Parkinson

• Which identifies the staff effort available to do a project
and uses that as the ‘estimates’

• Pricing to win
• Use the price that is low enough to win the contract

• Top-down
• An overall estimate is determined and then broken down
into each component task

• Bottom-up
• The estimates of each component task are aggregate to

form the overall estimate
• Algorithmic model

• Estimation is based on the characteristics of the product
and the development environment.

  This is review Test for you:

What are the Basic of estimates
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• How to Estimate Software Project?
Whenever you make any software project finding the cost
estimation is very important. There are a number of methods
of cost estimation that I shall discuss.

• Analogy Costing Method
This involves extrapolating actual data from previously
completed projects of a similar nature to the proposed project
in order to make estimates for the proposed project. Estimating
by analogy can be done either at the system level or the compo-
nent level. The impact of any differences (requirements,
technologies, languages, team...) between past projects and the
proposed project must be considered in the estimation. There is
a high risk of poor estimation using these techniques when no
precedent exists for the proposed project, when differences
between projects are difficult to identify and evaluate and when
historical data is suspected to be inaccurate.

• Expert Judgment Method
Expert judgment is a method of estimation, which is used to
complement other estimation methods. It involves using the
experience and understanding of an expert on a proposed
project. It is often used with the analogy method to aid in the
identification of differences between past projects and the
proposed project and to estimate the effects of these differ-
ences. As this method relies on input by a human expert based
on their understanding and experience, it is not an indepen-
dently repeatable method. That is different experts may provide
quite different estimates based on their own experience.

• Algorithmic (Parametric) Method
Algorithmic methods involve the use of equations based on
historical data applied to measures such as size (LOC) and
functionality (FP) to yield software estimates. These equations
involve the applications of cost drivers to calibrate for factors such
as language, design methodology, skill-levels, risk assess-
ments,... These methods are repeatable and customizable,
however, they can be inconsistent in the absence of organiza-
tion specific historical data or in estimating projects with little or
no precedent within an organization and are not able to be
easily calibrated to handle exceptional circumstances.

Algorithmic Cost Estimation Models
Of particular interest is the description this article makes of the
inconsistency of estimates made with formal models, particu-
larly when they have not been calibrated to an organization.
This indicates a reliance on good historical data for good
estimates, which emphasis’s the necessity to collect that data.
(One of the main reasons why the variations identified by
Kemerer are so large is probably to do with the lack of good
historical data.)

There are a number of liner models for estimating effort
(usually in Man months). These are based on regression analysis
on data collected from past software projects. These models
have the general form:
E=A+B*(ev)C

Where E is effort in person-months, A,B and C are empirically
derived constants and ev is the estimation variable (either LOC
or FP).
There is a perceived problem with these models that they are
only suited to certain classes of software. Some of the more
common of these models are (COCOMO 81 treated separately
below):
Bailey-Basili model
E=5.5 + 0.73*(KLOC)1.16

Doty model (for > 9 KLOC)
E=5.288*(KLOC)1.047

Albrecht and Gaffney model
E=-91.4 + 0.355*FP
Kemerer Regression model
E=-37 + 0.96*FP
Small Project Regression model
E=-12.88 + 0.405*FP

Estimating by Analogy
The use of analogy is also called case-based reasoning. The
estimator seeks out projects that have been completed (source
cases) and that have similar characteristics to the new project (the
target case). The effort that has been recorded for the matching
source case can then be used as a base estimate for the target.
The estimator should then try to identify any differences
between the target and the source and make adjustments to the
base estimate for the new project
This might be a good approach where you have information
about some previous projects but not enough to draw
generalized conclusions about what variables might make good
size parameters. .
A problem here is how you actually identify the similarities and
difference between the different systems. Attempts have been
made to automate this process. One software application that
has been developed to do this is ANGEL. This identifies the
source case that is nearest the target by measuring the Euclidean
distance between cases. The source case that is at the shortest
Euclidean distance from the target is deemed to be the closest
match. The Euclidean distance calculated:
distance = square-root of ((target_parameter1 - source-param
eter1)2 + ... + (target_parametern – source_parameter n)2)

LESSON 29
ESTIMATING BY ANALOGY
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Example 1
Say that the cases are being matched on the basis of two
parameters, the number of inputs to and the number of
outputs from the system to be built. The new project is known
to require 7 inputs and 15 outputs. One of the past cases,
Project A, has 8 inputs and 17 outputs. The Euclidean distance
between the source and the target is therefore the square-root of
((7-8)2+(17-15)2), that is 2.24.
The above explanation is simply to give an idea of how
Euclidean distance might be calculated. The ANGEL package
uses rather more sophisticated algorithms based on this
principle.

 This is review Test for you:

How to Estimate Software Project?

Notes
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LESSON 30
ALBRECHT FUNCTION POINT ANALYSIS, FUNCTION POINT MARK II

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Albrecht function point analysis.
• Function point Mark II.
• Object points.
In the previous lecture I had discussed about different tech-
niques of project estimation. Today I shall continue with
further discussions on more techniques of project estimation,
which, I am confident when, you become a project leader, and
you will surely use it.

Albrecht Function Point Analysis
This is a top-down method that was devised by Allan Albrecht
when he worked for IBM. Albrecht was investigating program-
ming productivity and needed some way to quantify the
functional size of programs independently of the program-
ming languages in which they had been coded. He developed
the idea of function points (FPs).
The basis of function point analysis is that computer-based
information systems comprise five major components, or
external user types in Albrecht’s terminology, that are of benefit
to the users:
External input types are input transactions that update internal
computer files.
• External output types are transactions where data is output

to the user. Typically these would be printed reports, since
screen displays would come under external inquiry types (see
below).

• Logical internal file types are the standing files used by the
system. The term ‘file’ does not sit easily with modem
information systems. It refers to a group of data that is
usually accessed together. It might be made up of one or
more record types. For example, a purchase order file might be
made up of a record type. PURCHASEORDER plus a
second that is repeated for each item ordered on the purchase
order - PURCHASEORDERITEM.

• External interface file types allow for output and input that
might pass to and from other computer applications.
Examples of this would be the transmission of accounting
data from an order processing system to the main ledger
system or the production of a file of direct debit details on a
magnetic or electronic medium to be passed to the Bankers
Automated Clearing System (BACS). File shared among
applications would also be counted here.

• External inquiry types - note the US spelling of inquiry - are
transactions initiated by the user that provide information
but do not update the internal files. The user inputs some
information that directs the system to the details required.

• The analyst has to identify each instance of each external user
type in the project system. Each component is then classified
as having high, average or low complexity. The counts of
each external user type in each complexity band are multiplied
by specified weights (see Table A2) to get FP scores, which
are summed to obtain an overall FP count, which indicates
the information processing size.

Multiplier External user type 

Low Average  High 

External input type  3 4 6 

External output type 4 5 7 

 Logical internal file type 7 10 15 

External interface file type 5 7 10 

 External inquiry type 3 
 
 

4 
 
 

6 

One problem with FPs as originally defined by Albrecht was
that question of whether the external user type was high, low or
average complexity was rather subjective. The International FP
User Group (IFPUG) has now promulgated rules on how this
is to be judged. For example, in the case of logical internal files,
and external interface files, the boundaries. Shown in, Table A3
used to decide the complexity level.

Number of data types No of record 
type <20 20 to 50 >50 
1 low low average 
2 to 5 low average high 
>5 average high high 
 

Example 2
A logical internal file might contain data about purchase orders.
These purchase orders might be organized into s two separate
record types: the main PURCHASEORDER details, namely
purchase order number, supplier reference and purchase order
date and then details for each PURCHASEORDERITEM
specified in the order, namely the product code, the unit price
and number ordered. The number of record types for that file
would therefore be 2 and the number of data types would be 6.
According, to Table A3, this file type would be rated as ‘low’_
This would mean that according to Table A2, the FP count
would be seven for this file.
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Tables A.4 and A.5 are used to allocate scores to external inputs
and external outputs. Each external inquiry has to be counted
both as if it were an external input and an external output and
whichever score is higher is used.
Table A4 IFPUG External input complexity

Number of data types accessed No of file to be 
accessed <5 5 to 15 >15 
0 or 1 low low average 
2  low average High 
>2 average high High 
 

Table A5 IFPUG External Output complexity

Number of data types No of record 
type <6 6 to 19 >19 
0 to 1 low low average 
2 to 3 low average High 
>3 average high High 
 

Function point analysis now goes onto take into account the
fact that the effort required to implement a compute-based
information system will relate hot just to the number and
complexity of the features to be provided but also to the
environment in which the system is to operate.
Fourteen factors have been identified that can influence the
degree of difficulty with implementation a system. The list that
Albrecht produced related particularly to the concerns of
information system developers in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Some technology that was new and relatively threatening is now
well established
The Technical complexity adjustment (TCA) calculation has had
lots, of problem. Some have even; found that it produces less
accurate estimates than using the unadjusted function point
count. Because of these difficulties, we are going to omit further
discussion of the TCA.
Tables have been calculated to convert the FPs to lines of code
for various languages.  For example it is suggested that 91 lines
of Cobol are needed on average to implement an FP, while for
C the figure is 128 and for QuickBasic is 64

5.9 Function Points Mark II
The Mark II method has been recommended by the CCTA
(Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency), which
lays down standards for UK govern projects. At one time this
Mark II approach seemed to be a good method to use with
SSADM but some difficulties are now apparent. The ‘Mark II’
label implies an improvement and replacement of the Albrecht
method. The Albrecht (now IFPUG) method, however, has
had many refinements made to it and FPA Mark II remains a
minority method used mainly in the UK.
As with Albrecht, the information processing size is initially
measured in unadjusted function points (UFPs) to which a
technical complexity adjustment can then be applied (TCA). The
assumption here is that an information system comprises
transactions that have the basic structure shown in Figure A2.

 
Data store 

Process From user  
Input Output  Return to 

user 

Figure A.2 Model of a transaction. 

For each transaction the UFPs are calculated:
W i   X  (number of input data element types) +
 We  X (number of entity types referenced) +
 Wo   X (number of output data element types)
Here, W i, We, and Wo are weightings that might be derived by
asking developer what proportion of effort has been spent in
previous projects developing those parts of the software that
deal with processing inputs, accessing and modifying stored
data and processing outputs. From this it should be possible to
work out the average hours of work generated by instances of
each type of element.
The averages are then normalized into ratios, or weightings,
which add up to 2.5 If this way of getting hold of the
weightings seems too time-consuming then some industry
averages are available, which are currently (1999) 0.58 for W i, 1.66
for We” and 0.26 for Wo.
Example 3
A cash receipt transaction in the IOE maintenance accounts
system accesses two entity types - INVOICE and
CASHRECEIPT.
The data elements that are input are:
• InvoiceNumber
• DateReceived
• CashRece;ved
If an INVOICE record is not found for the invoice number,
then an error message is used. If the invoice number is found,
then a CASHRECEIPT record is created. The error message
constitutes the only output data element that the transaction
has to cater for.
The unadjusted function points, using the industry average
weightings, for this transaction would therefore be:
(0.58 x 3) + (1.66 x 2) + (0.26 x 1) = 5.32
Mark II FPs follow the Albrecht method in recognizing that
one system delivering the same functionality as another might
be more difficult to implement (but also more valuable to the
users) because of additional technical requirements. For
example, the incorporation of additional security measures
would increase the amount of effort to deliver the system. The
original Albrecht FP method identified
14 Technical complexity adjustment factors-Mark II  FPs
identify five more factors:
• Interfaces to other applications
• Special security features
• User training features.
• Direct access for third parties
• Documentation requirements:
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The additional of other factors to suit local circumstances is
encourage,
With. Both the Albnrecht and Symons methods. FPs can be
counted for previous projects where actual effort is known. If
you have figure for the effort expended on past projects (in
work-days for instant) and also the system size in FPs, you
should be able to work out the productivity rate. That is:
productivity = size/effort
For pew projects, the function points can be counted and then
the effort can be projected using the productivity rate derive
above:
Effort=constant1+sizeX constant2

Symons is very much against the idea of using function points
to estimate SLOC rather than effort. One finding by Symons is
that productivity, that is, the effort per function point to
implement a system, is influenced very much by size of the
project. In, general, larger projects, up to a certain point tends to
be more Productive because of economics of scale, However,
beyond a certain size they tend to become less productive
because pf additional management overheads.
 Some of the rules are weightings used in FP counting,
especially in case of  The Albrecht flavour, are rather arbitrary
and have been criticized by academic writers on this account.
FPs, however, are widely used in. practice because of lack of
other methods of gauging the functional size of information
systems.
This is review Test for you:
Albrecht function point analysis.

Function point Mark II.

Object points.

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• Object points.
• Procedural code-oriental approach
In the previous lecture I had discussed about different tech-
niques of project estimation. Today I shall continue with
further discussions on more techniques of project estimation

5.10 Object Point
This approach was devised at the Leonard N. Stern School of
Business, New York University. It has similarities with the FP
approach, but takes account of features that might be, more
readily identifiable if you are building. a system using a high
level application building tool. The reader should be warned
that despite its name
The technique has no direct bearing on object-oriented tech-
niques. The approach uses counts of the screens reports and
3GL components that an application might possess – it is these
that are referred to as objects. Each object has to be classified as
one of the following:
• Simple
• medium
• difficult
Table A.6 and Table A.7 show- the scheme used to make this
classification: The number of objects at each level are multiplied
by the appropriate complexity weighing shown in Table A.8.
The weighted sub-totals are then summed to get an overall
score for the application. .”,
Table A.6 Object Points for screens

Number of source of data tables No of 
views 
contained 

Total<4 
(<2 server 
 <3 client) 

Total<8 
(<3 server 
 3 to 5 client) 

Total>7 
(>3 server 
 >5 client) 

<3 Simple Simple Medium 
3 to 7 Simple Medium Difficult 
>7 Medium Difficult Difficult 
 

Table A.7Object point for report

Number of source of data tables No of 
section 
contained 

Total<4 
(<2 server 
 <3 client) 

Total<8 
(<3 server 
 3 to 5 client) 

Total>7 
(>3 server 
 >5 client) 

<2 Simple Simple Medium 
3 or 3 Simple Medium Difficult 
>3 Medium Difficult Difficult 
 

Table A.7Object points complexity weighting

Complexity weighting Object type 
Simple Medium Difficult 

Screen 1 2 3 
Reports 2 5 8 
3GL component - - 10 
 

Some of these objects might not need to be developed, as there
already exist components that can he utilized. The object point
score can be adjusted to take this into account. Say that in an
application containing 840 object points, 20% can be supplied
by using existing components, then the adjusted new object
point. (NOP) score would be:
NOP = 840 x (100-20)/100 = 672
Finally a productivity rate (PROD) has to be identified. It would
be best if the estimator could use details of past projects to
derive this. As an example, the developers of object points have
published the details in Table A.9 to calculate PROD. In the
situation where this information was gathered, as the CASE
tools, features were improving with successive releases, so the
experience of the developers with the tool was growing too.
Table A.9 Object point effort conversion

Developer's experience 
and capability/ICASE 
maturity and capability 

Very low 
 

Low Nominal High Very High 

PROD 
 

4 7 13 25 50 

 
An estimate of the person-months needed to carry out the
project is _then calculated by dividing PROD into NOP; For
example, given the 672 new object points above and a develop-
ment environment where productivity was nominal, then the
estimated effort for the project would be 672/13 = 52 months.

5.11 A Procedural Code- Oriented Approach
The previous approach would be useful at the design stage of a
project and where  a procedural programming language is not
the primary vehicle for development. However how could you
estimate the effort to develop an individual software module
using a procedural language? An approach might be based on
the following steps.
1. Envisage the number and type of programs in the final

system
This is easiest where the system is of a conventional and well
understood nature Most information systems are built from a
small set of system operations, such as insert, amend, update,
display, delete, print. The same principle should equally apply to
embedded systems, albeit with a different set of primitive
functions.

LESSON 31
PROCEDURAL CODE-ORIENTED APPROACH, OBJECT POINT
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2. Estimate the SLOC of each identified program
The estimator must have a particular implementation language
in mind for this step. .
One way to judge the number of instructions likely to be in a
program is to draw up a program structure diagram and to
visualize how many instructions would be needed to imple-
ment each identified procedure. The estimator might look at
estimating programs that have a similar functional description
to help in this process.
Where programs for an information system are similar (for
instance, they are data validation programs) then the number of
data item types processed by each program is likely to be the
major influence on size.
3. Estimate the work content, taking into account complexity

and technical difficulty
The practice is to multiply the SLOC estimate by a factor for
complexity and technical difficulty. This factor will depend
largely on the subjective judgment and the estimator. For
example, the requirement to meet particular highly constrained
performance targets can greatly increase programming effort.
A weighting can be given when there is uncertainty, for example
about a new techniques used in particular module, but this
should not be excessive. Where there is 1arge amount of
uncertainty then specific measures should be taken to reduce by
such means as the use of exploratory prototypes
4. Ca1culate the work-days effort
Historical data can be used to provide ratios to convert weighted
SLOC to effort. The conversion factors are often based on the
productivity of; standard programmer’ of about 15-18 months
of experience. In installation where the rate of the turnover is
lower and the average programmer experience is higher this
might be reflected in the conversion rate employed.

 This is review Test for you:

Discuss on Object points approach.

Discuss Procedural code-oriental approach

Notes
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LESSON 32
COCOMO COST ESTIMATION MODEL

This lecture I shall discuss:
• COCOMO cost estimation model.

Overview of COCOMO
The COCOMO cost estimation model is used by thousands of
software project managers, and is based on a study of hundreds
of software projects. Unlike other cost estimation models,
COCOMO is an open model, so all of the details are pub-
lished, including:
• The underlying cost estimation equations
• Every assumption made in the model (e.g. “the project will

enjoy good management”)
• Every definition (e.g. the precise definition of the Product

Design phase of a project)
• The costs included in an estimate are explicitly stated (e.g.

project managers are included, secretaries aren’t)
Because COCOMO is well defined, and because it doesn’t rely
upon proprietary estimation algorithms, Costar offers these
advantages to its users:
• COCOMO estimates are more objective and repeatable than

estimates made by methods relying on proprietary models
• COCOMO can be calibrated to reflect your software

development environment, and to produce more accurate
estimates

Costar is a faithful implementation of the COCOMO model
that is easy to use on small projects, and yet powerful enough
to plan and control large projects.
Typically, you’ll start with only a rough description of the
software system that you’ll be developing, and you’ll use Costar
to give you early estimates about the proper schedule and
staffing levels. As you refine your knowledge of the problem,
and as you design more of the system, you can use Costar to
produce more and more refined estimates.
Costar allows you to define a software structure to meet your
needs. Your initial estimate might be made on the basis of a
system containing 3,000 lines of code. Your second estimate
might be more refined so that you now understand that your
system will consist of two subsystems (and you’ll have a more
accurate idea about how many lines of code will be in each of
the subsystems). Your next estimate will continue the process
— you can use Costar to define the components of each
subsystem. Costar permits you to continue this process until
you arrive at the level of detail that suits your needs.
One word of warning: It is so easy to use Costar to make
software cost estimates, that it’s possible to misuse it — every
Costar user should spend the time to learn the underlying
COCOMO assumptions and definitions from Software
Engineering Economics and Software Cost Estimation
with COCOMO II.

Introduction to the COCOMO Model
The most fundamental calculation in the COCOMO model is
the use of the Effort Equation to estimate the number of
Person-Months required to develop a project. Most of the
other COCOMO results, including the estimates for Require-
ments and Maintenance, are derived from this quantity.

Source Lines of Code
The COCOMO calculations are based on your estimates of a
project’s size in Source Lines of Code (SLOC). SLOC is defined
such that:
• Only Source lines that are DELIVERED as part of the

product are included — test drivers and other support
software is excluded

• SOURCE lines are created by the project staff — code created
by applications generators is excluded

• One SLOC is one logical line of code
• Declarations are counted as SLOC
• Comments are not counted as SLOC
The original COCOMO 81 model was defined in terms of
Delivered Source Instructions, which are very similar to SLOC. 
The major difference between DSI and SLOC is that a single
Source Line of Code may be several physical lines.  For example,
an “if-then-else” statement would be counted as one SLOC,
but might be counted as several DSI.

The Scale Drivers
In the COCOMO II model, some of the most important
factors contributing to a project’s duration and cost are the Scale
Drivers. You set the 5 Scale Drivers to describe your project;
these Scale Drivers determine the exponent used in the Effort
Equation.
The 5 Scale Drivers are:
• Precedentedness
• Development Flexibility
• Architecture / Risk Resolution
• Team Cohesion
• Process Maturity
Note that the Scale Drivers have replaced the Development
Mode of COCOMO 81.  The first two Scale Drivers,
Precedentedness and Development Flexibility actually describe
much the same influences that the original Development Mode
did.

Cost Drivers
COCOMO II has 17 cost drivers – you assess your project,
development environment, and team to set each cost driver.
The cost drivers are multiplicative factors that determine the
effort required to complete your software project. For example,
if your project will develop software that controls an airplane’s
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flight, you would set the Required Software Reliability (RELY)
cost driver to Very High. That rating corresponds to an effort
multiplier of 1.26, meaning that your project will require 26%
more effort than a typical software project.
COCOMO II defines each of the cost drivers, and the Effort
Multiplier associated with each rating. Check the Costar help for
details about the definitions and how to set the cost drivers.

COCOMO II Effort Equation

The COCOMO II model makes its estimates of required effort
(measured in Person-Months – PM) based primarily on your
estimate of the software project’s size (as measured in thou-
sands of SLOC, KSLOC)):
    Effort = 2.94 * EAF * (KSLOC)E

Where
    EAF   Is the Effort Adjustment Factor derived from the
Cost Drivers
    E        Is an exponent derived from the five Scale Drivers
As an example, a project with all Nominal Cost Drivers and
Scale Drivers would have an EAF of 1.00 and exponent, E, of
1.0997. Assuming that the project is projected to consist of
8,000 source lines of code, COCOMO II estimates that 28.9
Person-Months of effort is required to complete it:
    Effort = 2.94 * (1.0) * (8)1.0997 = 28.9 Person-Months

Effort Adjustment Factor
The Effort Adjustment Factor in the effort equation is simply
the product of the effort multipliers corresponding to each of
the cost drivers for your project.
For example, if your project is rated Very High for Complexity
(effort multiplier of 1.34), and Low for Language & Tools
Experience (effort multiplier of 1.09), and all of the other cost
drivers are rated to be Nominal (effort multiplier of 1.00), the
EAF is the product of 1.34 and 1.09.
    Effort Adjustment Factor = EAF = 1.34 * 1.09 = 1.46
    Effort = 2.94 * (1.46) * (8)1.0997 = 42.3 Person-Months

COCOMO II Schedule Equation

The COCOMO II schedule equation predicts the number of
months required to complete your software project. The
duration of a project is based on the effort predicted by the
effort equation:

Duration = 3.67 * (Effort)SE

Where
Effort   Is the effort from the COCOMO II effort equation
SE        Is the schedule equation exponent derived from the five
Scale Drivers
Continuing the example, and substituting the exponent of
0.3179 that is calculated from the scale drivers, yields an estimate
of just over a year, and an average staffing of between 3 and 4
people:
    Duration = 3.67 * (42.3)0.3179 = 12.1 months
    Average staffing = (42.3 Person-Months) / (12.1 Months) =
3.5 people

The SCED Cost Driver
The COCOMO cost driver for Required Development Schedule
(SCED) is unique, and requires a special explanation.
The SCED cost driver is used to account for the observation
that a project developed on an accelerated schedule will require
more effort than a project developed on its optimum schedule.
A SCED rating of Very Low corresponds to an Effort Multi-
plier of 1.43 (in the COCOMO II.2000 model) and means that
you intend to finish your project in 75% of the optimum
schedule (as determined by a previous COCOMO estimate).
Continuing the example used earlier, but assuming that SCED
has a rating of Very Low, COCOMO produces these estimates:
    Duration = 75% * 12.1 Months = 9.1 Months
    Effort Adjustment Factor = EAF = 1.34 * 1.09 * 1.43 = 2.09
    Effort = 2.94 * (2.09) * (8)1.0997 = 60.4 Person-Months
    Average staffing = (60.4 Person-Months) / (9.1 Months) =
6.7 people
Notice that the calculation of duration isn’t based directly on
the effort (number of Person-Months) – instead it’s based on
the schedule that would have been required for the project
assuming it had been developed on the nominal schedule.
Remember that the SCED cost driver means “accelerated from
the nominal schedule”.
The Costar command Constraints | Constrain Project
displays a dialog box that lets you trade off duration vs. effort
(SCED is set for you automatically).  You can use the dialog
box to constrain your project to have a fixed duration, or a fixed
cost.

COCOMO II
COCOMO II is tuned to modern software life cycles. The
original COCOMO model has been very successful, but it
doesn’t apply to newer software development practices as well
as it does to traditional practices. COCOMO II targets the
software projects of the 1990s and 2000s, and will continue to
evolve over the next few years.
COCOMO II is really three different models:
• The Application Composition Model

Suitable for projects built with modern GUI-builder tools.
Based on new Object Points.

• The Early Design Model
You can use this model to get rough estimates of a project’s
cost and duration before you’ve determined it’s entire
architecture. It uses a small set of new Cost Drivers, and new
estimating equations. Based on Unadjusted Function Points
or KSLOC.

• The Post-Architecture Model
This is the most detailed COCOMO II model. You’ll use it
after you’ve developed your project’s overall architecture. It
has new cost drivers, new line counting rules, and new
equations.
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 This is review Test for you :

How does COCOMO cost estimation model is useful for
estimating project.

Notes
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LESSON 33
WHAT IS PROJECT EVALUATION

UNIT V
PROJECT EVALUATION

 

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Project Evaluation
• Types of Project Evaluation
In the previous units you had learned about Project activities
and risk Management, Today you are going to learn project
evaluation.

 What is Project Evaluation?

Project Evaluation: -
Project evaluation is a high level assessment of the project to
see whether the project is worthwhile to proceed and whether
the project will fit in the strategic planning of the whole
organization.

 Why do you Evaluate Project?

I evaluate the project because it helps me to decide whether a
project proceeding before it is too late. It also helps me to
decide which of the several alternatives projects has a better
success rate, a higher turnover, and a higher….
I also evaluate the project because Is it desirable to carry out the
development and operation of the software system

 What do you Think who Evaluates Project?

Project is evaluates by the following persons: -
• Senior management
• Project manager/coordinator
• Team leader

What do you Thing when is Project Evaluated?
I thing that the project Evaluated at the beginning of the
project normally at the step first of the Project Life Cycle.
What are the different criteria for Evaluation a Project?
Following are: -
• Strategic

• How does the project fit into the overall goals /
objectives of the organisation?

• Economic
• Is project financially sensible?
• Does the cash flow fit into the overall financial planning?

• Technical
• Can it be built?
• Do we have the capabilities?

 How will you Evaluate project?

Projects can be evaluated by analysing and forecasting. It can be
done by different techniques which are as given below
• Cost-benefit analysis
• Cash flow forecasting
• Cost-benefit evaluation techniques
• Risk Analysis

Slides of Lecture 24

Project Evaluation

• It is a high level assessment of the project
– to see whether the project is worthwhile to 

proceed
– to see whether the project will fit in the 

strategic planning of the whole organization
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Project Evaluation - Why

• Want to decide whether a project can 
proceed before it is too late

• Want to decide which of the several 
alternative projects has a better success rate, 
a higher turnover, a higher ...

• Is it desirable to carry out the development 
and operation of the software system

Project Evaluation - Who

• Senior management
• Project manager/coordinator
• Team leader

Project Evaluation - When

• Usually at the beginning of the project
– e.g. Step 0 of Step Wise Framework

Project Evaluation - What

• Strategic assessment
• Technical assessment
• Economical assessment
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Project Evaluation - How

• Cost-benefit analysis
• Cash flow forecasting
• Cost-benefit evaluation techniques
• Risk Analysis

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Project Evaluation process?

Define various types of Project Evaluation?

Notes
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LESSON 34
PROJECT ASSESSMENT /EVALUATION AND ITS TYPE

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Strategic Assessment
• Types of Strategic Assessment
Do you know what is strategic Assessment?

 Strategic Assessment

Strategic Assessment is usual carried out by senior management
to assess whether a project fits in the long-term goal of the
organization. For assessment of strategic plan is required that
clearly defines the objectives of the organization It helps to
evaluate individual projects against the strategic plan or the
overall business objectives.

Type of Strategic Assessment

Programme management
• Suitable for projects developed for use in the organizations
Portfolio management
• Suitable for project developed for other companies by

software houses
Let us study about Programme management
Programme management, as “a group of projects that are
managed in a coordinated way to gain benefits that would not
be possible were the projects to be managed independently”

Objectives of Programme Management: -

• How does the project contribute to the long-term goal of the
organization?

• Will the product increase the market share? By how much?

Programme Management typical Issues and Questions:-

Type Issue Typical Questions 
Objectives 
 
 

How does the project contribute to the 
long-term goal of the organization? 
Will the product increase the market 
share? By how much? 

IS plan 
 
 

Does the product fit into the overall IS 
plan? 
How does the product relate to other 
existing systems? 

Organization 
structure 
 
 

How does the product affect the existing 
organizational structure? the existing 
workflow? the overall business model? 

MIS 
 

What information does the product 
provide? 
To whom is the information provided? 
How does the product relate to other 
existing MISs? 

Personnel 
 
 

What are the staff implications? 
What are the impacts on the overall 
policy on staff development? 

Image 
 
 

How does the product affect the image 
of the organization? 

 

Let us learn about Portfolio Management
Portfolio Management suitable for product developed by a
software company for an organization for outsourcing. This
management assess the product for the client organisation by
issue the Programme management. It will also need to carry out
strategic assessment for the servicing software company

Portfolio Management Issues
• Long-term goal of the software company
• The effects of the project on the portfolio of the company
• Any added-value to the overall portfolio of the company
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Slides of Lecture 24

Strategic Assessment

• Use to assess whether a project fits in the long-
term goal of the organization

• Usually carry out by senior management
• Need a strategic plan that clearly defines the 

objectives of the organization
• Evaluate individual projects against the strategic 

plan or the overall business objectives

Strategic Assessment (cont’d)

• Programme management
– suitable for projects developed for use in the 

organizations

• Portfolio management
– suitable for project developed for other 

companies by software houses

SA – Programme Management 
Issues (cont’d)

• MIS
– What information does the product provide?
– To whom is the information provided?
– How does the product relate to other existing 

MISs?

SA – Programme Management 
Issues (cont’d)

• Personnel
– What are the staff implications?
– What are the impacts on the overall policy on 

staff development?

• Image
– How does the product affect the image of the 

organization?
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SA – Portfolio Management

• suitable for product developed by a 
software company for an organization
– outsourcing

• need to assess the product for the client 
organization
– Programme management issues apply

• need to carry out strategic assessment for 
the servicing software company

SA – Portfolio Management 
Issues

• Long-term goal of the software company
• The effects of the project on the portfolio of 

the company
• Any added-value to the overall portfolio of 

the company

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Strategic Assessment?
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LESSON 35
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT, ECONOMICAL ASSESSMENT

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Technical Assessment
• Economical Assessment
In the previous lecture you had learned the Strategic Assess-
ment,. Today we are going to learn about the Technical and
Economical Assessment.
Let us first start with the technical assessment.

 What is Technical Assessment?

Technical Assessment of a proposed system is consisting of
evaluating the functionality requirement against hardware and
software available. Where an organization has a strategic
Information System plan, this is likely to place limitation on the
nature of the solution that might be considered. It constraint
will influence the cost-benefit analysis.
In Technical Assessment available components are
• Hardware to meet non functional requirements
• Available software components (databases, middle ware, UI

toolkits...)
• Third party or available in house

• Hard / software supplier
• Reliability
• Reputation / Quality
• Commitment
• Flexibility

Now you see the Summary of Technical Assessment.
• Technical assessment

• includes ALL technical aspects, not just whether it can be
built

• has a huge impact on the cost/benefit analysis
• has to be reiterated throughout the project as more

detailed information becomes availab
Let us now learn Economic Assessment.

 Why we do Economic Assessment?

I evaluate Economic Assessment because it consider whether
the project is the best among other options, this is also help in
prioritise the projects so that the resources can be allocated
effectively if several projects are underway

 How you will Evaluate Economic Assessment?

You can evaluate the Economic Assessment as fallows: -

• Cost-benefit analysis
• Cash flow forecasting
• Various cost-benefit evaluation techniques

Slides of Lecture 26

Technical Assessment

• Functionality against hardware and software
• The strategic IS plan of the organization
• any constraints imposed by the IS plan
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Economic Assessment

Why?
• Consider whether the project is the best 

among other options
• Prioritise the projects so that the resources 

can be allocated effectively if several 
projects are underway

Economic Assessment (cont’d)

How?
• Cost-benefit analysis
• Cash flow forecasting
• Various cost-benefit evaluation techniques

– NPV and IRR

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Technical Assessment?

How Economical Assessment done?
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LESSON 36
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

This lecture I shall discuss:
• Cost benefit analysis.
• Cash flow analysis
• Various cost-benefit evaluation techniques
In the previous lecture you had learned the Technical and
Economical Assessment. Today we are going to learn about the
how you can evaluate economical Assessment using the cost-
benefit and cash flow analysis.
Let us first understand about the Cost-benefit Analysis

 Cost-Benefit Analysis

Since cost plays quite an important role in deciding the new
system, it must be identified and estimated properly. Costs vary
by type and consist of various distinct elements. Benefits are
also of different type and can be grouped on the basis of
advantages they provide to the management. The benefits of a
project include four types:
i. Cost-savings benefits
ii. Cost-avoidance benefits
iii. Improved-service-level benefits
iv. Improved-information benefits
Cost-savings benefits lead to reductions in administrative and
operational costs. A reduction in the size of the clerical staff
used in the support of an administrative activity is an example
of a cost-saying benefit.
Cost-avoidance benefits are those, which eliminate future
administrative and operational costs. No need to hire additional
staff in future to handle an administrative activity is an example
of a cost-avoidance benefit.
Improved-service-level benefits are those where the perfor-
mance of a system is improved by a new computer-based
method. Registering a student in fifteen minutes rather than an
hour is an example of this third type of benefit.
Improved-information benefits are where computer based
methods; I can to better information for decision-making. For
example, a system that reports the most-improved fifty
customers, as measured by an increase in sales is an improved-
information. This information makes it easier to provide better
service to major customers
The term Cost-Benefit Analysis is often used interchangeably
with the term Benefit-Cost Analysis.
The costs associated with the system are expenses, outlays or
losses arising from developing and using a system. But the
benefits are the advantages received from installing and using
this system.

Costs and benefits can be classified as follows:
a. Tangible or intangible
b. Fixed or variable
c. Direct or indirect

Tangible or Intangible
Tangibility refers to the ease with which costs or benefits can be
measured. An outlay of cash for any specific item or activity is
referred to as a tangible cost. These costs are known and can be
estimated quite accurately.
Costs this are known to exist but their financial value cannot be
exactly measured are referred to as intangible costs. The estimate
is only an approximation. It is difficult to fix exact intangible
costs. For example, an employee movable problem because of
installing new system is an intangible cost. How much moral of
an employee has been affected cannot be exactly measured in
terms of financial values.
Benefits are often more difficult to specify exactly than costs. For
example, suppliers can easily quote the cost of purchasing a
terminal but it is difficult for them to tell specific benefits or
financial advantages for using it in a system. Tangible benefits
such as completing jobs in fewer hours or producing error free
reports are quantifiable. Intangible benefits such as more
satisfied customers or an improved corporate image because of
using new sys- tem are not easily quantified. Both tangible and
intangible costs and benefits should be taken into consideration
in the evaluation process. If the project is evaluated on a purely
intangible basis, benefits exceed costs by a substantial margin,
then we will call such project as cost effective. On the other
hand, if intangible costs and benefits are included, the total
costs (tangible + intangible) exceed the benefits which makes
the project an undesirable investment. Hence, it is desirable that
systems projects should not be evaluated on the basis of
intangible benefits alone.

Direct or Indirect
Direct costs are those which are directly associated with a system.
They are, applied directly to the operator. For example, the
purchase of floppy for Rs.400/- is a direct cost because we can
associate the floppy box with money spent.
Direct benefits also can be specifically attributable to a given
project. For example, a new system that can process 30 per cent
more transactions per day is a direct benefit.
Indirect costs are not directly associated with a specific activity in
the system. They are often referred to as overhead expenses. For
example, cost of space to install a system, maintenance of
computer centre, heat, light and, air-conditioning are all tangible
costs, but it is difficult to calculate the proportion of each
attributable to a specific activity such as a report.
Indirect benefits are realized as a by-product of another system.
For example, a system that tracks sales cal Is on customers
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provides an indirect marketing benefit by giving additional
information about competition. In this case, competition
information becomes an indirect benefit although its work in
terms of money cannot be, exactly measured.

Fixed or Variable
Some costs and benefits remain constant, regardless of how a
system is used. Fixed costs are considered as sunk costs. Once
encountered, they will not recur. For example, the purchase of
equipment for a computer centre is called as fixed cost as it
remains constant whether in equipment is being used exten-
sively or not, similarly, the insurance, purchase, of software etc.
In contrast, variable costs are incurred on a regular basis. They
are generally proportional to work volume and continue as long
as the system is in operation. For example, the cost of com-
puter forms varies in proportion to the amount of processing
or the length of the reports desired.
Fixed benefits also remain constant. By using a new system, if
20 percent of staff members are reduced, we can call it a fixed
benefit. The benefit of personnel saving may occur every
month. Variable benefits, on the other hand, are realized on a
regular basis. For example, the library information system that
saves two minutes in providing information about a particular
book whether it is issued or not, to the borrower compared
with the manual system. The amount of time saved varies with
the information given to the number of borrowers.
As you go through the concept of cost benefit analysis now you
going to learn the various techniques that are used in cost
benefit evaluation techniques. These techniques have some
following characteristic: -
• Cost and benefits have to be expressed using the same scale

to be comparable
• Usually expressed in payments at certain times (cash flow

table)
• Payments at different points in time are not comparable

based only on the amount
• Time of payment should be considered
• Techniques

• Net profit
• Payback period
• Return on investment
• Net present value
• Internal Rate of Return

Slides of Lecture 27

EA – Cost-benefit Analysis

• A standard way to assess the economic 
benefits

• Two steps
– Identify and estimate all the costs and benefits 

of carrying out the project
– Express the costs and benefits in a common unit 

for easy comparison (e.g. Rs.)

EA – Cost-benefit Analysis 
(cont’d)

• Costs
– Development costs
– Setup costs 
– Operational costs
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EA – Cost-benefit Analysis 
(cont’d) 

• Benefit
– Direct benefits
– Assessable indirect benefits
– Intangible benefits

 This is review Test for you:

Explain Cost-Benefit Analysis with examples?

Notes
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This lecture I shall discuss:
• Cash flow analysis
• Various cost-benefit evaluation techniques
In the previous lecture you had learned the Economical
Assessment Cost-Benefit Analysis. Today we are going to learn
about the how you can evaluate cost-benefit and cash flow
analysis.
Let us first you understand about the Cost-benefit evaluation
techniques as fallows: -

 Cost-Benefit Evaluation Techniques – Net Profit

• Difference between total cost and total income
• It Advantages

• Easy to calculate
• Its Disadvantages

• Does not show profit relative to size investment
• Does not consider timing of payments

 Cost Benefit Evaluation - Payback Period

• Time taken to break even
• Its Advantages

• Easy to calculate
• Gives some idea of cash flow impact

• Its Disadvantages
• Ignores overall profitability

• Not very useful by itself, but a good measure for cash flow
impact.

 Cost Benefit Evaluation - Return On

     Investment

• Average annual profit compared to total investment
• It Advantages

• Easy to calculate
• Its Disadvantages

• Does not consider the timing of payments
• Misleading - should not be compared to bank interest

rates
Following equation is used in the above method to calculate the
ROI (Return on Investment)

%100
investment total

profit annual average ×=

LESSON 37
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES

 Cost Benefit Evaluation - Net Present Value

• Calculation of present value = (value in year t)/(1+r)^t
• In this you assume ‘discount rate’ r=10%
• Then Rs. 100 next year = 100/(1.10)^1 = Rs. 91 now

 Cost Benefit Evaluation - Net Present Value

• Sum of all incoming and outgoing payments, discounted
using an interest rate, to a fixed point in time (the present).

• Present value is the value of which a future amount worth at
present

• It takes into account the profitability of a project and the
timing of the cash flows

• Discount rate is the annual rate by which we discount future
earning
• e.g. If  discount rate is 10% and the return of an

investment in a year is Rs. 110, the present value of the
investment is Rs. 100.

• Let n be the number of year and r be the discount rate, the
present value (PV) is given by

nr
n

)+
=

(1
 year  invalue

PV

• Issues in NPV
• Choosing an appropriate discount rate is difficult
• Ensuring that the rankings of projects are not sensitive

to small changes in discount rate
• Guidelines:

• Use the standard rate prescribed by the organization
• Use interest rate + premium rate
• Use a target rate of return

• Rank the projects using various discount rates
• It Advantages

• Takes into account profitability
• Considers timing of payments
• Considers economic situation through discount rate

• Its Disadvantages
• Discount rate can be difficult to choose

• Standard measure to compare different options.

 Cost Benefit Evaluation - Internal Rate of

    Return

• Net present value in reverse
• Calculate discount rate for which the net present value is 0
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• It Advantages

• Calculates figure which is easily comparable to interest
rates

• Its Disadvantages
• Difficult to calculate (iterative)

• Standard way to compare projects.

 

11 9 8 
-3000 

3000 

6000 

9000 

12 10 

Discount rate 
(%) 

Net Present Value($) 

You will now learn the Cash flow Forecasting, which is another
type of Economical Assessment Evaluation.

 What Cash Flow Forecasting?

It is the Estimation of the cash flow over time

 

Expenditure 
Incom

e 

 Why Cash Flow Forecasting is Necessary?

Following are the reason for its necessity: -
• An excess of estimated benefits over the estimated costs is

not sufficient
• Need detailed estimation of benefits and costs versus time
• Need to forecast the expenditure and the income
• Accurate forecast is not easy
• Need to revise the forecast from time to time

Slides of Lecture 28

EA – Cash Flow Forecasting

• What?
– Estimation of the cash flow over time

• Why?
– An excess of estimated benefits over the 

estimated costs is not sufficient
– Need detailed estimation of benefits and costs 

versus time

EA – Cash Flow Forecasting 
(Cont’d)

Ex
pe

nd
itu

re
In

co
m

e
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EA – Cash Flow Forecasting 
(Cont’d)

• Need to forecast the expenditure and 
the income

• Accurate forecast is not easy
• Need to revise the forecast from time 

to time

Cost-benefit Evaluation 
Techniques

• Net profit
= Total income – Total costs

• Payback period
= Time taken to break even

• Return on Investment (ROI)

%100
investment total

profit annual average
×=

Cost-benefit Evaluation 
Techniques – IRR

• Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
– The percentage discount rate that would 

produce a NPV of zero
– A relative measure

Cost-benefit Evaluation 
Techniques – IRR (cont’d)

• Advantages
– Convenient

• Directly comparable with rate of return on other 
projects and with interest rates

– Useful
• Dismiss a project due to its small IRR value 
• Indicate further precise evaluation of a project

– Supported by MS Excel and Lotus 1-2-3
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Cost-benefit Evaluation 
Techniques – NPV

• present value = (value in year t)/(1+r)^t 
• Assume 'discount rate' r=10% 
• Then Rs. 100 next year = 100/(1.10)^1 = 

Rs. 91 now 
• Sum of all incoming and outgoing 

payments, discounted using an interest rate, 
to a fixed point in time (the present). 

 This is review Test for you:

Year Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Project 4 
0 -100000 1000000 100000 120000 
1 10000 200000 30000 30000 
2 10000 200000 30000 30000 
3 10000 200000 30000 30000 
4 20000 200000 30000 30000 
5 100000 300000 30000 75000 
Net 
Profit 

50000 100000 50000 00 

 
1. Consider the above projects and calculate the payback period

for each of them.
2. Calculate ROI for project 1 the net profit is Rs 50000 and the

total investment is Rs 100000, then the ROI is what?
3. Calculate the net present value for each of the project 1 to 5

using the discount rate 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% and 25%. For
each discount rate, decide which is the best project. What can
you conclude from these results?

Notes
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